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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
In 2011, the Cities of Loveland and Fort Collins, the Town of Berthoud, Larimer
County, and the North Front Range Metropolitan Planning Organization (NFRMPO)
agreed to fund and conduct a study to explore the feasibility of an integrated
operations and decision-making structure for regional transit services. Following
the 2000 US Census, Fort Collins, Loveland, Berthoud and other portions of Larimer
County became part of a Transportation Management Area (TMA) – defined as an
urbanized area with a population of over 200,000 residents that serves as a
mechanism for distributing federal transportation funds – and the Governor
appointed the City of Fort Collins as the designated recipient for federal funds
within the TMA. There are three separate transit operations within the TMA
boundaries. The operations include:
I Transfort, operated by the City of Fort Collins
I City of Loveland Transit (COLT), operated by the City of Loveland
I Berthoud Area Transit Service (BATS), operated by the Town of Berthoud
In 2009, Transfort and COLT updated their Strategic Operating Plans. While these
updates included separate plans to ease the adoption process, a considerable effort
went into identifying coordination opportunities and future potential for a regional
transit service provider. As a part of the updates, a Financial Advisory Committee
(FAC) was organized. The eight-member FAC consisted of residents from Fort
Collins and Loveland, and represented a broad range of public and private interests.
The FAC was tasked with making a recommendation to the governing councils with
regard to funding mechanisms to support the implementation of the updates.
While the committee recommended a combination of funding strategies, it also
recommended a subsequent study to explore the feasibility of the formation of a
regional transit provider to serve as the administration, organization, and
integration of transit operations for Fort Collins and Loveland. In 2011, the Cities of
Fort Collins and Loveland, the Town of Berthoud, Larimer County, and the North
Front Range MPO agreed to pursue the feasibility study, and in early 2012 a
contract was awarded for this North Front Range Transit Vision study.

WHAT IS THE INTENT OF THIS PROJECT?
The overall intent of the North Front Range Transit Vision project is to identify the
feasibility for an integrated regional transit governance and decision-making model
for the North Front Range communities of Berthoud, Fort Collins, Larimer County,
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and Loveland, as well as a related operational structure. The project included a
public outreach process focused on stakeholders, transit users, and the general
public to develop a recommendation on a path forward for potential transit service
integration in Larimer County with improved service and cost-effectiveness. The
project addressed several issues, including:
I Transit service area boundaries of a potential regional service entity.
I A range of governance structure options, identifying the benefits and limitations
of each, along with a final recommendation on a governance structure for the
region.
I Analysis of the potential of the recommended structure to support the
development of the transit network into an overall regional transportation plan.

WHAT IS THE STUDY AREA FOR THIS

Figure ES-1: TMA 2010 Boundaries/Study Area

PROJECT?
The study area for this project is defined as the
boundaries of the Transportation Management Area
as established in 2000 and modified in 2010 (see
Figure ES-1), which include Fort Collins, LaPorte, a
non-incorporated community north of Fort Collins, as
well as Loveland and Berthoud to the south and
portions of Timnath, Windsor, and Johnstown.

Source: NFRMPO
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WHAT ARE SOME OF THE KEY DATA FINDINGS OF THIS
STUDY?
Population and Demographics
Figure ES-2 shows changes in study area population density between now and 2035.
Population in the TMA will be growing by about 25% by 2035 compared with
current levels. However, population in the entire NFRMPO area (which includes
most of the populated areas of Larimer and Weld Counties) is forecast to increase
by more than 60%, indicating that much of the population growth in the entire
region is projected to be focused on areas outside the TMA. Population in Fort
Collins and Loveland will be increasing by about 30%, and in Berthoud by almost
180% between now and 2035. Major growth areas will be in east, west, and
northeast Fort Collins; north and east of Timnath; the Windsor area; east of
Loveland past I-25; and northeast Berthoud.
Overall, while significant population density increases are forecast to occur in
central portions of Fort Collins and Berthoud, much of the region’s largest projected
population density increases are expected to occur in portions of the region outside
of areas currently served by the TMA’s transit providers, particularly in areas east of
I-25 and in Weld County.
Figure ES-2: Population Change by 2035

Additional analysis of population trends shows that Fort
Collins has a lower median age than other parts of the study
area (likely reflecting the university influence). Berthoud
has the largest proportion of its population below the age of
17 of any portion of the study area, while Loveland has the
highest proportion above 65. Berthoud has the highest
median income of any portion of the study area, reflecting
its growing residential (or “bedroom suburb”) trend. Fort
Collins has the highest proportion of population with college
degrees and the highest proportion living in multifamily
housing (again reflecting the university influence), while
Berthoud has the highest home ownership rate.
These numbers (combined with overall population figures
explored earlier) begin to show trends in population factors
that strongly influence the shape and intensity of transit
services. For example, the numbers reinforce Fort Collins’
university influence, while Berthoud is clearly becoming a
residential center. Those trends demonstrate the need for
different types of transit service design to serve differing
population needs.
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Employment
Figure ES-3 illustrates projected changes in employment density in the study area
and surrounding areas between now and 2035. The figure shows that employment
growth in the region is forecast to be focused in
Figure ES-3: Employment Change by 2035
several key growth areas: northeast Fort Collins;
the Highway 287 corridor in Fort Collins; the I-25
corridor between Fort Collins and Loveland; and
the US 34 corridor in Loveland stretching from
Highway 287 to east of I-25. Overall, employment
growth in the area between now and 2035 is
forecast to occur primarily among the region’s
major travel corridors, including US 287, US 34, and
I-25. Future transit services will need to be more
focused on those corridors if they are to effectively
serve future employment growth centers.
Further analysis shows that Fort Collins has the
highest overall jobs/population ratio at 63%, while
Berthoud has the lowest. However, when
traditional non-working segments of the
population (those below 17 and over 65) are taken
out of the calculation, Loveland has the highest
ratio at just over 100% (meaning that there are
more jobs than the local working age population).
Fort Collins has a high ratio at 93.5%, while
Berthoud still has the lowest ratio at 80%. A
jobs/population ratio at or near 100% (such as the
numbers found in Loveland and Fort Collins) means that those areas have a good
balance of employment compared to local working age population, reducing the
need for local residents to commute to employment centers. Areas with lower
ratios (such as Berthoud) generally reflect higher commuting rates since not enough
jobs are being provided to sustain the local population.
Transit Dependency
There are traditionally several population groups that are generally more likely to
need or use transit services than those in other groups. These include people under
17 or over 65 years of age, persons with low incomes, persons with disabilities, and
people who live in households without access to vehicles. Factoring in all of these
groups gives a picture of where transit is in demand and allows comparisons to be
made of need related to current transit services.
Figure ES-4 shows where the highest population densities of composite transit
demand are located in the study area. The figure shows the highest areas of transit
dependency are located in central and western Fort Collins and in northwestern and
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western Loveland. Berthoud has a medium-low level of transit dependency,
especially when compared to other portions of the study area.
Initial Observations
Figure ES-4: Transit Dependency Index Composite

Based on the socio-demographic data summarized in this section,
the following conclusions can be drawn:
I

The TMA’s forecast population and employment growth
rates over the next 25 years, while not as high as the entire
NFRMPO, are still substantial and will require a re-thinking of
transit to serve that growth effectively.

I

Much of the region’s largest projected population increases
are expected to occur in portions of the region outside of
areas currently served by the TMA’s transit providers,
particularly in areas east of I-25 and in Weld County.

I

Employment growth in the area between now and 2035 is
forecast to occur primarily among the region’s major travel
corridors, including US 287, US 34, and I-25. Future transit
services will need to be more focused on those corridors if
they are to effectively serve future employment growth
centers.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE REGION’S KEY MOBILITY TRENDS?
In 2009, the North Front Range MPO participated in the Front Range Travel Count
Survey (FRTC), a “comprehensive study of the demographic and travel behavior
characteristics of Colorado Front Range residents across four MPO regions: North
Front Range, Denver, Colorado Springs, and Pueblo.” The survey was aimed at
documenting both demographic and travel behavior characteristics and factors to
support future travel demand modeling and other transportation-related analysis
activities. The North Front Range survey included results from 1,505 households
and utilized “travel diaries” where respondents recorded all trips for a 24-hour
period. Of that total, 611 surveys came from Fort Collins and 116 came from
Loveland, with smaller numbers from Berthoud and other portions of the TMA.
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Some of the overall findings of the survey included:
I The average number of autos per household is 1.98 in Fort Collins and 2.11 in
Loveland. In addition, households in Fort Collins recorded 2.18 bicycles per
household, with Loveland at 1.6.
I Just over 35% of Fort Collins households noted that they walked or used a
bicycle to get to work or school at least once a week; 22% of Loveland residents
were in that category.
I Almost 7% of Fort Collins households use transit at least once a week, while
more than 8.5% of Loveland residents responded in that manner. In addition,
more than 7% of Fort Collins respondents said they have a transit pass, while
just over 3% of Loveland residents have transit passes.
I About 17% of Fort Collins respondents said their primary mode to work is
walking or biking, while only 0.7% used transit as their primary commute mode.
Only 2.8% of Loveland respondents said they walked or bike to work regularly,
but 1.4% said they used transit.
Several travel trends were noted in the study area as a result of the survey:
I 83.4% of all work trips that originate in Fort Collins stay in that city, compared
with 45% of Loveland work trips, reflective of the jobs/population ratios in those
cities.
I Just over 7% of Fort Collins work trips terminate at jobs in Loveland, while more
than 22% of all Loveland trips end in Fort Collins, indicating a relatively heavy
commute pattern from Loveland to Fort Collins for employment along the US
287 corridor.
I Just under 3% of all Fort Collins work trips end in Boulder County or metro
Denver, while more than 20% of Loveland trips end in those areas, indicating
that Loveland is a major “break point” for people who consider commuting to
Denver for work.
Another way of examining the travel survey results is to focus on trips that stay
within the entire TMA compared with the rest of the region. This analysis shows
that most of the largest trip pairs occur in Fort Collins (which is not surprising given
that Fort Collins is the largest city in the study area), with Loveland internal trips
also comprising a large percentage of total trips. The data also show:
I More than 80% of all trips that start in the TMA also end in the TMA, similar to
the information showing large numbers of trips starting and ending within Fort
Collins and Loveland, and with a large number of commute trips from Loveland
to Fort Collins.
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I Roughly 9.5% of all trips occur between the TMA and other portions of Larimer
County, with 6% of all trips occurring between the TMA and other portions of
Weld County.
I Approximately 1-2% of all trips to or from the TMA link to Boulder County or the
metro Denver area.
Overall, the information shows a very large number of trips within the TMA,
especially work trips between Loveland and Fort Collins along the US 287 corridor.
Longer-distance trips outside the TMA are less significant, though there is a
relatively strong commute pattern between Loveland and the Boulder County and
Denver metro areas.

WHAT OTHER PROJECTS COULD AFFECT THIS PROJECT?
MAX Bus Rapid Transit
The MAX Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system is being planned and constructed by the
City of Fort Collins and will include a dedicated transit-only guideway that runs
parallel to the BNSF Railway along Mason Street in downtown Fort Collins through
the CSU campus to Harmony Road and the South Transit Center, a distance of
approximately five miles. The system will have a total of twelve stations and will
include branded low-floor vehicles and wayside fare vending. Construction started
on the system in 2012, with an estimated opening in 2014. The approximately $87
million project is being funded partially with a $69 million federal grant from the
Federal Transit Administration’s Small Starts program. The MAX BRT system will
substantially increase the visibility of transit in the North Front Range and especially
in Fort Collins. It will give Transfort the opportunity to re-evaluate its existing
service to better integrate with MAX and also provides impetus for consideration of
future expansion and enhancement to improve local and regional connections,
travel options, and overall mobility.
CDOT North I-25 EIS
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), in cooperation with the Colorado
Department of Transportation (CDOT), prepared a Final Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) to identify and evaluate multi-modal transportation improvements
along the I-25 transportation corridor extending from the Fort Collins/Wellington
area to Denver. In December 2011, FHWA signed the North I-25 Record of Decision
(ROD). The signing of the ROD completed the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) process for the North I-25 EIS. The completion of the NEPA process better
positions the North I-25 improvements to qualify for state and federal funding. The
project’s preferred alternative encompasses $2.178 billion worth of improvements
including managed lanes and express bus service in the I-25 corridor between Fort
Collins and the Denver metro area, and commuter rail in the BNSF corridor between
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Fort Collins and Denver with connections to the RTD North Metro rail line in the
northern portion of the Denver metro area. The North I-25 project is an important
regional effort to expand mobility throughout the North Front Range. Its inclusion
of express bus service and, ultimately, commuter rail service provides a long-term
framework for transit improvements that ultimately will be integrated into local
transit services in the TMA.
Transfort and COLT Strategic Operating Plan Updates
In 2009, Transfort and COLT collaborated on updates to their Strategic Operating
Plans (the Transfort effort was also in collaboration with the Poudre School District).
Both updates included plans for service improvement and expansion over the next
few years. These proposed service improvements will need to be taken into
account in any analysis of regional transit operations and/or governance integration
and integration and can provide a good starting point for future improvements.

WHAT TRANSIT SERVICES ARE BEING PROVIDED TODAY?
Table ES-1 provides a high-level summary of the transit services being provided
today in the North Front Range region.
Table ES-1: Summary of Existing Transit Services in the North Front Range, 2011

Berthoud Area
Transportation
System (BATS)

Transfort

City of Loveland
Transit (COLT)

Fixed route

2,200,000 annual/
7,000 daily

130,000 annual/
425 daily

Paratransit

40,000 annual/
300 daily

7,600 annual/
25 daily

13,000 annual/
45 daily

39 buses

10 buses

3 12-passenger buses,
1 6-passenger van

One

Shared municipal
maintenance facility

Provided by local
shops

$8.1 million

$1.1 million

$262,000

General fund,
Federal, fares,
Medicaid, other misc.

General fund,
Federal, fares, other
misc.

Fares, Town general
fund, Federal, CDOT,
Office on Aging

Ridership

Fleet Size
Maintenance
facility?
Annual
operating
cost
Funding
sources

Sources: Transfort, COLT, BATS, NFRMPO, 2011
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HOW DO LOCAL TRANSIT SYSTEMS COMPARE TO SYSTEMS
IN PEER CITIES?
Transit services in the North Front Range were compared to eleven peer cities
around the country. The communities and their transit agencies selected for
comparison were chosen using a variety of criteria, primarily similar populations as
the Fort Collins-Loveland-Berthoud Transportation Management Area (TMA), with
many having the presence of a major university or college. The examples studied
were:
I Ames Transit Agency/CyRide (Ames, IA)
I Greater Roanoke Transit/Valley Metro (Roanoke, VA)
I South Bend Public Transportation (South Bend, IN)
I Green Bay Metro (Green Bay, WI)
I Kalamazoo Metro Transit System (Kalamazoo, MI)
I Kanawha Valley Regional Transportation Authority (Charleston, WV)
I Citibus (Lubbock, TX)
I Ann Arbor Transportation Autority/The Ride (Ann Arbor, MI)
I Metra Transit System (Columbus, GA)
I StarTran (Lincoln, NE)
I Lane Transit District (Eugene, OR)
Table ES-2 summarizes the performance of the two local fixed-route services
(Transfort and COLT) compared with the average of the peer cities studied in
several key performance categories.
Table ES-2: Comparison of Local Fixed-Route Service Performance with Average of Peer City
Systems, 2011

Operating Data
Passenger trips per
mile of service
Passenger trips per
operating hour
Operating cost per
passenger trip
Operating cost per
hour of service

Peer City
Average

Transfort

COLT

Local FixedRoute Services
Combined

2.07

2.17

0.75

1.96

28.5

27.9

12.5

26.1

$3.12

$3.24

$6.33

$3.41

$88.66

$90.39

$79.42

$89.13

Source: 2011 National Transit Database
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Overall, the two local fixed-route services (Transfort and COLT) combined are
slightly less productive – though not unreasonably so – compared with their peer
systems across the country. Transfort and COLT fixed-route services combined cost
slightly more to operate per passenger trip (at $3.41) than the fixed-route peers (at
$3.12), and the combined cost to operate per hour (at $89.13) is slightly higher than
the fixed-route peers (at $88.66). The trips-per-mile metric for Transfort and COLT
(at 1.96 combined) is slightly lower than the average of the peer communities (at
2.07), and the two local agencies provide slightly fewer trips per hour (at 26.1
combined) than the weighted peer system average of 28.5.
Table ES-3 summarizes the result of the peer cities compared with local paratransit
services.
Table ES-3: Comparison of Local Paratransit Service Performance with Average of
Peer City Systems, 2011
Peer System
Average

Transfort

COLT

BATS

Local Paratransit
Services Combined

Passenger trips per mile
of service

0.13

0.23

0.19

0.12

0.18

Passenger trips per
operating hour

2.0

1.9

2.3

2.0

1.9

Operating cost per
passenger trip

$26.38

$29.35

$36.27

$20.14

$28.20

Operating cost per hour
of service

$53.76

$54.43

$84.99

$40.32

$54.67

Operating Data

Source: 2011 National Transit Database, BATS

The local paratransit/demand-response services perform reasonably well when
compared to peer systems across the country. COLT, Transfort, and BATS
paratransit/demand-response services combined cost more to operate per hour (at
$54.67) and cost more to operate per trip (at $28.20) than the paratransit/demandresponse peers (at $53.67 and $26.38 respectively). The local combined trips-permile metric (0.18) is better than the peer communities (at 0.13), and the local
combined trips per hour (at 1.9) were roughly the same as peer systems (at 2.0).
WHAT DID THE PROJECT STEERING COMMITTEE THINK
ABOUT LOCAL TRANSIT SERVICES?
The governmental entities participating in this study (the Cities of Fort Collins and
Loveland, the Town of Berthoud, and Larimer County) were asked to appoint
members of a project Steering Committee to provide policy-level guidance and
oversight to the project. An initial project Steering Committee meeting was held on
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Thursday, June 21, 2012. Committee members were asked to comment on the
strengths and weaknesses of existing transit services and on the challenges and
opportunities for the future of transit services in the region. The results of that
SWOC (strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/challenges) discussion are shown in
Table ES-4.
Table ES-4: Summary of Steering Committee SWOC Analysis
Strengths

Opportunities

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Good service for persons with
disabilities
FLEX is good example of interjurisdiction cooperation
Large number of high-quality nonprofits in the area
Regional visionary thinking (such as
MAX BRT)
Good service for students (especially
CSU)
Large number of local residents live
in walking distance of transit
High quality local transfer stations

Weaknesses
x
x
x
x
x
x

Under-served rural population
Inability to cross boundaries with
paratransit
Long-term funding
Tax-averse local population
Fares do not cover cost of service
Lack of paratransit service between
communities

Integration could eliminate
competition for federal funds and
improve efficiency
x Transit will be more important in
the future as energy costs rise and
as demographics change
x Regional exceptionalism will
increase local population and
workers
x Strong and growing inter-regional
travel patterns that could be
served by transit
x Opportunity to develop
transportation management
organizations
Challenges
x

x
x

x

Local auto-oriented population;
difficult to educate about benefits
of transit
No consensus on sustainable
funding
Imbalance between demand for
paratransit service and supply of
fixed-route service
Challenge to serve aging
population

WHAT DID THE LOCAL COMMUNITY SAY ABOUT TRANSIT
SERVICES IN THE REGION?
Members of the project team met with or interviewed via telephone groups of key
stakeholders from around the region to get their perspectives on future transit
development and structural needs and trends. This review provides a snapshot of
the community’s existing types and levels of service and elements that are
important to them. A number of key observations can be made about the
comments made by participants in the Community Mobility Review:
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I There is a strong desire for more regional and inter-regional connections,
especially to the I-25 corridor, Denver, and DIA.
I There is a high demand for service for seniors, especially for access to health
centers.
I The FLEX service is good but limited and needs to be expanded.
I Users of BATS expressed particular support for the local, personalized nature of
its service and its flexibility to serve outside the traditional service area and
feared losing that personal touch if integration occurs.
I Integration could improve consistency of service and policies in the area (for call
centers and customer information in particular).
I There is a large and growing demand for transit for students, both school-age
and college students.
I Low-density population in outlying areas makes both fixed-route and paratransit
service expensive and difficult to provide.
I Many saw benefits in integration especially in areas of operating efficiencies and
cost savings.
I Integration was overall seen favorably but there was some concern about loss of
local autonomy and decision-making.
HOW HAVE OTHER CITIES OR REGIONS DEALT WITH
TRANSIT INTEGRATION?
To help provide further insight into the challenges and opportunities afforded by
potential changes in the North Front Range transit network, the project team
researched recent integration efforts, including conducting telephone interviews
with representatives of some transit systems around the country to develop case
studies and best practices on transit funding and governance. A number of key
observations and conclusions can be drawn about the experiences of other cities
and transit systems considering or implementing integration:
I Every situation is different and no one solution applies to all systems.
I Local champions and supporters – at the staff/policy level and among elected
officials – are critically important to the success of a integration or regional
governance effort.
I Local agency staff – including operators – can be a valuable resource in
determining the impacts and benefits of potential integration or governance
changes.
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I Non-profit and/or human service organizations that provide transportation can
– and should – play an important role in any integration effort.
I A major obstacle to be overcome in any integration effort is overcoming the
perception or reality of local communities or agencies losing local control and/or
local identity if their transit operations are merged with another, especially a
larger organization.
I Decision-makers often need to be convinced of clear-cut benefits – primarily
financial – of any integration effort before agreeing to its implementation.
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROJECT, AND WHAT ARE
THE CORRESPONDING NEEDS?
Based on the data sources and input factors noted above, the purpose of this
project has been determined as follows:
The purpose of the North Front Range Transit Vision project is to explore and
analyze the tools available for potential integrated regional transit services and
operations, governance, and decision-making, with the aim of improving transit
service, increasing ridership, and improving transit’s overall cost-effectiveness for
the citizens of the North Front Range.


A number of needs statements – and the problem statements that go into those
needs statements – were developed by the project team and reviewed by the
Steering Committee to help define and clarify the overall purpose of the project.
These needs and problem statements were used to help establish goals and,
ultimately, evaluation criteria for the project. The needs statements and their
related problem statements are as follows:
I Needs Statement No. 1: There is a need to increase operational efficiency of
transit services in the region.
I Needs Statement No. 2: There is a need to increase customer benefits with the
aim of increasing ridership.
I Needs Statement No. 3: There is a need to standardize operational procedures
among the local transit agencies to improve compliance with Federal, State, and
local requirements.
I Needs Statement No. 4: There is a need to establish a transit service model that
is capable of implementing regional service plans.
I Needs Statement No. 5: There is a need for stable and sustainable funding
sources for transit services (both capital and operations) in the North Front
Range region over the long term, and there is a corresponding need for political
and community support to establish the viability of any recommended solution.
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The Purpose and Need statement and its related problem statements provide the
basis for the development of an evaluation framework that can be used to measure
and evaluate the potential for transit governance and integration options to more
effectively serve the citizens of the North Front Range. Each needs statement can
be translated into specific goals for the project, which then result in the
development of evaluation criteria. Table ES-5 summarizes the proposed needs
statements along with related problem statements and proposed criteria.
Table ES-5: Summary of Needs, Problems, and Evaluation Criteria

Needs Statements
Increase Operational
Efficiencies*

Increase Customer
Benefits and
Ridership*

Problem Statements

Goals/Evaluation Criteria

x

Multiple jurisdictions, differing levels
of service

Increase cost-effectiveness for:
x

Administrative costs

x

Multiple agencies competing for
funds

x

Operating costs

x

Multiple operations, maintenance,
and administrative functions

x

Capital costs

x

Multiple agencies unable to take
advantage of economies of scale

x

Different agencies, fare structures,
levels of service

Improve coordination of service for:
x

Service delivery

x

Difficulty in regional trip planning

x

Connectivity within TMA

x

Lack of regional paratransit
connectivity

x

Trip planning

x

Trip scheduling

Improve Regulatory
Compliance

x

Multiple agencies struggle with
compliance due to lack of resources

Increase availability of existing resources
to meet regulatory compliance for federal
state, and local agencies

Establish a Service
Model Capable of
Implementing
Regional Service Plans

x

Challenging for local agencies to
implement regional and state service
goals

Decrease obstacles in providing regional
transit service for:

Political, Community,
and Fiscal
Sustainability*
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x

No reliable or consistent funding
sources

x

Low political and community support
for dedicated funding sources (new
taxes)

x

Governance

x

Funding

x

Service delivery

x

Potential for stable funding

x

Political and community viability
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WHAT TRANSIT SERVICE INTEGRATION OPTIONS WERE
CONSIDERED?
Six operations integration options were examined and analyzed as to their positive
and negative impacts in meeting the goals of this project, the first being the status
quo option. These options were:
I Integrating fixed-route services: This option would consider the integration of
Transfort and COLT fixed-route services and operations. Berthoud is not
included in this analysis as its transit operation, BATS, is exclusively a paratransit
service, and no fixed-route services are provided to Berthoud (except for the
FLEX regional service). Key elements of this option include:
 Integrated Transfort and COLT fixed-route operations, schedules and vehicle
branding
 Integration of all fixed-route administrative services (including management,
staff support, and related activities)
 Integrated fixed-route customer interface (including an integrated Web site,
fixed-route call-in customer assistance center, integrated service planning
and scheduling, integrated fare policies and fare media)
 Integrated fixed-route dispatching
 Coordinated capital planning and procurement
I Integrating paratransit services: This integration option has the potential of
integrating all regional paratransit services, including dispatching, and
operations into one entity. Key elements include:
 Potential integration of COLT paratransit services into existing contract with
Transfort (BATS was not included in this option due to the likelihood that its
costs would potentially increase with integration)
 Integrated service branding, marketing, customer assistance, and dispatching
 Coordinated capital planning and procurement
 Provision of cross-jurisdictional paratransit services between Fort Collins and
Loveland (with the potential for schedule coordination with Berthoud and
other nearby entities)
 No immediate change to paratransit eligibility requirements (though with the
goal of longer-term consistency in service policies)
I Integrating both fixed-route and paratransit services: This option would
integrate both fixed-route and paratransit services for COLT and Transfort into
one operating entity. BATS was not included in this option due to the likelihood
that its costs would potentially increase with integration. Key elements are
combined from the previous two sections:
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 Integrated Transfort and COLT operations and schedules and vehicle
branding
 Integration of all administrative services (including management, staff
support, and related activities)
 Integrated customer interface (including an integrated Web site, call-in
customer assistance center, integrated service planning and scheduling,
integrated fare policies and fare media)
 Integrated dispatching
 Coordinated capital planning and procurement
 Provision of cross-jurisdictional paratransit services between Fort Collins and
Loveland (with the potential for schedule coordination with Berthoud and
other nearby entities)
 No immediate change to paratransit eligibility requirements (though with the
goal of longer-term consistency in service policies)
I Integrating maintenance: This option would Integrate all COLT and BATS fixedroute and paratransit maintenance activities at Transfort’s maintenance facility
in south Fort Collins. This stand-alone option is considered separately from
other integration activities examined in this project.
I Integrating fares, passes, customer information, and other miscellaneous
services: Currently, each entity is responsible for its own fare policies, fare
media and printing, customer information (including Web sites, call centers, and
other customer interface), and dispatching. This stand-alone package of options
would integrate those activities for all three entities where practical and
feasible, though any of its elements could be integrated into other options.

HOW WERE OPERATIONS INTEGRATION OPTIONS
EVALUATED?
The project team developed a five-point evaluation scale to measure the
performance of options against evaluation criteria, with five points representing a
high score, and one point representing a low score (with three being medium or
neutral and gradations for medium-high or low-medium). Points were doubled for
results evaluation criteria related to the three most significant needs statements as
recommended by the project’s steering committee. The project team examined all
options in a series of workshops to develop the rankings for each option. Table ES-6
shows the overall results of the evaluation of operations integration options. This
evaluation was conducted by the project team working in consultation with the
Steering Committee.
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Table ES-6: Summary of Evaluations for Operations Integration Options

I Status quo: The status quo governance structure rated low to medium in its
overall ability to meet the project evaluation criteria, and there are no
opportunities for long-term service improvement in the region if current
services and structures are maintained.
I Integration of Fixed-Route Operations: This option ranks medium-to-high in its
overall ability to meet the project evaluation criteria. While no significant
immediate cost savings are projected, fixed-route integration could result in
longer-term cost savings and efficiencies through elimination of redundant
positions through attrition (estimated at approximately $240,000 per year),
better customer service, better standardization of procedures and reporting,
significant ability to implement regional transit plans, and good support from
the local community.
I Integration of Paratransit Operations: This option receives a medium ranking in
its overall ability to meet the project evaluation criteria. There are some shortterm financial benefits to integrating COLT paratransit services under the
Transfort contract (estimated at approximately $50,000 annually); however,
those costs may be counter-balanced by longer cross-jurisdictional trips. In
addition, the service policies of Transfort and COLT are substantially different,
requiring a longer-term approach to coordination of service models. Finally,
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there is no financial benefit to BATS to integrate with Transfort and COLT in the
short term, which is why BATS was not included in this evaluation.
I Integration of both Fixed-Route and Paratransit Operations: This option ranks
high in its overall ability to meet the project evaluation criteria. While no
significant immediate fixed-route cost savings are projected through integration,
fixed-route integration could result in longer-term cost savings and efficiencies
through attrition (estimated at approximately $240,000 per year over the long
term), better customer service and, better standardization of procedures and
reporting, significant ability to implement regional transit plans, and good
support from the local community. In addition, there are some short-term
financial benefits (estimated at $50,000 annually) to integrating COLT
paratransit services under the Transfort contract (which could, however, be
counter-balanced by increased costs from longer cross-jurisdictional trips). In
addition, while the paratransit service policies of Transfort and COLT are
substantially different, integration could result in a longer-term approach to
coordination of service models.
I Integration of Maintenance: This option receives a low-to-medium rating in its
overall ability to meet the project evaluation criteria. Integration of
maintenance could result in cost increases in the short term but cost savings
over the longer term if redundant positions are eliminated through attrition and
as procurement and other capital planning are coordinated and integrated. In
addition, integrated maintenance could result in improved reporting to funding
agencies and could help standardize maintenance policies and procedures,
which could have moderate cost savings. No significant issues related to
maintenance integration were raised by the community.
I Integration of Fares/Customer Information, Dispatching, and Other Services:
This option receives a medium-to-high rating in its overall ability to meet the
project evaluation criteria, as standardized and integrated fare policies and
media, customer information, dispatching, and other ancillary services could
have significant positive impact on the experience of the transit user and could
improve ridership with the potential for moderate short-term cost savings.
Overall, the combined fixed-route and paratransit option was rated the highest of
all options in their overall ability to meet the project evaluation criteria, followed
closely by integration of fixed-route operations alone and integration of
fares/passes/customer service. Options for integration of paratransit and
maintenance were ranked lower, with status quo receiving the lowest ranking.
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WHAT GOVERNANCE OPTIONS WERE CONSIDERED?
Within the legal framework provided by the Colorado State Statutes, there were
several types of governance options considered for this project (in addition to the
status quo option). They were:
I Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs): these are administrative agreements
between two or more governments to provide specified services; allow flexible
boundaries; and typically provide no new funding source (usually depend on
agreed-upon contributions from participating bodies). The FLEX service
currently operating between Fort Collins and Longmont is an example of a multijurisdiction transit service provided through IGAs between local governments.
I Regional Service Authorities (RSAs): provide specific services on a regional
basis; approved by voters; follows county boundaries; each participating entity
can provide its own funding and contracts; if voters approve, can levy property
tax or local service charges for funding (but not sales and use tax). Only one RSA
currently exists in Colorado (a health care provider in Ouray).
I Regional Transportation Authorities (RTAs): these are created by participating
governing bodies and require voter approval; they have flexible boundaries; can
levy a maximum 1% sales tax, motor vehicle registration fees, or benefit taxes
for funding. There are four RTAs operating in Colorado.
I Special Districts: these provide services not necessarily provided by a city or
county; require voter approval; have flexible boundaries; can issue bonds; can
levy property tax or service charges; and can be used for transit service only as
part of a multi-purpose metropolitan district. There are currently no special
districts related to transportation in Colorado.
I Special Statutory Districts: these can build and operate services independent of
other agencies; are created by the legislature and implemented through voter
approval; have flexible boundaries; and can levy sales and use taxes, and issue
bonds. The Denver-area Regional Transportation District is an example of a
special statutory district in Colorado.

HOW WERE GOVERNANCE OPTIONS EVALUATED?
As with the operations integration options, the project team developed a five-point
evaluation scale to measure the performance of governance options against
evaluation criteria, with five points representing a high score, and one point
representing a low score (with three being medium or neutral and gradations for
medium-high or low-medium). Points were doubled for results evaluation criteria
related to the three most significant needs statements as recommended by the
project’s steering committee. The project team examined all options in a series of
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workshops to develop the rankings for each option. Table ES-7 shows the overall
results of the evaluation of governance integration options. This evaluation was
conducted by the project team working in consultation with the Steering
Committee.
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I Status Quo: There appears to be little benefit to existing transit services by
maintaining the status quo governance structure as it rates low to medium in its
overall ability to meet the project evaluation criteria, and there are limited
opportunities for long-term service improvement in the region if current
governance structures are maintained.
I Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs): IGAs are rated high in their overall
ability to meet the project evaluation criteria as they appear to offer significant
positive factors for local jurisdictions in providing a governance structure for
transit services. IGAs could provide operating efficiencies, improve services to
users, help with standardization of procedures, facilitate implementation of
regional plans, and provide for ease of formation. A governing board may be
made up of representatives from the participating entities as agreed upon in the
initiating IGA creating the transit governance structure, with the option of
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allowing the participating entities to maintain control over its representatives on
the governing board to ensure continuing local control and autonomy.
I Regional Service Agencies (RSAs): RSAs were rated as medium to high in their
overall ability to meet the project evaluation criteria as they appear to offer
several significant positive factors for local jurisdictions in providing a
governance structure for transit services. RSAs could provide operating
efficiencies, improve services to users, help with standardization of procedures,
facilitate implementation of regional plans, and provide sustainable long-term
funding. However, since they create a new governmental entity with taxing
powers, limiting governance oversight and local control and autonomy, the
political and community viability is questionable.
I Regional Transportation Authorities: Similar to RSAs, RTAs were rated as
medium to high in their overall ability to meet the project evaluation criteria as
they appear to offer several significant positive factors for local jurisdictions in
providing a governance structure for transit services. RTAs could provide
operating efficiencies, improve services to users, help with standardization of
procedures, facilitate implementation of regional plans, and provide sustainable
long-term funding. However, since they create a new governmental entity with
taxing powers, limiting local governance oversight and local control and
autonomy, the political and community viability is questionable.
I Special Districts: Similar to RSAs and RTAs, special districts were rated as
medium to high in their overall ability to meet the project evaluation criteria as
they appear to offer several significant positive factors for local jurisdictions in
providing a governance structure for transit services. Special districts could
provide operating efficiencies, improve services to users, help with
standardization of procedures, facilitate implementation of regional plans, and
provide sustainable long-term funding. However, since they create a new
governmental entity with taxing powers, limiting local governance oversight and
local control and autonomy, the political and community viability is
questionable.
I Special Statutory Districts: Similar to special districts, special statutory districts
were rated as medium to high in their overall ability to meet the project
evaluation criteria as they appear to offer several significant positive factors for
local jurisdictions in providing a governance structure for transit services.
Special statutory districts could provide operating efficiencies, improve services
to users, help with standardization of procedures, facilitate implementation of
regional plans, and provide sustainable long-term funding. However, since they
create a new governmental entity with taxing powers, limiting local governance
oversight and local control and autonomy, the political and community viability
is questionable.
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Overall, the IGA option was rated the highest of all options, followed by RSAs, RTAs,
special districts, and special statutory districts. While the last four received
medium-high rankings, their lack of political and community viability (primarily due
to their taxing powers and a diminishment of local control over decision-making)
could be fatal flaws operating against their implementation. The status quo option
received the lowest ranking of all options.

WHAT ARE THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THIS PROJECT?
There are several paths the North Front Range can take to address the overall
purpose and need of this project. A variety of operations integration options were
examined, all of which provided differing degrees of short-term benefit but more
significant long-term benefits. In particular, short-term integration of Transfort and
COLT fixed-route and paratransit operations showed the potential for some shortterm cost efficiencies while setting the stage for longer-term cost savings and other
improvements. Fixed-route and paratransit integration also has high potential for
improving customer benefits (and ridership) in addition to helping improve
standardization of procedures and reporting. It also offers significant potential for
helping regional transit authorities implement their long-range plans and meet
regional goals, and it has significant community and political support throughout
the region. In addition, a variety of low-cost integration activities (such as
integration of fares, fare media, marketing, and other ancillary services) could result
in some level of short-term cost savings and customer benefits (with the potential
to increase ridership) while significantly improving overall services to transit users
throughout the region.
As for potential new governance structures, there is low political feasibility or
viability for any option that reduces local control over decision-making.
Intergovernmental agreements were seen as providing good short-term benefits to
the region with relatively high community and political viability. They provide a
relatively easy to implement means for the North Front Range region to begin
formation of a coordinated transit service entity, allow for phased integration
activities over time as desired by participating bodies, and allow local participating
jurisdictions to maintain budgetary and other authority over the coordinated entity.
Based on these factors, the purpose and need established for this project, and the
evaluation of options, the recommendation of this project is to move forward
with initial integration of fixed-route and paratransit operations of Transfort and
COLT, resulting in a new regional transit service entity through the execution of an
intergovernmental agreement between the Cities of Fort Collins and Loveland.
The development of the detailed language and provisions of the IGA is
recommended to be undertaken through the appointment of a community Task
Force to oversee its drafting. The deliberations of the Task Force would be
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informed by ongoing community outreach activities (before and during the
deliberations of the Task Force), ensuring that the entities and individuals consulted
as part of this study continue to participate in the process of developing a regional
transit framework for the North Front Range area.
The Task Force is recommended to consist of:
I Staff members from Fort Collins, Loveland, Berthoud, and the North Front Range
MPO, with a focus on those staff members with expertise in transit operations
and management, finance, human resources, and legal issues.
I Community representatives appointed by each of those entities, using the North
Front Range Transit Vision Steering Committee (which oversaw the development
of this study) as a starting point for membership.
This process would ideally result in the development of a draft master IGA for
consideration by – and ultimate approval of – the governing bodies entering into
agreement. In addition, this master IGA would provide the framework for
integration of Transfort and COLT and contain language that would allow Larimer
County, Berthoud, Windsor, Timnath, and the North Front Range MPO (and other
jurisdictions as desired) to join in its provisions as requested in the future.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In 2011, the Cities of Loveland and Fort Collins, the Town of Berthoud, Larimer
County, and the North Front Range Metropolitan Planning Organization (NFRMPO)
agreed to fund and conduct a study to explore the feasibility of an integrated
decision-making and funding structure for regional transit services. Following the
2000 US Census, Fort Collins became part of a Transportation Management Area
(TMA) – defined as an urbanized area with a population of over 200,000 residents
that serves as a mechanism for distributing federal transportation funds – and the
Governor appointed the City of Fort Collins as the designated recipient for federal
funds within the TMA. The TMA includes LaPorte, a non-incorporated community
north of Fort Collins, as well as Loveland and Berthoud to the south. There are
three separate transit operations within the TMA boundaries. The operations
include:
I Transfort, operated by the City of Fort Collins
I City of Loveland Transit (COLT), operated by the City of Loveland
I Berthoud Area Transit Service (BATS), operated by the Town of Berthoud
In 2009, Transfort and COLT updated their Strategic Operating Plans. While these
updates included separate plans to ease the adoption process, a considerable effort
went into identifying coordination opportunities and future potential for a regional
transit service provider. As a part of the updates, a Financial Advisory Committee
(FAC) was organized. The eight-member FAC consisted of residents from Fort
Collins and Loveland, and represented a broad range of public and private interests.
The FAC was tasked with making a recommendation to the governing councils with
regard to funding mechanisms to support the implementation of the updates.
While the committee recommended a combination of funding strategies, it also
recommended a subsequent study to explore the feasibility of the formation of a
regional transit provider to serve as the administration, organization, and
integration of transit operations for Fort Collins and Loveland. In 2011, the Cities of
Fort Collins and Loveland, the Town of Berthoud, Larimer County, and the North
Front Range MPO agreed to pursue the feasibility study, and in early 2012 a
contract was awarded for this North Front Range Transit Vision study.
WHAT IS THE INTENT OF THIS PROJECT?
The overall intent of the North Front Range Transit Vision project is to help develop
options and a recommendation for an integrated regional transit governance and
decision-making model for North Front Range communities of Berthoud, Fort
Collins, Larimer County, and Loveland, as well as a related operational structure.
The project is to include a public outreach process focused on stakeholders, transit
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users, and the general public to develop a recommendation on a path forward for
potential transit service integration in Larimer County with improved service and
cost-effectiveness. The project will address several issues, including:
I Transit service area boundaries of a potential regional service entity.
I A range of governance structure options, identifying the benefits and limitations
of each, along with a final recommendation on a governance structure for the
region.
I Analysis of the potential of the recommended structure to support the
development of the transit network into an overall regional transportation plan.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE KEY ELEMENTS OF THIS PROJECT?
The project will consist of data collection and a transit audit to determine trends in
the study area and surrounding communities to develop a sustainable
transportation strategy. A Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges
(SWOC) analysis will be conducted to identify accessibility and integration of
services; the role of transit and transportation in a balanced economy; ensure that
needs of the transit dependent are met; safeguard the unique natural heritage of
the region; and identify funding/investment potential.
The project also will involve the community’s stakeholders (elected officials, major
employers, and representatives of businesses, neighborhoods, and community
groups) through meetings and interviews for a community mobility review.
The project will also conduct a peer system analysis that will examine how other
regions – especially those similar in demographic or operational nature to the North
Front Range – have dealt with similar service integration and governance issues.
After the background information is processed, a range of potential options for
implementation to guide the development of a regional transit framework for the
study area will be developed. A financial analysis will be conducted to understand
the existing funding arrangements and identify potential additional funding sources
for the final development of options and scenarios that are realistic and affordable.
At that point, the local community will be involved through outreach options such
as public meetings, outreach tools and development of educational/advocacy
groups. The end result is intended to be a blueprint for the continued
development, enhancement, and potential expansion of transit service in the North
Front Range to better meet the existing and future mobility needs of the
community.
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HOW WAS THE PROJECT ORGANIZED AND MANAGED?
This project was organized and managed by two entities: a Project Management
Team and a Steering Committee.
I The Project Management Team was comprised of the consultant team and
representatives of the public entities that sponsored the study:
 The Town of Berthoud
 The City of Fort Collins
 The City of Loveland
 Larimer County
 The North Front Range Metropolitan Planning Organization
The Project Management Team met at least monthly throughout the course of
the project to monitor progress and ensure compliance with budget and
schedule.
I The Steering Committee was comprised of appointed representatives from each
of the participating public bodies and met three times during the course of the
project. The Committee’s role was to serve as an information linkage back to
the public entities represented and to provide oversight and guidance on the
project’s findings and recommendations.
WHAT SERVICES ARE BEING PROVIDED TODAY?
Table 1-1 provides a high-level summary of the transit services being provided today
in the North Front Range region. More detailed information on transit services and
operations is provided in Chapter 3 of this report.
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Table 1-1: Summary of Existing Transit Services in the North Front Range, 2011

Transfort

City of Loveland
Transit (COLT)

Fixed route

2,200,000 annual/
7,000 daily

130,000 annual/
425 daily

Paratransit

40,000 annual/
300 daily

7,600 annual/
25 daily

Berthoud Area
Transportation
System (BATS)

VanGo (Operated by
North Front Range
MPO)

Ridership

13,000 annual/
45 daily

Other
Fleet Size
Maintenance
facility?
Annual
operating
cost
Funding
sources

9,000 annual
34 buses, 7 demandresponse vehicles

10 buses

3 12-passenger buses,
1 6-passenger van

99 six-passenger vans

One

Shared municipal
maintenance facility

Provided by local
shop

Two (Transfort and
Greeley)

$8.1 million

$1.1 million

$262,000

$1,700,000

General fund,
Federal, fares,
Medicaid, other misc.

General fund,
Federal, fares, other
misc.

Fares, Town general
fund, Federal, CDOT,
Office on Aging

Fares, STP Metro funds,
RTD, Federal

Sources: Transfort, COLT, BATS, NFRMPO 2011 data
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2 TRANSIT IN CONTEXT
The purpose of this chapter is to document – at a high level – the existing regional
transit and transportation network and policy framework in a local and regional
context. It summarizes the major trends and issues that shape transit services and
ridership. It includes a brief analysis of the region and the key regional
characteristics that could influence how transit operates in the next few decades.
SNAPSHOT OF THE REGION
What is the Study Area for this Project?
The study area for this project is defined as the boundaries of the Transportation
Management Area as established in 2000 and modified in 2010 (see Figure 2-1),
which include Fort Collins, LaPorte, a non-incorporated community north of Fort
Collins, as well as Loveland and Berthoud to the south
Figure 2-1: TMA 2010 Boundaries/Study Area
and portions of Timnath, Windsor, and Johnstown. Note
that the TMA boundaries do not exactly match municipal
boundaries; there are some areas in the municipalities
not included in the TMA, and there are some areas
included in the TMA that are in unincorporated areas of
Larimer County.

Source: NFRMPO
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Demographics: How Will the Study Area Change Over the Next Few Years?
Snapshot: Population
Table 2-1 summarizes current and forecast population for each of the three
municipalities involved in the project, the TMA, and the entire NFRMPO region. The
table shows that population in the TMA will be growing by about 25% by 2035
compared with current levels. However, population in the entire NFRMPO area
(which includes most of the populated areas of Larimer and Weld Counties) is
forecast to increase by more than 60%, indicating that much of the population
growth in the entire region is projected to be focused on areas outside the TMA.
Population in Fort Collins and Loveland will be increasing by about 30%, and in
Berthoud by almost 180% between now and 2035.

Population in the study area
is forecast to grow by 25%
between now and 2035,
compared with a growth rate
of 62% for the entire
NFRMPO and almost 50% for
the state of Colorado.

Table 2-2: Current and Future Population

Fort Collins

Loveland

Berthoud

TMA*

NFRMPO

2010
Population

143,986

66,859

5,105

264,465

432,998

2035
Population

190,818

87,231

14,256

328,625

703,410

% Change

33%

30%

179%

25%

62%

*Note: TMA numbers do not coincide exactly with municipal boundaries
Source: Census 2010; NFRMPO

Figure 2-2 shows key population growth areas as measured by changes in
population density per square mile. The darker areas show where the highest levels
of population density increases are forecast to occur. Major growth areas will be in
east, west, and northeast Fort Collins; north and east of Timnath; the Windsor area;
east of Loveland past I-25; and northeast Berthoud.
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Weld County

Larimer County

Figure 2-2: Key Population Growth Areas by 2035

Source: NFRMPO

Why is this important? While significant population density increases are forecast
to occur in central portions of Fort Collins and Berthoud, much of the region’s
largest projected population density increases are expected to occur in portions of
the region outside of areas currently served by the TMA’s transit providers,
particularly in areas east of I-25 and in Weld County.
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A more detailed examination of population is shown in Table 2-2, which summarizes
a variety of factors that could affect transit demand in the study area.
Table 2-2: Current (2010) Population Factors

Fort Collins

Loveland

Berthoud

TMA*

Larimer Co.

NFRMPO

30

39

41

NA

36

NA

Population 17
and under (%)

28,630 (20%)

15,988 (24%)

1,298 (25%)

58,076 (22%)

64,057 (21%)

102,812 (24%)

Population 65
and over (%)

18,478 (13%)

13,709 (21%)

884 (17%)

41,602 (16%)

52,215 (18%)

60,924 (14%)

$49,600

$54,800

$70,300

NA

$56,400

NA

Persons at or
below
poverty level
(%)

2,232 (1.6%)

1,221 (1.8%)

69 (1.4%)

NA

5,104 (1.7%)

NA

Households
with annual
income below
$35,000 (%)

20,525
(35.5%)

7,431 (27.4%)

405 (20.3%)

NA

36,588
(30.4%)

NA

% of
population
with
bachelor’s
degree or
above

50.1%

32.0%

27.9%

NA

42.5%

NA

% of
households
living in
multifamily
housing

31.8%

19.2%

8.1%

NA

20.9%

NA

Home
ownership
rate

55.8%

70.1%

83.4%

NA

67.5%

NA

Median age

Median
household
income

* Note: TMA numbers do not coincide exactly with municipal boundaries
Source: 2010 5-Year American Community Survey

The table shows that Fort Collins has a lower median age than other parts of the
study area (likely reflecting the university influence). Berthoud has the largest
proportion of its population below the age of 17 of any portion of the study area,
while Loveland has the highest proportion above 65. Berthoud has the highest
median income of any portion of the study area, reflecting its growing residential
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(or “bedroom suburb”) trend. Fort Collins has the highest proportion of population
with college degrees and the highest proportion living in multifamily housing (again
reflecting the university influence), while Berthoud has the highest home ownership
rate.
Why is this important? These numbers (combined with overall population figures
explored earlier) begin to show trends in population factors that strongly influence
the shape and intensity of transit services. For example, the numbers reinforce Fort
Collins’ university influence, while Berthoud is clearly becoming a residential center.
Those trends demonstrate the need for different types of transit service design to
serve differing population needs.
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Snapshot: Employment
Table 2-3 summarizes current and future employment for the three project partner
municipalities, the TMA, and the entire NFRMPO region. The table shows that
employment in the TMA will increase by just under 20% by 2035 compared with
current levels. However, as with population, employment in the entire NFRMPO
region is forecast to increase by almost 65%, again indicating that much of the
employment in the entire region is projected to be focused on areas outside the
TMA. Employment totals in Fort Collins are forecast to increase by 22% between
now and 2035, with employment in Loveland projected to grow by 60%. Berthoud
shows small employment growth, especially compared to its significant population
growth by 2035.
Table 2-3: Current and Future Employment

Fort Collins

Loveland

Berthoud

TMA*

NFRMPO

2010
Employment

90,544

37,511

2,348

142,209

228,847

2035
Employment

110,159

60,004

2,509

178,672

376,014

22%

60%

7%

26%

64%

% Change

*Note: TMA numbers do not coincide exactly with municipal boundaries
Source: Census 2010; NFRMPO

Figure 2-3 illustrates projected changes in employment density in the study area
and surrounding areas between now and 2035. The figure shows that employment
growth in the region is forecast to be focused in several key growth areas: northeast
Fort Collins; the Highway 287 corridor in Fort Collins; the I-25 corridor between Fort
Collins and Loveland; and the US 34 corridor in Loveland stretching from Highway
287 to east of I-25.
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Weld County

Larimer County

Figure 2-3: Key Employment Growth Areas by 2035

Source: NFRMPO

Key employment growth
areas in the next two decades
are focused on major travel
corridors such as US 287, US
34, and I-25.

Why is this important? Employment growth in the area between now and 2035 is
forecast to occur primarily among the region’s major travel corridors, including US
287, US 34, and I-25. Future transit services will need to be more focused on those
corridors if they are to effectively serve future employment growth centers.
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Snapshot: Jobs/population balance
One way to characterize a region is to examine its employment/population ratio.
This type of analysis could help determine the extent of commuting by
understanding if enough employment is provided by the region to serve its
residents. Table 2-4 summarizes several aspects of the relationship of jobs to
population in the general study area.
Table 2-4: Jobs/Population Ratios

Fort Collins

Loveland

Berthoud

TMA*

NFRMPO

2009/2010
Employment

90,544

37,511

2,348

142,209

228,847

2009/2010
Population

143,986

66,859

5,105

264,465

432,998

Overall Jobs/
Population
Ratio

62.9%

56.1%

46.0%

53.8%

52.9%

Population
under 17

28,630

15,988

1,298

46,014

102,812

Population
over 65

18,478

13,709

884

36,399

60,924

Jobs/working
population
ratio

93.5%

100.9%

80.3%

86.4%

85.0%

*Note: TMA numbers do not coincide exactly with municipal boundaries
Source: Census 2010; NFRMPO

The table shows that Fort Collins has the highest overall jobs/population ratio at
63%, while Berthoud has the lowest. However, when traditional non-working
segments of the population (those below 17 and over 65) are taken out of the
calculation, Loveland has the highest ratio at just over 100% (meaning that there
are more jobs than the local working age population). Fort Collins has a high ratio
at 93.5%, while Berthoud still has the lowest ratio at 80%.
Why is this important? A jobs/population ratio at or near 100% (such as the
numbers found in Loveland and Fort Collins) means that those areas have a good
balance of employment compared to local working age population, reducing the
need for local residents to commute to employment centers but also pointing out
the need for better local circulation. Areas with lower ratios (such as Berthoud)
generally reflect higher commuting rates since not enough jobs are being provided
to sustain the local population.
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Snapshot: Transit Dependency
There are traditionally several population groups that are generally more likely to
need or use transit services than those in other groups. These include people under
17 or over 65 years of age, persons with low incomes, persons with disabilities, and
people who live in households without access to vehicles. Factoring in all of these
groups gives a picture of where transit is in demand and allows comparisons to be
made of need related to current transit services.
Youths and Elderly Populations
Because those 17 or younger or 65 or older tend to drive less, transit is integral to
helping both older and younger people maintain mobility, especially in areas that
are not as walkable as others. Older adults are more likely to have disabilities that
limit their non-transit mobility, especially in colder weather and at night. Transit
also gives a safe mobility option to younger people who do not have drivers licenses
or are inexperienced drivers.
As noted earlier, Berthoud has the largest proportion of its population below the
age of 17 of any portion of the study area, while Loveland has the highest above 65.
Figure 2-4 illustrates the composite concentrations of persons below 17 and above
65 per square mile, with lighter colors representing lower densities and darker
colors illustrating higher densities. The figure shows high concentrations of this
population segment in the southern and western portions of Fort Collins, and in the
northern portions of Loveland.
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Source: NFRMPO
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Weld County

Larimer County

Figure 2-4: Transit Dependency/Youth and Elderly Populations
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Low-Income Households
Persons with low incomes generally depend more on transit for much of their
mobility needs compared with other population segments. They are less likely to
own a car, less likely to be able to afford vehicular transportation costs such as
parking fees and gas costs, and are more likely to be over 65, under 17, and/or have
a disability. Figure 2-5 illustrates the number of households per square mile with
annual incomes below $35,000. Of all cities in the study area, Fort Collins has the
highest concentration of low-income households, with the highest densities in the
western part of the city, while Loveland has a moderately high density of lowincome households in the northeastern part of that city.

Weld County

Larimer County

Figure 2-5: Transit Dependency/Low-Income Households

Source: NFRMPO
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Persons with Disabilities
Persons with disabilities make up a large part of transit use, especially demand
responsive transit. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) mandates that fixedroute service must be accompanied by service for persons with disabilities who may
not be able to use traditional transit; most agencies (including the three in this
study area) provide this type of service.
Figure 2-6 illustrates the densities of persons with disabilities in the study area. The
figure shows the highest densities of this population segment in central and
southern Fort Collins and northern and western and southwestern Loveland.

Source: NFRMPO
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Weld County

Larimer County

Figure 2-6: Transit Dependency/Persons with Disabilities
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Households without Automobiles
Especially in non-walkable areas, persons in households without access to vehicles
are likely to depend on public transportation for their mobility needs. Figure 2-7
shows the concentrations of households without access to autos. While the
absolute numbers are not huge, there are certain areas where lack of auto access
are more prominent than others. The highest concentrations are in central and
southern Fort Collins (likely reflective of the university population) and in
northeastern and northwestern Loveland.

Weld County

Larimer County

Figure 2-7: Transit Dependency/Households without Automobiles

Source: NFRMPO
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Transit Dependency Composite
Each of the groups described above generally depend on transit in different ways.
By compiling and combining these demographic characteristics, an overall Transit
Dependency Index (TDI) has been developed that shows overall where transit is in
greatest demand.
TDI is a summing of the rankings of each census tract for each demographic
category illustrated above. For example, one census tract may have the highest
density of both persons with disabilities and households without access to a vehicle
and therefore is considered to have the most transit dependency. Another census
tract shows may have the highest density of one category (such as persons 17 or
younger or 65 or older) but can have a relatively low transit dependency because
other groups are not as well represented. TDI is not a complete projection of
transit demand, and is not the entire basis for analysis. Nevertheless, it is a useful
tool to identify areas and populations underserved by transit.
Figure 2-8 shows where the highest population densities of composite transit
demand are located in the study area. The figure shows the highest areas of transit
dependency are located in central and western Fort Collins and in northwestern and
western Loveland. Berthoud has a medium-low level of transit dependency,
especially when compared to other portions of the study area.
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Weld County

Larimer County

Figure 2- 8: Transit Dependency Index Composite

Source: NFRMPO

Why is this important? The Transit Dependency Index is one tool that can be used
to examine how well transit routes and operations are serving those most in need
of transit services. As part of the transit services review in another section of this
report, the information shown in the TDI analysis will be compared with existing
transit services to determine service area deficiencies.
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Initial Observations
Based on the socio-demographic data summarized in this section, the following
conclusions can be drawn:
I The TMA’s forecast population and employment growth rates over the next 25
years, while not as high as the entire NFRMPO, are still substantial and will
require a re-thinking of transit to serve that growth effectively.
I Much of the region’s largest projected population increases are expected to
occur in portions of the region outside of areas currently served by the TMA’s
transit providers, particularly in areas east of I-25 and in Weld County.
I Employment growth in the area between now and 2035 is forecast to occur
primarily among the region’s major travel corridors, including US 287, US 34,
and I-25. Future transit services will need to be more focused on those corridors
if they are to effectively serve future employment growth centers.

REGIONAL MOBILITY TRENDS AND PLANS
Household Travel Survey
In 2009, the North Front Range MPO participated in the Front Range Travel Count
Survey (FRTC), a “comprehensive study of the demographic and travel behavior
characteristics of Colorado Front Range residents across four MPO regions: North
Front Range, Denver, Colorado Springs, and Pueblo.” The survey was aimed at
documenting both demographic and travel behavior characteristics and factors to
support future travel demand modeling and other transportation-related analysis
activities. The North Front Range survey included results from 1,505 households
and utilized “travel diaries” where respondents recorded all trips for a 24-hour
period. Of that total, 611 surveys came from Fort Collins and 116 came from
Loveland, with smaller numbers from Berthoud and other portions of the TMA.
Some of the overall findings of the survey included:
I The average number of autos per household is 1.98 in Fort Collins and 2.11 in
Loveland. In addition, households in Fort Collins recorded 2.18 bicycles per
household, with Loveland at 1.6.
I Just over 35% of Fort Collins households noted that they walked or used a
bicycle to get to work or school at least once a week; 22% of Loveland residents
were in that category.
I Almost 7% of Fort Collins households use transit at least once a week, while
more than 8.5% of Loveland residents responded in that manner. In addition,
more than 7% of Fort Collins respondents said they have a transit pass, while
just over 3% of Loveland residents have transit passes.
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I About 17% of Fort Collins respondents said their primary mode to work is
walking or biking, while only 0.7% used transit as their primary commute mode.
Only 2.8% of Loveland respondents said they walked or bike to work regularly,
but 1.4% said they used transit.
Several travel trends were noted in the study area as a result of the survey. Figure
2-9a illustrates the survey’s results for Fort Collins resident work trips, and Figure 29b illustrates the same for Loveland residents. The figures show that 83.4% of all
work trips that originate in Fort Collins stay in that city, compared with 45% of
Loveland work trips. Just over 7% of Fort Collins work trips terminate at jobs in
Loveland, while more than 22% of all Loveland trips end in Fort Collins, indicating a
relatively heavy commute pattern from Loveland to Fort Collins for employment
along the US 287 corridor. Just under 3% of all Fort Collins work trips end in
Boulder County or metro Denver, while more than 20% of Loveland trips end in
those areas, indicating that Loveland is a major “break point” for people who
consider commuting to Denver for work.
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Figure2-9a: Front Range Travel Count Survey/Fort Collins Work Trip Ends

Source: NFRMPO

Figure 2-9b: Front Range Travel Count Survey/Loveland Work Trip Ends

Source: NFRMPO
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Another way of examining the travel survey results is to focus on trips that stay
within the entire TMA compared with the rest of the region. Figure 2-10 illustrates
a composite analysis of travel survey data from the North Front Range. The arrows
indicate the ten largest pairs of all trips (not just work trips) between geographic
zones in the TMA.

Figure 2-10: Front Range Travel Count Survey/Internal and External TMA Trips

Source: NFRMPO

The figure shows that most of the largest trip pairs occur in Fort Collins (which is not
surprising given that Fort Collins is the largest city in the study area), with Loveland
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internal trips also comprising a large percentage of total trips. The tabular data
included with the figure also show:
I More than 80% of all trips that start in the TMA also end in the TMA, similar to
the information illustrated in Figures 9a and 9b showing large numbers of trips
starting and ending within Fort Collins and Loveland, and with a large number of
commute trips from Loveland to Fort Collins.
I Roughly 9.5% of all trips occur between the TMA and other portions of Larimer
County, with 6% of all trips occurring between the TMA and other portions of
Weld County.
I Approximately 1-2% of all trips to or from the TMA link to Boulder County or the
metro Denver area.
Why is this important? Information from the travel survey is important to show the
strongest trip patterns that can then be compared with transit services. The
information shows a very large number of trips within the TMA, especially work
trips between Loveland and Fort Collins along the US 287 corridor. Longer-distance
trips outside the TMA are less significant, though there is a relatively strong
commute pattern between Loveland and the Boulder County and Denver metro
areas.
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Regional Transportation Project Planning
MAX Bus Rapid Transit
The MAX Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system is being planned and constructed by
Transfort and will include a dedicated transit-only guideway that runs parallel to the
BNSF Railway along Mason Street in downtown Fort Collins through the CSU
campus to Harmony Road and the South Transit Center, a distance of approximately
five miles (see Figure 2-11). The system will have a total of twelve stops and will
include branded low-floor vehicles and wayside fare vending. Construction started
on the system in 2012, with an estimated opening in 2014. The approximately $87
million project is being funded partially with a $69 million federal grant from the
Federal Transit Administration’s Small Starts program.

Figure 2-11: MAX Bus Rapid Transit System

Source: Federal Transit Administration
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Why is this important? The MAX BRT system will substantially increase the visibility
of transit in the North Front Range and especially in Fort Collins. It will give
Transfort the opportunity to re-evaluate its existing service to better integrate with
MAX and also provides impetus for consideration of future expansion and
enhancement to improve local and regional connections, travel options, and overall
mobility.
CDOT North I-25 EIS
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), in cooperation with the Colorado
Department of Transportation (CDOT), prepared a Final Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) to identify and evaluate multi-modal transportation improvements
along the I-25 transportation corridor extending from the Fort Collins/Wellington
area to Denver. In December 2011, FHWA signed the North I-25 Record of Decision
(ROD). The signing of the ROD completed the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) process for the North I-25 EIS. The completion of the NEPA process better
positions the North I-25 improvements to qualify for state and federal funding.
The project’s preferred alternative is shown in Figure 2-12. It encompasses $2.178
billion worth of improvements including managed lanes and express bus service in
the I-25 corridor between Fort Collins and the Denver metro area, and commuter
rail in the BNSF corridor between Fort Collins and Denver with connections to the
RTD North Metro rail line in the northern portion of the Denver metro area.
Phase 1 improvements currently under way include:
I Widening of I-25 from between SH 66 and SH 56 to include one tolled express
lane in each direction.
I Widening of I-25 from SH 392 and SH 14 to initially be used as continuous
acceleration/deceleration lanes, ultimately becoming general purpose lanes.
Why is this important? The North I-25 project is an important regional effort to
expand mobility throughout the North Front Range. Its inclusion of express bus
service and, ultimately, commuter rail service provides a long-term framework for
transit improvements that ultimately will be integrated into local transit services in
the TMA.
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Figure 2-12: North I-25 EIS Preferred Alternative

Source: CDOT
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Transfort and COLT Strategic Operating Plan Updates
In 2009, Transfort and COLT undertook updates to their Strategic Operating Plans
(the Transfort effort was in collaboration with the Poudre School District).
Transfort Strategic Plan Update
The Transfort update was undertaken to meet six goals:
I Improve and expand transit services with a major focus on productivity
improvements
I Help meet or exceed the City’s Climate Action Plan goals for transportationrelated greenhouse gas emissions
I Provide enhanced mobility for seniors, youths, the disabled, and the transit
dependent
I Use public transportation to help reduce roadway right-of-way acquisition,
construction, and maintenance costs
I Provide funding for implementation
I Stimulate the local economy through public transit investments
The update’s recommendations were divided into three phases:
I Phase 1 improvements were described as short term improvements to be
implemented roughly within three years (through 2012 – see Figure 2-13a),
many of which have been or are being implemented, and include:
 Implementation of the MAX BRT service and the new South Transit Center
 Modest service growth, route restructuring, and service hours to improve
efficiency
I Phase 2 improvements (see Figure 2-13b) are aimed at implementation within
five years and include:
 Service expansion including roughly doubling of service hours
 Regional connections to Denver
 A transition to a more efficient grid network
I Phase 3 improvements (see Figure 2-13c) were aimed at implementation within
seven years and include:
 Longer service hours
 Expansion of regional service
 Additional MAX BRT routes and services outside of the Mason corridor
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Figure 2-13a: Transfort Strategic Operating Plan Update Phase 1 Improvements

Source: Transfort
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Figure 2-13b: Transfort Strategic Operating Plan Update Phase 2 Improvements

Source: Transfort
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Figure 2-13c: Transfort Strategic Operating Plan Update Phase 3 Improvements

Source: Transfort
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COLT Strategic Plan Update
The COLT update was guided by five goals similar to many of those that were
developed for the Transfort update:
I Improve and expand transit services with a major focus on productivity
improvements
I Provide enhanced mobility for seniors, youths, the disabled, and the transit
dependent
I Use public transportation to help reduce roadway right-of-way acquisition,
construction, and maintenance costs
I Provide funding for implementation
I Stimulate the local economy through public transit investments
Also similar to the Transfort plan update, the COLT update was proposed for
implementation over three phases:
I Phase 1 (see figure 2-14a) is proposed for short-term implementation (roughly
three years) and includes:
 Substantial growth over existing service
 Improved timed transfers to existing regional service
 Bi-directional loop service
 A new regional connection to Longmont
I Phase 2 (see figure 2-14b) was proposed for implementation over roughly five
years and includes:
 Facility improvements at existing transfer stations
 A new shared park-and-ride transfer facility adjacent to Centerra near I-25
and US 34
 New routes including better connections to Centerra
 Expanded service and hours of operation
I Phase 3 (see Figure 2-14c) was proposed for implementation over approximately
seven years and includes:
 Longer service hours including Sunday service
 Expansion of regional service
 Expansion of some local routes
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Figure 2-14a: COLT Strategic Operating Plan Update Phase 1 Improvements

Source: COLT
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Figure 2-14b: COLT Strategic Operating Plan Update Phase 2 Improvements

Source: COLT
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Figure 2-14c: COLT Strategic Operating Plan Update Phase 3 Improvements

Source: COLT

Why is this important? Both Transfort and COLT have developed plans for service
improvement and expansion over the next few years. These proposed service
improvements will need to be taken into account in any analysis of regional transit
operations and/or governance integration and can provide a good starting point for
future improvements.

NEXT STEPS
The next activities in the study process will include a detailed examination of transit
operations integration issues, including a ‘peer city’ analysis to compare regional
transit services with comparable transit agencies and entities around the country.
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1 TRANSIT AUDIT AND PEER COMPARISON
3
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to present an overview of operations and financial
information for services operated by Transfort, City of Loveland Transit (COLT), and
Berthoud Area Transportation Services (BATS). This information will be used to
help develop and evaluate operations integration options in a later chapter.
Terminology
Prior to reviewing the performance of the existing services, it is important to point
out some key terms typically used to measure the performance of a transit system,
including:
Cost per Passenger Trip (One Way): Total system costs (all operating expenses
plus administrative costs plus capital costs on a depreciation schedule) divided by
the number of passenger trips. Costs and trips must be recorded over the same
period of time.
Cost per Vehicle Hour: Total system costs divided by the sum of the number of
hours that each vehicle is operated in service. The typical metric is vehicle revenue
hours.
Cost per Vehicle Mile: Total system costs divided by the total distance traveled by
all vehicles in the system when they are in service. The typical metric is vehicle
revenue-miles.
Effectiveness: For a transportation system, the effect is that people are moved
from one place to another. Measures of the effectiveness of a transportation
system are, for example, the number of trips taken on it or the number of
individuals it serves. Alternatively, a transportation system can be evaluated in
terms of its effectiveness toward a social goal, such as the number of persons who
can take advantage of a particular social service because of the transportation
system.
Efficiency: The efficiency of a transportation system will be some measure of the
relationship of system inputs to system outputs. Transit planning has generally
expressed this efficiency measure in terms of the ability to minimize an input (such
as costs) to produce a unit of output. The measures used most often are cost per
passenger or cost per vehicle mile.
Fixed Costs: Typically these are costs that are less (or not at all) sensitive to
changes in service. They include such items as general supervision, overhead and
administration, rent, and debt service. Fixed costs are differentiated from variable
costs because they represent those costs that must be met whether the service
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operates or not. If the service runs into operating problems (such as loss of
passengers), fixed costs will continue.
Level of Service: In transportation literature, level of service is generally defined as
a measure of the convenience, comfort, safety, and utility of a system or system
component (vehicle, facility, etc.) from the passenger’s point of view. A variety of
measures can be used to determine a particular component’s level of service. In
transit, level of service measures incorporate such factors as availability and
frequency. Level of service is typically designated in six ranges from A (best) to F
(worst) for a particular service measure based on the passenger’s perception of a
particular aspect of the transit service.
One-Way Passenger Trips: Refers to the total number of boarding passengers
carried on all routes.
Passenger Miles: The sum of the trip distances traveled by all passengers.
Passenger Trips: The number of one-way trips by persons using the system. Each
passenger counts as an individual trip even if there is group boarding and alighting
at common points.
Passengers per Vehicle Hour: The number of passenger trips divided by the sum of
the number of hours that each vehicle is operated.
Passengers per Vehicle Mile: The number of passenger trips divided by the number
of vehicle miles provided by all vehicles.
Productivity: The basic performance parameter that describes transit and
paratransit service, defined as the number of passenger trips per vehicle hour of
service. This is typically defined in terms of the number of revenue-hours
(Productivity = Passenger Trips/Vehicle Service Hours).
Revenue-Hours and Miles: Those vehicle-hours and miles during which the transit
vehicle is actively providing revenue or fare-based service to passengers. For fixedroute service, this includes all the time spent on routes when passengers may board
the vehicle. For demand-response service, this includes all time spent in actively
providing passenger service. It includes the time and miles between dropping off
one passenger and picking up another even though there may be no passengers
onboard at the time.
Variable Costs: Those costs that are sensitive to changes in the actual level of
service. They are usually affected by the vehicle miles, vehicle hours, or some other
measure of level of service. Variable costs typically include such items as fuel, oil,
tires and tubes, drivers’ wages, and other items of expense that are sensitive to the
level of operation. Vehicles and equipment items purchased have life expectancies
which require that a depreciation factor be included when figuring costs. Most
typically, depreciation is figured on a straight line basis with a ten percent residual
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salvage value at the end of that time. The length of time depends on the type of
vehicle.
Vehicle Hour: Either the time the engine is running or the time a driver is assigned
to a vehicle; the operating time for a vehicle. Revenue hours are the hours when
the vehicle is operating and available for passenger service.
Vehicle Miles: The total number of miles driven on all vehicles used to provide
passenger service. Revenue miles are the miles operated by vehicles available for
passenger service.
LOCAL TRANSIT SERVICES

Transfort
Service Characteristics
The City of Fort Collins’ transit system, called Transfort, directly operates fixedroute service and contracts for ADA complementary paratransit service and
supplemental fixed-route service (late night service). The population of Transfort’s
service area is approximately 143,000.
Transfort has a base network of 18 fixed routes that operate weekdays and
Saturdays from 6:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Extended service until 10:00 p.m. weekdays
is provided on two routes that primarily serve the Colorado State University (CSU)
campus. ADA complementary paratransit service, called Dial-a-Ride, operates
weekdays and Saturdays from 6:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. To schedule a trip on the
dial-a-ride, patrons call between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. (seven days a week) and
reserve a time at least one day in advance. Transfort’s Dial-a-Ride is operated by
Yellow Cab (owned and operated by Veolia Transportation). On Fridays and
Saturdays, Transfort provides late night service from 10:30 p.m. to 2:30 a.m. called
Safe Ride Home that consists of two routes (Green and Gold) and ADA
complementary paratransit service linking downtown Fort Collins and the CSU
housing area. One regional route - FLEX service - is provided by Transfort, but is
funded through a Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ) grant
and intergovernmental agreements with the cities of Loveland and Longmont,
Larimer County, the Town of Berthoud, and the City and County of Boulder. This
regional route serves stops between the Fort Collins Downtown Transit Center and
th
downtown Longmont (Coffman and 8 Street), including stops in Loveland and
Berthoud. Figure 3-1a is a map of the current Transfort routes, and Figure 3-1b
shows the FLEX system.
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Figure 3-1a: Transfort Service

Source: Transfort
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Figure 3-1b: FLEX Service

Source: Transfort
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Fare Structure
The base fare for Transfort is $1.25; transfers are free. The reduced fare of $0.60
for elderly persons, persons with disabilities, and Medicare cardholders is available
during all hours of operation. Full-time CSU students and youth age 17 and under
ride free due to annual funding from the Associated Students of CSU and the
Bohemian Foundation. The FLEX base fare is $1.25 per single ride; the fare is $.60 a
ride for Seniors 60 years and above, the disabled, and Medicare recipients; and
youth (17 and younger) ride for free. The Dial-a-Ride paratransit fare is $2.50.
Several pre-paid fare options, such as monthly and annual bus passes, are available
for fixed-route and ADA complementary paratransit service.
Transfort Route Description
Table 3-1 summarizes Transfort routes, including days of the operations and
headways.
Table 3-1: Transfort Route Description
Days of
Route
Headways
Operation
1

Mon-Sat

20

2

Mon-Sat

30

3

Mon-Fri

30

5

Mon-Sat

60

6

Mon-Sat

60

7

Mon-Sat

60

8

Mon-Sat

30

Only when CSU in session

Evening service when CSU in session

9

Mon-Sat

60

11

Mon-Fri

20

14

Mon-Sat

60

15

Mon-Sat

20

16

Mon-Sat

60

17

Mon-Sat

60

18

Mon-Sat

60

19

Mon-Fri

60

81

Mon-Fri

30

91

Mon-Fri

Afternoon peak
only

Only when Poudre School District schools in session

92

Mon-Fri

Afternoon peak
only

Only when Poudre School District schools in session

FLEX

Mon-Sat

30 peaks-60 offpeaks and
Saturday

Source: Transfort, 2011
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Transfort Ridership by Category
Transfort has provided detailed information relating to its ridership, including data
on ridership by category and by route. This information is useful because it
provides information about the market segments that are being served by the fixedroute system.
Table 3-2 provides information on ridership by category for Transfort. As shown,
roughly a third of Transfort ridership consists of Colorado State University students.
The general public category includes several different sub-categories, the most
important of which are the youth (providing 14 percent of Transfort ridership),
disabled (12 percent), and senior (four percent) populations. A total of nine percent
of ridership is individuals transferring or continuing along the current route.
Table 3-2: Transfort Ridership by Category
Category

Amount

Percent

736,954

34%

1,228,427

57%

Senior

85,329

4%

Youth

304,229

14%

Disabled

253,143

12%

Other

585,726

27%

Transfers

133,734

6%

Continues

57,660

3%

2,156,775

100%

CSU
General Public

TOTAL
Source: Transfort, 2011

Table 3-3 provides information on ridership by category for FLEX service. As shown,
81 percent of FLEX ridership comes from the general public. That category includes
several different sub-categories, the most important of which are the youth
(providing 18 percent of FLEX ridership), disabled (11 percent), and senior (three
percent) populations. A total of 13 percent of ridership consists of individuals
transferring from other routes or continuing along the FLEX route. Only three
percent of FLEX ridership comes from Colorado State University students.
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Table 3-3: FLEX Ridership by Category
Category

Amount

Percent

CSU

3,541

3%

General Public

90,067

81%

Senior

3,827

3%

Youth

19,913

18%

Disabled

12,012

11%

Other

54,315

49%

Transfers

13,967

13%

Continues

3,473

3%

111,048

100%

TOTAL
Source: Transfort, 2011

Transfort also provided data on ridership and service levels by route. This
information is presented in Table 3-4 and shows data on the productivity of the
service by route. Route 1 has the most overall riders, with 329,000 boardings in
2011. Route 92, however, has the best route performance when examining the
passengers per service hour. When using passengers per mile as a metric of
productivity, Route 11 becomes the most productive, with 19 passengers per mile.
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Table 3-4: Transfort Ridership by Route 2011
% of
Route
Riders
Hours
Total
1
329,015
15.3%
15415

168,270

Pass/
Hour
21.3

Pass/
Mile
2.0

Miles

2

190,930

8.9%

4143

52,508

46.1

3.6

3

179,084

8.3%

3222

38,504

55.6

4.7

5

110,909

5.1%

3968

49,276

28.0

2.3

6

113,902

5.3%

4569

69,899

24.9

1.6

7

74,784

3.5%

3942

41,530

19.0

1.8

8

96,839

4.5%

3788

47,746

25.6

2.0

9

62,649

2.9%

2088

28,110

30.0

2.2

11

289,999

13.4%

2283

15,257

127.0

19.0

14

67,174

3.1%

2546

35,439

26.4

1.9

15

110,950

5.1%

4527

30,831

24.5

3.6

16

77,850

3.6%

2761

46,382

28.2

1.7

17

43,138

2.0%

3705

86,568

11.6

0.5

18

81,121

3.8%

2761

48,471

29.4

1.7

19

89,927

4.2%

3798

38,096

23.7

2.4

81

51,282

2.4%

4134

39,416

12.4

1.3

91

3,977

0.2%

88

635

45.2

6.3

92

7,913

0.4%

56

887

141.3

8.9

FLEX

168,609

7.8%

9151

202,418

18.4

0.8

Specials

6,725

0.3%

TOTAL

2,156,775

100.0%

77,356

995,858

27.9

2.2

Source: Transfort

Assets
Transfort currently owns and operates a dedicated maintenance facility, two transit
centers, two administrative sites, a CNG and diesel fueling facility, a bus wash, a
dispatch call center, a treasury unit, and 39 heavy-duty vehicles. The maintenance
facility is undergoing construction in the fall of 2012 to increase its current capacity
of 35 to 59 vehicles (primarily to accommodate newly arriving bus rapid transit
vehicles to be used on the system’s MAX service). Other enhancements to the
facility include upgrades to the administrative spaces, dispatching space, and the
CNG fueling facility. The work is scheduled to be complete in mid-2013.
Construction for a new South Transit Center is also starting in the fall of 2012 and
planned for opening in 2014.
All vehicle maintenance is performed at the maintenance facility site and is
provided by the City of Fort Collins Operation Services staff members who are
dedicated to Transfort. Work that is performed by that staff is handled through a
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budgeting agreement between Transfort and Operation Services. The MPO’s
vanpool program (VanGo) also uses Tranfort’s maintenance facility and City of Fort
Collins Operation Services staff for its fleet’s storing and maintenance needs.
Transfort has an agreement with Poudre School District (PSD) and VanGo for their
use of the bus wash facility. That agreement generates $3.50 per wash, resulting in
approximately $500 and $150 monthly from PSD and VanGo, respectively.
Transfort also has an agreement with COLT for its use of Transfort’s treasury facility.
That agreement pays Transfort a 2.5 percent administrative fee, which is
approximately $1,000 annually. In addition, Greyhound has a contract to use the
Downtown Transit Center (DTC) facilities and in turn pays Transfort seven percent
of its sale of tickets for riders leaving from Fort Collins, which accounts for
approximately $12,000 annually. The DTC is the only Greyhound stop in the North
Front Range area.
Staffing
Transfort has a total of 117 employees. The category breakdown for those
employees is as follows.
I Customer Service

5

I Cleaners

3

I Bus Operators

71

I Fuelers

5

I Dispatch

7

I Parts

1

I Road Supervision

5

I Planning

2

I Operation Supervision

2

I Marketing

1

I Safety and Training

2

I Financial

1

I Mechanics

6

I Administrative Support

3

I Maintenance

2

I Management

1

Financial Information: Transfort Revenues
Table 3-5 shows the revenue sources for Transfort during 2011. As shown, a large
portion of Transfort’s funding comes from federal grants and local funding. In 2011,
Transfort collected approximately $1.03 million in fare revenue, resulting in a
farebox recovery ratio of 12 percent.
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Table 3-5: Transfort 2011 Revenues
Sources

Amount

Percent

$1,975,432

16%

FTA 5309 (Capital)

$988,033

8%

FTA 5316 (JARC)

$146,735

1%

FHWA – CMAQ

$1,934,563

16%

FTA 5311

n/a

n/a

Medicaid

$45,690

0.5%

Fixed Routes Fares/Fees

$987,994

8%

Demand Response Fares/Fees

$39,864

0.5%

n/a

n/a

$5,062,105

41%

$226,293

2%

n/a

n/a

Other Miscellaneous Revenue/Transfers

$92,823

1%

Pass-Thru Intergovernmental Revenue

$739,089

6%

$12,238,621

100%

FTA 5307 (Operating and Capital)

Fares/Fees:

Donations
Local Revenues (City of Fort Collins)
Advertising Revenues
Interest

Total
Source: Transfort

Financial Information: Transfort Expenses
Transfort’s operational fixed-route expenses for 2011 were divided into three main
categories—vehicle operation, administrative costs, and maintenance costs—shown
in Table 3-6. As shown in Table 3-6, approximately 63 percent of Transfort’s fixedroute budget goes toward vehicle operations, 22 percent goes toward
administrative costs, and the remaining 16 percent goes toward maintenance costs.
Salaries and benefits accounted for $4.5 million (65 percent) of the overall Transfort
fixed-route budget (comprised of personnel services and benefits for operators and
administrators). As noted earlier, Transfort contracts approximately $1 million of its
fixed-route vehicle repair services to the City’s Operation Services department to
provide maintenance on all its fleet.
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Table3-6:
3-6: Transfort
Transfort 2011
2011 Operating
Operating Expenses
Expenses –- Fixed
Fixed-Route
Only
Table
Route Only
Expense Category
Vehicle Operation:
Includes bus drivers/operators, and road supervisor.
Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Motor Fuel , Oi l & Grea s e

Adminstrative Costs:
Includes management, customer service, dispatch, operation supervisor,
safety and training, planning staff, marketing staff, financial, and
administrative support

Amount
$4,390,282

Percent
63%

$2,874,107
$827,518
$688,657
$1,515,509

22%

Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Bui l di ng Renta l , Ma i nta na nce a nd Support Servi ces
Ins ura nce
Tel ephone a nd Wi rel es s Servi ces
Ma rketi ng
Uti l i ti es
Other Admi ni s tra ti ve Cos ts
Other Offi ce Expens es

$638,848

Maintenance Expenses:
Includes maintenance supervisory staff, maintenance staff, mechanics,
cleaners, fuelers, parts

$1,086,055

16%

$1,086,055

**

$6,991,846

100%

Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Ma teri a l s for Revenue Vehi cl es
Ti res / Tubes
Lubri ca nts
Ma teri a l s for Non-Revenue Vehi cl es
Vehi cl e Repa i r Servi ces (Incl udes Preventi ve Ma i ntena nce)
Ma i ntena nce Contra cts (Recurri ng ma i ntena nce)
Other Repa i r & Ma i nta i na nce Servi ces (One-ti me ma i ntena nce)
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE (FIXED ROUTE)

$176,520
$219,086
$115,646
$57,710

$77,007
$79,275

$106,695
$44,722

Note:** Transfort contracts out with Operations Service (another City Department) to provide maintenance on all of its
fleet.
Source: Transfort

Table 3-7 provides Transfort’s 2011 expenses for Dial-a-Ride/paratransit services.
Eight percent of Transfort’s paratransit expenses go toward administrative costs.
Approximately 91 percent of paratransit expenses go toward the service contract
Transfort has with Veolia to provide paratransit services.
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Table3-7:
3-7:Transfort
Transfort
2011
Operating
Expenses
– Dial-a-Ride/Paratransit
Only
Table
2011
Operating
Expenses
- Dial-A-Ride/Paratransit
Only
Expense Category
Vehicle Operation:
Includes bus drivers/operators, and road supervisor.
Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Motor Fuel , Oi l & Grea s e

Adminstrative Costs*:
Includes management, customer service, dispatch, operation supervisor, safety and training,
planning staff, marketing staff, financial, and administrative support
Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Bui l di ng Renta l , Ma i nta na nce a nd Support Servi ces
Ins ura nce
Tel ephone
Ma rketi ng
Uti l i ti es
Other Admi ni s tra ti ve Cos ts
Other Offi ce Expens es
Cos t/ rent for Admi ni s tra ti on Bui l di ng (a ctua l / i n-ki nd. Pl ea s e s peci fy)

Maintenance Expenses:
Includes maintenance supervisory staff, maintenance staff, mechanics, cleaners, fuelers, parts
Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Ma teri a l s for Revenue Vehi cl es
Ti res / Tubes
Lubri ca nts
Ma teri a l s for Non-Revenue Vehi cl es
Vehi cl e Ma i ntena nce- (Overs i ght of Repa i r Servi ces a nd Preventi ve Ma i ntena nce)

Service Contract:
Turnkey contract with Veolia to provide paratransit services law as per ADA mandate
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE (PARATRANSIT)
*Limited to Contract Management

Amount
$0.00

Percent
0%

$0.00

$94,537

8.5%

$51,584
$22,107
$0
$3,502
$0
$16,640
$704
$5,231

0.5%

$5,231
$1,016,710

91%

$1,116,478

100%

Source: Transfort

When combining both Transfort’s expenses in Tables 3-6 and 3-7, Transfort uses
approximately 13 percent of its total operating budget on Dial-a-Ride/paratransit
costs. The remaining 87 percent goes toward its fixed-route operation.
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COLT
Service Characteristics
The City of Loveland Transit (COLT) directly operates fixed-route service and ADA
complementary paratransit service. The ADA paratransit service is beyond ADA
minimums, as seniors (60 years and over) are allowed to use the service on a spaceavailable basis. The population of COLT’s service area is approximately 60,000.
COLT operates three fixed routes that operate weekdays from 6:38 a.m. to 6:37
p.m. and Saturdays from 8:48 a.m. to 5:37 p.m. There is no service on Sundays.
ADA complementary paratransit service—called COLT Paratransit Service—operates
similar hours to its fixed routes. As mentioned above, the FLEX service is operated
by Transfort and is through a regional partnership with the cities of Loveland and
Longmont, Larimer County, the Town of Berthoud, and the City and County of
Boulder. Figure 3-2 is a map of the current COLT routes.

Figure 3-2: COLT Route Map

Source: COLT
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Fare Structure
The base fare for COLT is $1.25; transfers are free. The reduced fare of $0.60 for
elderly persons, persons with disabilities, and Medicare cardholders is available
during all hours of operation. Youth ages 6 to 18 receive a reduced fare of $0.50.
Children ages 0 to 5 ride free. The COLT Paratransit Service fare is $2.00. Reduced
fares of $1.00 are available for those who qualify. Several pre-paid fare options,
such as monthly and annual bus passes, are available for fixed-route and ADA
complementary paratransit service.
COLT Route Description
Table 3-8 summarizes COLT routes, including days of operations and headways.
Table 3-8: COLT Ridership
Route

Days of Operation

Headways

100 - Blue
200 – Green
300 - Orange

Mon-Sat
Mon-Sat
Mon-Sat

60
60
60

Source: COLT

COLT Ridership by Category
COLT has provided detailed information relating to its ridership, including data on
ridership by category and by route. This information is useful because it provides
information about the market segments that are being served by COLT.
Table 3-9 provides information on ridership by category for COLT. COLT records its
ridership categories differently from Transfort and BATS. COLT records ridership in
eight main categories—general public (full fare), student (similar to the “youth”
category data collected by Transfort), senior, ADA, COLT employees, free/reduced
fares, trainer, and transfers. As shown, 26 percent of ridership is general public.
This is followed by 23 percent student or youth riders and 13 percent ADA riders.
Another 13 percent of ridership is individuals transferring to or from FLEX service.
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Table 3-9: COLT Ridership by Category
Category

2011

Percent

General Public (Full Fare)

33,880

26%

Student or Youth

29,753

23%

Senior

10,579

8%

ADA

16,670

12%

949

1%

9,850

7%

Trainers

778

1%

Transfers

27,910

22%

Continues

n/a

n/a

130,369

100%

COLT Employees
Free/Reduced fares

TOTAL
Source: COLT

COLT Ridership by Route
COLT also provided data on ridership and service levels by route. This information is
presented in Table 3-9 and shows data on the productivity of the service by route.
Route 200 has the most overall riders, with 53,423 boardings in 2011. This route
also has the highest route performance when examining the passengers per service
hour and passengers per service mile at 16.01 and 0.86, respectively.

Table 3-10: COLT Ridership by Route - 2011
% of
Route
Riders
Hours
Total

Miles

Pass/
Hour

Pass/
Mile

100-Blue

35,509

28%

3,336

59.20

10.64

0.60

200-Green

53,423

43%

3,336

61.88

16.01

0.86

300-Orange

36,739

29%

51,573

51.57

14.27

0.71

TOTAL

125,671

100%

172,657

172.66

13.59

0.73

Source: COLT

Assets
COLT operates out of an administration building with a dispatch call center. COLT
has a bus wash facility. The vehicle fleet consists of ten vehicles (six fixed-route
buses, one shuttle van, two paratransit vehicles, and one mixed-use vehicle).
Vehicle maintenance is performed at the city’s fleet maintenance facility, which
maintains all city vehicles including police and fire department vehicles.
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Staffing
COLT has 18 employees. The breakdown by employment category is as follows:
I Customer Service

0

I Cleaners

0

I Bus Operators

14

I Fuelers

0

I Dispatch*

2

I Parts

0

I Road Supervision

0

I Planning

0

I Operation Supervision

1

I Marketing

0

I Safety and Training

0

I Financial

0

I Mechanics

0

I Administrative Support

0

I Maintenance

0

I Management

1

*This position (dispatch) performs multiple duties, including customer service.

Financial Information: COLT Revenues
Table 3-11 shows the revenue sources for COLT during 2011. As shown, a large
portion of COLT’s funding comes from federal grants and local revenues. In 2011,
COLT collected approximately $89,700 in fare revenue, resulting in a farebox
recovery ratio of eight percent.
Table 3-11: COLT 2011 Revenues
Sources

Amount

Percent

FTA 5307 (Operating and Capital)

$611,058

43.3%

FTA 5309 (Capital)

$92,207

6.5%

FTA 5316 (JARC)

$36,196

2.6%

FHWA – CMAQ

n/a

n/a

FTA 5311

$56,164

4.0%

Medicaid

n/a

n/a

Fixed Routes Fares

$77,996

5.5%

Demand Response Fares

$11,720

0.8%

Local Revenues

$502,678

35.6%

Advertising Revenues

$24,524

1.7%

Interest

n/a

n/a

Other Miscellaneous Revenue

n/a

n/a

Pass-Thru Intergovernmental Revenue

n/a

n/a

$1,412,543

100%

Fares/Fees:

Donations

Total
Source: COLT
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Financial Information: COLT Expenses
COLT’s operational fixed-route expenses were also divided into three main
categories—vehicle operation, administrative costs, and maintenance costs shown
in Table 3-12. As shown in Table 3-12, approximately 53 percent of COLT’s fixedroute budget goes toward vehicle operations, 33 percent goes toward
administrative costs, and the remaining 14 percent goes toward maintenance costs.
This percentage distribution between vehicle operation, administrative costs, and
maintenance expenses is similar to Transfort’s fixed-route percentage distribution.
Salaries and benefits account for $500,500 (or 63 percent) of the overall COLT fixedroute budget (comprised of personnel services and benefits for both operators and
administrative staff).
Table 3-12:
3-12: COLT
COLT 2011
2011 Operating
Fixed-Route
Only
Table
Operating Expenses
Expenses –- Fixed
Route Only
Expense Category
Vehicle Operation:
Includes bus drivers/operators, and road supervisor.
Pers onnel Servi ces :
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Motor Fuel , Oi l & Grea s e

Adminstrative Costs:
Includes management, customer service, dispatch, operation
supervisor, safety and training, planning staff, marketing staff,
financial, and administrative support
Pers onnel Servi ces :
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Bui l di ng Renta l , Ma i nta na nce a nd Support Servi ces
Ins ura nce
Tel ephone a nd Wi rel es s Servi ces
Ma rketi ng
Uti l i ti es
Other Admi ni s tra ti ve Cos ts
Other Offi ce Expens es

Maintenance Expenses:
Includes maintenance supervisory staff, maintenance staff, mechanics,
cleaners, fuelers, parts
Pers onnel Servi ces :
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Ma teri a l s for Revenue Vehi cl es
Ti res / Tubes
Lubri ca nts
Ma teri a l s for Non-Revenue Vehi cl es
Vehi cl e Repa i r Servi ces (Incl . Preventi ve Ma i ntena nce)
Ma i ntena nce Contra cts (Recurri ng ma i ntena nce)
Other Repa i r & Ma i nta i na nce Servi ces (One-ti me ma i ntena nce)

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE (FIXED ROUTE)
Source: COLT
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Amount
$425,119

Percent
53%

$250,591
$83,788
$90,740
$259,678

33%

$131,420
$34,703
$6,888
$14,126
$2,264

$4,589
$1,048
$58,412
$6,227
$111,729

14%

$0

$6,740
$0

$104,989

$796,526

100%
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Table 3-13 provides COLT’s 2011 expenses for paratransit services. As shown in the
table, 53 percent of COLT’s paratransit budget goes toward vehicle operations, 34
percent goes toward administrative costs, and the remaining 13 percent goes
toward maintenance costs. This percentage distribution between vehicle operation,
administrative costs, and maintenance expenses is similar to its fixed-route
percentage distribution.
Table 3-13: COLT 2011 Operating Expenses – Paratransit Only

Table 3-13: COLT 2011 Operating Expenses - Paratransit Only
Expense Category
Vehicle Operation:
Includes bus drivers/operators, and road supervisor.
Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Motor Fuel , Oi l & Grea s e

Adminstrative Costs:
Includes management, customer service, dispatch, operation supervisor, safety and training,
planning staff, marketing staff, financial, and administrative support

Amount
$145,994

Percent
53%

$87,901
$29,568
$28,525
$93,909

34%

Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Bui l di ng Renta l , Ma i nta na nce a nd Support Servi ces
Ins ura nce
Tel ephone
Ma rketi ng
Uti l i ti es
Other Admi ni s tra ti ve Cos ts
Other Offi ce Expens es
Cos t/ rent for Admi ni s tra ti on Bui l di ng (a ctua l / i n-ki nd. Pl ea s e s peci fy)

$37,438
$9,886

Maintenance Expenses:
Includes maintenance supervisory staff, maintenance staff, mechanics, cleaners, fuelers,
parts

$35,123

Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Ma teri a l s for Revenue Vehi cl es
Ti res / Tubes
Lubri ca nts
Ma teri a l s for Non-Revenue Vehi cl es
Vehi cl e Ma i ntena nce- (Overs hi ght of Repa i r Servi ces a nd Preventi ve Ma i ntena nce)

Service Contract
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE (PARATRANSIT)

$2,261
$4,024
$645

$1,307
$36,574
$1,774
13%

$1,712

$33,411
n/a
$275,026

n/a
100%

Source: COLT

When combining both Tables 3-12 and 3-13, COLT uses approximately 26 percent of
its total operating budget on paratransit expenses (approximately 13 percent higher
than Transfort’s paratransit/demand-response budget). The remaining 74 percent
of COLT’s total operating budget goes toward its fixed-route operation.
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BATS
Service Characteristics
The Town of Berthoud directly operates demand-response transportation service
called Berthoud Area Transportation Service (BATS). The population of Berthoud’s
service area is approximately 12,000.
BATS operates Monday through Friday from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. An advance
notice of at least 24 hours is needed to schedule a trip. BATS provides service to
residents who live in Berthoud or within the Berthoud Fire Protection District and
will transport people within the Town of Berthoud, Loveland, or Longmont. Figure
3-3 is a map of BATS service area. As shown, the figure shows both the in-town
Berthoud service boundary and BATS service area boundary.

Figure 3-3: BATS Service Area

Source: BATS

Fare Structure
The base fare for BATS is $1.00 one-way for travel within the Town of Berthoud and
$2.00 one-way to go from Berthoud to Loveland or Longmont. For seniors, no fare
is required; instead, donations are encouraged.
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BATS Ridership by Category
BATS has provided detailed information relating to its 2011 ridership, including data
on ridership by category. This information is useful because it provides information
about the market segments that are being served by this demand-response service.
Table 3-14 provides information on ridership by category for BATS. Since BATS is a
demand-response service, it records its ridership categories slightly differently than
COLT and Transfort. BATS records ridership in four main categories—seniors (over
60 years and non-disabled), disabled over 60 years, disabled under 60 years, and
general public. As shown, 51 percent of ridership is from the general public. A total
of 41 percent of ridership is made up of individuals with disabilities (both over and
under 60). A total of eight percent of ridership includes seniors over 60 years and
those that are non-disabled. (Note: according to BATS staff, BATS ridership has
declined to approximately 9,400 annually in 2012; however, 2011 data is used in
this report to provide accurate comparisons to Transfort and COLT 2011 data).

Table 3-14: BATS Ridership by Category
Category

2011

Percent

n/a

n/a

1,023

8%

n/a

n/a

Disabled (over 60 years)

2,966

22%

Disabled (under 60 years)

2,527

19%

General Public

6,738

51%

Transfers

n/a

n/a

Continues

n/a

n/a

13,254

100%

CSU
Market Segment:
Senior (non-disabled and over 60 years)
Youth (tracked as “general public”)

TOTAL
Source: BATS
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BATS Ridership
BATS also provided data on ridership and service levels on its entire demandresponse service. This information is presented in Table 3-15. As seen in the table,
BATS carries two passengers per hour and 0.12 passengers per mile.
Table 3-15: BATS Ridership - 2011
Riders

% Total

Hours

Mile

Pass/
Hour

Pass/
Mile

Demand Response Service

13,254

100%

6,493

112,224

2.04

0.12

Total

13,254

100%

6,493

112,224

2.04

0.12

Service

Source: BATS

Assets
BATS operates out of the transit center/dispatch center located at 248 Welch
Avenue. This building is owned by the fire department, which allows BATS to use it
for free. BATS administration building is located at 328 Massachusetts Avenue.
BATS has a total of five vehicles that are used for demand-response services. Most
vehicle maintenance is performed by a local shop (Cote’s Garage), and smaller
maintenance work is performed at other local shops.
Staffing
BATS has a total of seven employees. The breakdown by category is as follows:
I Customer Service

0

I Cleaners

0

I Bus Operators

5

I Fuelers

0

I Dispatch*

0

I Parts

0

I Road Supervision

0

I Planning

0

I Operation Supervision**

1

I Marketing

0

I Safety and Training

0

I Financial

0

I Mechanics

0

I Administrative Support

0

I Maintenance

0

I Management

1

*There are a total of eight volunteers that do dispatching for BATS – approximately two
volunteers are used each day.
**This position performs multiple duties including operation supervisor and dispatch. Other
responsibilities done by this position include customer service, bus operators, road
supervisor, safety and training.
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Financial Information: BATS Revenues
Table 3-16 shows the revenue sources for BATS during 2011. As shown, a large
portion of BATS’ funding has come from federal grants as well as local revenues. In
2011, BATS collected approximately $20,584 in fare revenue (not including
donations) resulting in a farebox recovery ratio of approximately eight percent.
Table 3-16: BATS 2011 Revenues
Sources

Amount

Percent

FTA 5307 (Operating and Capital)

$40,065

14.4%

FTA 5309 (Capital)

$3,000

1.1%

FTA 5316 (JARC)

n/a

n/a

FHWA – CMAQ

n/a

n/a

FTA 5311

$53,816

19.4%

Medicaid

n/a

n/a

$20,584

7.4%

$645

0.2%

$70,000

25.2%

n/a

n/a

Interest

$1,929

0.7%

Other Miscellaneous Revenue

$87,767

31.6%

n/a

n/a

$277,806

100%

Fares:
Demand Response Fares
Donations
Local Revenues (Town of Berthoud)
Advertising Revenues

Pass-Thru Intergovernmental Revenue
Total
Source: BATS

Financial Information: BATS Expenses
Table 3-17 provides BATS 2011 expenses for demand-response services. As shown
in the table, 37 percent of BATS’s demand-response budget goes toward vehicle
operation, 59 percent goes toward administrative costs, and the remaining four
percent goes toward maintenance costs. Note that BATS uses the administrative
office that is owned by the fire department for free. Even though BATS uses this
space for free, it was considered as an in-kind match and was included in BATS’ total
operating costs.
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Table 3-17: BATS 2011 Operating Expenses – Demand-Response Service Only
Table 3-17: BATS 2011 Operating Expenses - Demand-Response Service Only
Expense Category
Vehicle Operation:
Includes bus drivers/operators, and road supervisor.
Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Motor Fuel , Oi l & Grea s e

Adminstrative Costs:
Includes management, customer service, dispatch, operation supervisor, safety and
training, planning staff, marketing staff, financial, and administrative support
Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Bui l di ng Renta l , Ma i nta na nce a nd Support Servi ces
Ins ura nce
Tel ephone
Ma rketi ng
Uti l i ti es
Other Admi ni s tra ti ve Cos ts
Other Offi ce Expens es
Rent for Admi ni s tra ti on Bui l di ng (i n-ki nd s ervi ces )

Maintenance Expenses:
Includes maintenance supervisory staff, maintenance staff, mechanics, cleaners, fuelers,
parts
Pers onnel Servi ces
Pers onnel Benefi ts
Ma teri a l s for Revenue Vehi cl es
Ti res / Tubes
Lubri ca nts
Ma teri a l s for Non-Revenue Vehi cl es
Vehi cl e Ma i ntena nce- (Overs hi ght of Repa i r Servi ces a nd Preventi ve Ma i ntena nce)

Service Contract:
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE (DEMAND-RESPONSE SERVICE)
Source: BATS
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Amount
$102,558

Percent
37%

$67,735
$1,856
$32,967
$163,689

59%

$101,870
$18,034
$6,740
$18,703
$2,477
$200
$112
$6,616
$1,305
$7,632
$11,147

4%

$3,220

$7,927
n/a
$277,394

n/a
100%
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Service Characteristics Summary
Table 3-18 summarizes the service characteristics of the three transit agencies.
Table 3-18: Summary of Local Transit Agency Service Characteristics

Table 3-18: Service Characteristics

Transfort
Fixed Route
Operating Characteristics
Number of Local Routes
Number of Regional
Routes
Number of Specialty
Routes
Service Hours

Yes
Operated by Transfort, with exception of the two night routes
18 (Transfort-operated)
1 - FLEX
This route is funded by CMAQ in partnerships (COLT, BATS,
Transfort, Longmont, and Larimer and Boulder Counties)
2
(Green and Gold Night service, contracted to Veolia
Transportation)
6:30 a.m.- 7:00 p.m. (general hours of operation);
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. (CSU Night routes);
11:30 p.m. - 2:30 a.m. (Friday/Saturday night hours)

Peak Pullout
Paratransit Service/
Demand Response
Operating Characteristics

None

6:40 a.m. - 6:40 p.m. (Monday-Friday);
8:40 a.m. -5:40 p.m. (Saturday)

7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Monday -Friday)

n/a
Yes

In-house

In-house

ADA Eligibility

Complies with ADA standards. The eligibility assessment
performed in-house by Transfort.

ADA minimum plus entire growth
management area and seniors allowed to use
service
Goes beyond ADA minimum as seniors (over
60 years) are allowed to use on a space
available basis. The eligibility assessment is
performed in-house by COLT.

n/a

Open to general public

Open to general public

varies (contracted out to Veolia)

2

5

Adult $1.25
Transfers Free
Youth Free/Subsidized
Full-time CSU Free/Subsidized

Adult $1.25
Transfers Free
Youth
$0.50

n/a

Paratransit/ DemandResponse

$2.50 per one-way trip

Prepaid and Discounts

Senior-Disabled
$0.60
Day Pass (Unlimited rides/day)
$3.00
Adult Monthly Pass (Unlimited rides/day)
$25.00
with Ride Assist
$12.50
Senior-Disabled Annual $25.00
CSU Semester Pass
$25.00
10-Ride Book
$9.00
with Ride Assist
$4.50
Adult Annual Pass
$154.00
Passfort Employee
Subsidized
Passfort Family Member $50.00

Staffing -total

None

Yes

ADA minimum, plus additional hours of operation
(7:00-11:00 p.m. 6 days a week)

Facilities

1 - FLEX
Operated by Transfort

30

ADA Minimum

Fixed-Route

1 - FLEX
Operated by Transfort

Yes
Operations contracted out to Veolia Transportation (Yellow
Cab)

Fleet Size -paratransit/
demand-response
Fares

BATS
No
n/a
n/a

8 - six fixed-route buses, one shuttle van (nonrevenue vehicle) and one mixed-use vehicle
(used for both fixed route and paratransit
service)
3

39
(4 leased, 35 for Transfort use)

Fleet Size- Fixed route

COLT
Yes
Operated by COLT
3

1 - Maintenance Facility
3 - Transit Centers
2 - Administrative Sites
1 - Fueling Facility (CNG and Diesel)
1 - Bus Wash
1 - Dispatch Center
1 - Treasury Unit
117 employees

$2.00 per one-way trip (regular fare)
$1.00 per one-way trip (reduced fare for
those who qualify)

$1 per one-way trip (within Town);
$4 per one-way trip (between town to
Loveland or Longmont);
$4 per one-way trip (rural into Town);
$6 per one-way trip (rural to Loveland or
Longmont)

$0.60
none
$30.00
none
$25.00
none
none
$180.00
10-day $12.50
20-day $22.50
Business Investment $50
City Employee $50

Seniors are on donation basis
Pre-paid punch cards
In Town are $18 for 20 one-way rides
Out of town cards are $30 for 10 one-way
rides

Shared municipal
1 admin/dispatch
1 fueling municipal
1 wash municipal

1 - Administrative office (owned by fire
department. They allow BATS to use the
facility for free)
1 - 2-bay garage

18 employees

7 employees

Source: Transfort, COLT, and BATS
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PEER ANALYSIS
An important step in the evaluation of a transit service is a comparison against
“peer” systems in other areas. Information on Transfort and COLT was taken from
the 2011 National Transit Database summaries (the latest available data). BATS
information is not compiled as part of the National Transit Database and was the
only transit agency of the three where data were presented from its own 2011
information. The eleven peers selected for fixed-route and paratransit/demandresponse operation comparison with the three North Front Range transit agencies
were:
I Ames Transit Agency/CyRide (Ames, IA)
I Greater Roanoke Transit/Valley Metro (Roanoke, VA)
I South Bend Public Transportation (South Bend, IN)
I Green Bay Metro (Green Bay, WI)
I Kalamazoo Metro Transit System (Kalamazoo, MI)
I Kanawha Valley Regional Transportation Authority (Charleston, WV)
I Citibus (Lubbock, TX)
I Ann Arbor Transportation Autority/The Ride (Ann Arbor, MI)
I Metra Transit System (Columbus, GA)
I StarTran (Lincoln, NE)
I Lane Transit District (Eugene, OR)
The communities and their transit agencies selected for comparison were chosen
using a variety of criteria, primarily similar populations as the Fort Collins-LovelandBerthoud Transportation Management Area (TMA), with many having the presence
of a major university or college. Even though care was taken to find the closest
matching peer communities, no two systems are exactly alike. Factors such as the
type of service (modified fixed-route, demand-response, etc.), local fare policies,
and quality of capital equipment can substantially impact the performance of the
individual systems. This peer analysis, therefore, should be viewed as a rough
gauge of a representative sample of similar systems, rather than an exact reporting.
Peer comparisons were done separately for fixed-route operations and
paratransit/demand-response operations.
Peer Statistics for Fixed-Route Operations Only
Table 3-19 shows the compilation of operating data for the 11 peer communities
on their fixed-route operations only. Transfort and COLT fixed-route operations
data are shown at the bottom of the table along with the combined fixed-route
operations data for the two systems. The peer comparison helps in the
development of a realistic target productivity level that the two fixed-route systems
can use to determine how effectively their fixed-route operations are performing.
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services were selected based
on similarities in population,
employment, and in many
cases a university presence.
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Note that “unweighted averages” are derived by merely summing factor totals and
dividing by the number of factors (in this case, eleven); “weighted averages” are
derived by considering data from all eleven peer systems as a consolidated total and
then measuring key performance factors from that total. (Note: Information for
BATS is not included in Table 3-19 since it does not have a fixed-route operation.)

Table 3-19: Peer System Service Information (Fixed-Route Operations Only)

Table 3-19: Peer System Service Information (Fixed-Route Operations Only)

Transit System
Ames Transit Agency (CyRide)
Greater Roanoke Transit (Valley Metro)
South Bend Public Transportation
Green Bay Metro (GBM)
Kalamazoo Metro Transit System
Kanawha Valley RTA
Citibus
Ann Arbor Transportation Authority (AATA)
Metra Transit System
StarTran
Lane Transit District (LTD)

NTD 2011
Service Area
City
State Population Operating Cost
Ames
IA
56,016
$7,730,871
Roanoke
VA
97,032
$7,183,875
South Bend
IN
154,346
$9,431,009
Green Bay
WI
174,760
$6,299,939
Kalamazoo MI
184,861
$9,582,523
Charleston WV
192,315
$10,785,260
Lubbock
TX
237,356
$7,428,339
Ann Arbor
MI
212,492
$20,394,295
Columbus
GA
230,208
$3,890,542
Lincoln
NE
261,479
$7,824,013
Eugene
OR
293,800
$29,125,615

Unweighted Peer Average
Weighted Average of Peers
Transfort
City of Loveland Transit (COLT)
Combined Systems
Source: 2011 National Transit Database

Fort Collins
Loveland

CO
CO

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Miles
1,152,527
1,551,608
1,591,432
1,149,275
1,477,523
2,413,620
1,697,729
2,334,456
891,166
1,406,065
2,914,830

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Hours
110,497
109,578
110,011
74,718
110,369
139,974
130,473
175,210
63,204
102,213
223,577

Annual
Unlinked Passenger Passenger Cost Per
Passenger Trips Per Trips Per Passenger Cost Per
Hour
Mile
Hour
Trip
Trips
5,438,188
4.72
49.2
$1.42
$69.96
2,291,101
1.48
20.9
$3.14
$65.56
2,204,247
1.39
20.0
$4.28
$85.73
1,542,287
1.34
20.6
$4.08
$84.32
2,642,459
1.79
23.9
$3.63
$86.82
2,530,383
1.05
18.1
$4.26
$77.05
3,737,417
2.20
28.6
$1.99
$56.93
5,929,721
2.54
33.8
$3.44
$116.40
1,081,512
1.21
17.1
$3.60
$61.56
1,878,293
1.34
18.4
$4.17
$76.55
9,132,855
3.13
40.8
$3.19
$130.27

190,424

$10,879,662

1,689,112

122,711

3,491,678

2.02
2.07

26.5
28.5

$3.38
$3.12

$82.83
$88.66

143,986
60,000
203,986

$6,991,846
$796,523
$7,788,369

995,858
168,462
1,164,320

77,355
10,029
87,384

2,156,876
125,773
2,282,649

2.17
0.75
1.96

27.9
12.5
26.1

$3.24
$6.33
$3.41

$90.39
$79.42
$89.13

Operating budgets (Fixed-Route Operations Only)
The table shows an average of $10.8 million in annual fixed-route operating budgets
for the eleven peer city systems. The highest operating budget for fixed-route
operations of the peer communities was Eugene at $29.1 million, while the lowest
was Metra (Columbus, GA) with $3.9 million. The two local fixed-route systems
combined had operating budgets lower than the overall average of the peers, but in
line with the overall fixed-route operating costs.

Ridership (Fixed-Route Operations Only)
Ridership (unlinked trips) of the peer communities ranges from a low of 1.08 million
in Columbus, Georgia, to a high of 9.1 million annual trips in Eugene, Oregon. The
average fixed-route ridership for the 11 peers is approximately 3.48 million annual
unlinked passenger trips. In total, Transfort and COLT provide 2.28 million annual
trips on their fixed-route services, which is lower than the average for the peer
communities.
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Passenger Trips per Mile of Service (Fixed-Route Operations Only)
Figure 3-4 illustrates the analysis for passenger trips per mile of service. The two
local agencies’ combined statistic for passengers per mile on their fixed-route
operations is 1.96, making the local services almost as productive as the peer
systems, which had a weighted average of 2.07 passengers per mile.
Figure 3-4: Passenger Trips per Mile (Fixed-Route Operations Only)

(Weighted Peer Average)

Source: National Transit Database, Transfort, COLT

Passenger Trips per Operating Hour (Fixed-Route Operations Only)
Table 3-19 also shows the comparison of passenger trips per hour on fixed-route
operations by agency. Peer agencies registered a weighted average of 28.5
passengers per hour on their fixed-route operations. It is generally held in transit
operations analyses that a productivity measure of 15 passengers per hour is the
accepted minimum for fixed-route operations. Ames Transit Agency (CyRide)
serves 49.2 passengers per hour, making it the most efficient peer transit system in
this category. Lane Transit District was also in the higher tier for the passengersper-hour metric, followed by Ann Arbor Transportation Authority and Citibus at
28.6 passengers per hour. Transfort registered just below that with 27.9 passengers
per hour. When combined, the study area’s two services have a passengers-perhour metric of 26.1 on the fixed-route operations, which is lower than the weighted
average of the peer communities at 28.5, as illustrated in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5: Passenger Trips per Hour (Fixed-Route Operations Only)

(Weighted Peer Average)

Source: National Transit Database, Transfort, COLT

Operating Costs per Passenger Trip (Fixed-Route Operations Only)
The eleven agencies whose fixed-route operations were studied showed a weighted
average cost per passenger of $3.12 (see Figure 3-6). As shown in Table 3-19, the
outcome of this metric represents a fairly large range, with a low of $1.42 and a
high of $4.28. COLT’s costs per passenger are currently much higher than those
found at Transfort, which is to be expected given their relative sizes. Combined, the
two agencies have a cost per passenger of $3.41 on their fixed-route operations,
approximately 29 cents higher than the weighted average of their peers. It should
be noted that costs can vary greatly across agencies due to the geographic influence
on transit costs on items such as labor and fuel.
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Figure 3-6: Cost per Passenger Trip (Fixed-Route Operations Only)

(Weighted Peer Average)

Source: National Transit Database, Transfort, COLT

Operating Costs per Hour of Service (Fixed-Route Operations Only)
Figure 3-7 illustrates costs per operating hour results. At $88.66, the weighted
average cost per operating hour for the peer agencies’ fixed-route operations are
between Transfort’s and COLT’s fixed-route operations (at $90.39 and $79.42
respectively), but the combined systems’ cost per hour is only 47 cents more than
the weighted peer average.
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Figure 3-7: Cost per Operating Hour (Fixed-Route Operations Only)

(Weighted Peer Average)

Source: National Transit Database, Transfort, COLT

What Does This Mean for Fixed-Route Operations?
Fixed routes services in the
North Front Range were
slightly less productive than
peer city systems examined
under this analysis, but not
unreasonably so.

Overall, the two local fixed-route services combined are slightly less productive –
though not unreasonably so – compared with their peer systems across the
country. COLT and Transfort fixed-route services combined cost slightly more to
operate per passenger trip than the fixed-route peers, and the cost to operate per
hour is slightly higher than the fixed-route peers. The trips-per-mile metric is
slightly less than the peer communities, and the two local agencies provide slightly
fewer trips per hour than the weighted peer system average.
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Peer Statistics for Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations Only
Table 3-20 shows the compilation of operating data for the eleven peer
communities for their paratransit/demand-response operations only. COLT,
Transfort and BATS paratransit/demand-response operations data are shown at the
bottom of the table along with the combined totals. The peer comparison helps in
the development of a realistic target productivity level that the three local
paratransit/demand-response systems can use to judge the overall productivity of
their operations. The 2011 National Transit Database information is used for peer
cities and for Transfort and COLT (the last full year for which information is
available). Information for BATS (which is not required to submit National Transit
Database information) is 2011 data provided by BATS.

Table 3-20: Peer System Service Information (Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations Only)

Table 3-20: Peer System Service Information (Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations Only)

Transit System
Ames Transit Agency (CyRide)
Greater Roanoke Transit (Valley Metro)
South Bend Public Transportation
Green Bay Metro (GBM)
Kalamazoo Metro Transit System
Kanawha Valley RTA
Citibus
Ann Arbor Transportation Authority (AATA)
Metra Transit System
StarTran
Lane Transit District (LTD)

City
State
Ames
IA
Roanoke
VA
South Bend IN
Green Bay
WI
Kalamazoo MI
Charleston WV
Lubbock
TX
Ann Arbor
MI
Columbus
GA
Lincoln
NE
Eugene
OR

Unweighted Peer Average
Weighted Average of Peers
Transfort
Fort Collins
City of Loveland Transit (COLT)
Loveland
Berthoud Area Transportation Service (BATS)*
Berthoud
Combined Systems
Source: 2011 National Transit Database, BATS, 2011
*: Information from 2011 data provided by BATS

CO
CO
CO

Annual
Annual
Annual
Vehicle
Vehicle Unlinked Passenger Passenger Cost Per
Cost
Revenue Revenue Passenger Trips Per Trips Per Passenger Per
Miles
Hours
Trips
Mile
Hour
Trip
Hour
31,118
2,491
9,101
0.29
3.7
$16.38 $59.86
586,668
35,020
52,135
0.09
1.5
$20.17 $30.03
259,065
18,508
51,682
0.20
2.8
$18.97 $52.96
330,140
29,660
63,337
0.19
2.1
$24.03 $51.32
1,042,537 62,411 125,608
0.12
2.0
$28.12 $56.58
364,636
26,837
31,213
0.09
1.2
$32.58 $37.89
632,111
40,418
97,580
0.15
2.4
$24.71 $59.66
1,527,773 105,873 197,285
0.13
1.9
$25.38 $47.29
213,785
14,478
29,688
0.14
2.1
$8.70
$17.85
364,988
22,719
60,664
0.17
2.7
$34.80 $92.92
2,135,512 136,982 291,417
0.14
2.1
$29.49 $62.75

NTD 2011
Service Area
Population
56,016
97,032
154,346
174,760
184,861
195,413
237,356
204,530
230,208
261,479
293,800

Operating
Cost
$149,118
$1,051,698
$980,232
$1,522,184
$3,531,469
$1,016,853
$2,411,353
$5,006,574
$258,371
$2,111,010
$8,594,955

189,982

$2,421,256

680,758

45,036

91,792

0.15
0.13

2.2
2.0

$23.94
$26.38

$51.74
$53.76

143,986
60,000
7,000
210,986

$1,110,771
$275,027
$261,820
$1,647,618

166,893
39,186
112,224
318,303

20,407
3,236
6,493
30,136

37,851
7,582
13,000
58,433

0.23
0.19
0.12
0.18

1.9
2.3
2.0
1.9

$29.35
$36.27
$20.14
$28.20

$54.43
$84.99
$40.32
$54.67

Operating Budgets (Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations Only)
The table shows an average of $2.4 million in annual paratransit/demand-response
operating budgets for the peer city systems. The highest operating budget for
paratransit/demand-response operations of the peer communities was Lane Transit
District (Eugene, OR) at $8.6 million, while the lowest was Ames Transit Agency
(Ames, IA) with approximately $149,000. At a combined total of $1.6 million, the
three local paratransit/demand-response systems have operating budgets lower
than the overall average of the peers.
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Ridership (Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations Only)
Ridership (unlinked trips) of the peer communities ranges from a low of 9,101 in
Ames, Iowa, to a high of 291,417 annual trips in Eugene, Oregon. The average
paratransit/demand-response ridership for the 11 peers is approximately 91,900
annual unlinked passenger trips. In total, Transfort, COLT and BATS provided
approximately 58,400 annual trips on their paratransit/demand-response services,
which is lower than the average for the peer communities.
Passenger Trips per Mile of Service (Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations
Only)
Figure 3-8 illustrates the analysis for passenger trips per mile of service on
paratransit/demand-response operations. The three local agencies’ combined
statistic for passengers per mile on their paratransit/demand-response operations is
0.18, which is higher than the weighted average peer system statistic of 0.13 for
passengers per mile.
Figure 3-8: Passenger Trips per Mile – Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations Only

(Weighted Peer Average)

Source: National Transit Database, Transfort, COLT, BATS, 2011

Passenger Trips per Operating Hour (Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations
Only)
Table 3-20 also shows the comparison of passenger trips per hour on
paratransit/demand-response operations. The peer systems showed a weighted
average of 2.0 passengers per hour on their paratransit/demand-response
operations. Passenger trips per hour can vary widely from system to system, and its
inclusion in this analysis should be considered as only one factor in measuring
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demand-response service productivity and may not be the most appropriate factor.
However, it is generally held in most transit operations analyses that a productivity
measure of five passengers per hour is the accepted maximum for
paratransit/demand-response operations. CyRide in Ames, Iowa, serves 3.7
passengers per hour, making it the most efficient peer transit system based on
passengers per hour. COLT, at 2.3 passengers per hour, was in the higher tier for
the passengers-per-hour metric. When combined, the study area services have a
passengers-per-hour count of 1.9 on their paratransit/demand-response
operations, which is slightly lower than the weighted average of the peer
communities, 2.0 passengers per hour, as illustrated in Figure 3-9.
Figure 3-9: Passenger Trips per Hour – Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations Only

(Weighted Peer Average)

Source: National Transit Database – Transfort, COLT, BATS, 2011

Operating Costs per Passenger Trip (Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations
Only)
The eleven agencies whose paratransit/demand-response operations were studied
showed a weighted average cost per passenger of $26.38 (see Figure 3-10). As
shown in Table 3-20, the outcome of this metric represents a fairly large range, with
a low of $8.70 and a high of $34.80. At $29.35, Transfort’s cost per passenger on its
paratransit operations are currently lower than those found at COLT (at $36.27).
Combined, the three local agencies have a cost per passenger of $28.20 on their
paratransit/demand-response operations, approximately $2 higher than the
weighted average of their peers. It should be noted that costs can vary greatly
across agencies due to the geographic influence on transit costs.
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Figure 3-10: Cost per Passenger Trip – Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations Only

(Weighted Peer Average)

Source: National Transit Database – Transfort, COLT, BATS, 2011

Operating Costs per Hour of Service (Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations
Only)
Figure 3-11 illustrates costs per operating hour results for paratransit/demandresponse operations. At $53.76, the weighted average costs per operating hour for
the peer agencies’ paratransit/demand-response operations are slightly lower than
the combined local system total of $54.67, and are much lower than COLT’s
paratransit/demand-response operations, at $84.99. Transfort’s cost per hour of
service, at $54.43, was similar to the weighted peer average. COLT’s higher costs
per hour are possibly because all of COLT’s operators/drivers are CommercialDriver’s-License (CDL) certified and interchangeable between the fixed-route and
paratransit operations and are paid at a higher cost per hour irrespective of the size
of the vehicle they operate.
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Figure 3-11: Cost per Operating Hour – Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations Only

(Weighted Peer Average)

Source: National Transit Database – Transfort, COLT, BATS, 2011

What Does This Mean for Paratransit/Demand-Response Operations?
Overall, the local paratransit/demand-response services perform reasonably well
when compared to peer systems across the country. While COLT, Transfort and
BATS paratransit/demand-response services combined cost more to operate per
hour and cost more to operate per trip than the paratransit/demand-response
peers, the services are generally more productive as well. The local trips-per-mile
metric is better than the peer communities, and the local trips-per-hour were
roughly the same as peer systems.
NEXT STEPS
The information gathered in this chapter provides a good ‘snapshot’ of transit
services in the study area. It also provides a good basis for examining both areas
where local transit services can improve its productivity and efficiency, and areas
where potential cost-savings could be realized assuming one or more regional
transit integration scenarios.
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1 COMMUNITY AND PEER CITY INPUT
4
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize key community comments and input
related to the North Front Range Transit Vision project. Key stakeholder groups in
the region and a local Steering Committee organized for this project were involved
in giving their ideas and informing the project management team about their issues
related to transit in the region. The Steering Committee was involved in a
Strengths/Weaknesses/ Opportunities/Challenges (SWOC) exercise, and key
stakeholders were surveyed through a Community Mobility Review process to
gauge community viewpoints on local transit services. In addition, representatives
from several peer city systems that had recently undertaken transit operations
integration or governance changes, or both, were interviewed to determine
appropriate ‘lessons learned’ for this project, and other recent transit integration
attempts were studied and analyzed. All of these sources of input will be used to
help determine the project’s overall Purpose and Need statement as well as related
goals and evaluation criteria.
STEERING COMMITTEE DISCUSSION
The project’s Steering
Committee, comprised of
community representatives,
was asked to help determine
the key strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities,
and challenges of the region’s
transit services based on
their knowledge of the local
community.

The governmental entities participating in this study (the Cities of Fort Collins and
Loveland, the Town of Berthoud, and Larimer County) were asked to appoint
members of a project Steering Committee to provide policy-level guidance and
oversight to the project. An initial project Steering Committee meeting was held on
Thursday, June 21, 2012. Committee members were asked to comment on the
strengths and weaknesses of existing transit services and on the challenges and
opportunities for the future of transit services in the region. The results of that
discussion included:
Strengths
I There is good existing service to persons with disabilities and other mobilitychallenged persons.
I The FLEX service is a very good service that links the four communities up and
down the 287 corridor.
I There is good cooperation and coordination among local agencies, as
exemplified by the FLEX service and by this study. They also do a good job in
coordinating the distribution of funds for transit services.
I The area has a number of high-quality non-profit organizations providing a high
level of service to their constituent groups.
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I The area is full of visionary thinking – agencies and organizations that ‘think
outside the box.’ The MAX BRT project is a good example, and Fort Collins
recently approved a tax increase to support transportation and transit. The new
transit centers in Fort Collins are also good examples of visionary, forward
thinking for transit.
I Students (both college and public school) are well-served by transit programs.
In particular, Transfort has developed a mutually beneficial agreement with the
Associated Students of CSU that guarantees Transfort a steady funding source
and in return provides CSU students with high frequency bus service to heavily
student populated areas.
I A high percentage of local residents (in both Fort Collins and Loveland) live in
walking distance to transit routes.
I Bikes can be taken on buses.
I The transfer stations are of high quality.
I Transit is a catalyst to the CSU stadium endeavor.

Weaknesses
I The rural population is generally under-served by both fixed route and
paratransit services.
I There is a lack of paratransit services between communities.
I There is an issue with crossing city boundaries with paratransit/demandresponse service (to serve Medical Center of the Rockies). (Berthoud will
traverse boundaries, but the other entities will not.)
I There is a problem in providing long-term funding for operations. We focus on
building new projects without thoroughly thinking about how to pay for them in
the long run.
I There is too much emphasis on a small number of key funding sources (including
federal funds, which have an uncertain future).
I The local population is generally tax-averse.
I The user fares do not balance with the actual cost to provide the service.
I There are several governing entities within the TMA.
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Challenges
I Local residents are strongly auto-oriented.
I The area has a mixture of ‘political will’ that can hinder progress; there is no real
consensus on developing sustainable solutions for funding transit.
I There is a great demand for demand-response (door-to-door) service, but local
systems rely heavily on fixed-route service, which misses a large percentage of
the population.
I It will be difficult educating the public about the benefits of transit compared
with the auto.
I It will be a major challenge serving an aging population in the region effectively
with transit.
I How does transit respond to the different user groups (transit dependent and
choice riders) at the same time?

Opportunities
I A unified transit operation could theoretically reduce competition for federal
funds among jurisdictions and present a united front for funding opportunities –
strength in numbers.
I As energy prices continue to rise in the future, transit can serve more trips as
choice riders become larger in number.
I There is an opportunity to increase efficiencies of having one central transit
entity to better serve local users, rather than three dispatch centers, three call
centers, three maintenance facilities, etc.
I Demographic changes (including the large numbers of aging baby boomers and
their children) will only increase future demand for transit and other non-auto
transportation options.
I The trend toward a ‘transit-oriented’ lifestyle and regional ‘exceptionalism’ will
increase the desire of people to live and work in the region, so transit should be
prepared to serve that added population.
I There are strong inter-regional travel patterns and travel demand that will grow
in the future and that can be well-served in the future.
I The growing travel demand should warrant the establishment of public-private
partnerships (such as a Transportation Management Organization) to better
educate local citizens and workers on transit and to coordinate benefits such as
employer pass programs.
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I There will be continuing opportunities for innovative thinking in both persontrips and goods movement in the years to come. We should continue to explore
innovative ways to provide mobility and generate revenues (such as integrating
cargo movements on passenger vehicles).
Summary
Table 4-1 summarizes the key strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges
as developed by the Steering Committee.
Table 4-1: Summary of Steering Committee SWOC Analysis
Strengths

Opportunities

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Good service for persons with
disabilities
FLEX is good example of interjurisdiction cooperation
Large number of high-quality nonprofits in the area
Regional visionary thinking (such as
MAX BRT)
Good service for students (especially
CSU)
Large number of local residents live
in walking distance of transit
High quality local transfer stations

Weaknesses
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Under-served rural population
Inability to cross boundaries with
paratransit
Long-term funding
Tax-averse local population
Fares do not cover cost of service
Lack of paratransit service between
communities

Integration could eliminate
competition for federal funds and
improve efficiency
x Transit will be more important in
the future as energy costs rise and
as demographics change
x Regional exceptionalism will
increase local population and
workers
x Strong and growing inter-regional
travel patterns that could be
served by transit
x Opportunity to develop
transportation management
organizations
Challenges
x

x
x

x

Local auto-oriented population;
difficult to educate about benefits
of transit
No consensus on sustainable
funding
Imbalance between demand for
paratransit service and supply of
fixed-route service
Challenge to serve aging
population
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COMMUNITY MOBILITY REVIEW
Representatives of public
agencies and private entities
from throughout the North
Front Range were asked their
opinions on local and regional
transit services and how they
could be improved.

Members of the project team met with or interviewed via telephone groups of key
stakeholders from around the region to get their perspectives on future transit
development and structural needs and trends. This review provides a snapshot of
the community’s existing types and levels of service and elements that are
important to them. Following is a summary for each location of the information
captured from those meetings interviews.

Group

Location

Date

Regional Transit Focus Groups
Open House

Fort Collins

August 23,
2012

No. of
Participants
12

This group included representatives from a variety of local organizations with an
interest in transit services (including the Foundation on Aging and the LaPorte Area
Planning Advisory Committee) as well as numerous individuals with a previous
interest in local transit services.
Summary of Comments:
I Many in this group would like to see regional service, including to LaPorte. In
particular, that community was pointed out as a low-income area that
potentially could have a large number of transit-dependent riders.
I The community needs to buy in to a mass transit system, and they need to
change their current mindset for community-wide transit to succeed. A mass
transit vision needs to be developed and marketed well.
I Good, consistent connections are needed to build a strong future for mass
transit in the region.
I Make a case for regional transit, possibly using access to medical services as a
justification.
I Seniors have challenges getting from their senior centers to the main travel
corridors as well as getting between communities for healthcare services and
other activities.
I People who use bus service now are forced to walk too far between
connections. In addition, transfers are not convenient, forcing some people to
spend many long hours per day on the bus to make relatively short trips.
I Planning for new transit services need to include the viewpoints of groups such
as LAPAC, Silver Tsunami, Elder Abuse, and the Department on Aging.
I There is a need for call-and-ride services that cross borders (like that offered
between Greeley and Fort Morgan).
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I Other key issues noted:
 Good transit between cities is needed
 Late-night service on the FLEX would help
 It is often faster to drive than take transit
 The northwest corner of Fort Collins is lacking in service
 More inter-regional express routes are needed (including to Denver)
 There is a need to increase public awareness of the existing services
 There is a need for more transportation options on I-25 between Carpenter
Road and Crossroads (near Centerra) and on SH 14 east of I-25
 Transit service on SH 14 between downtown Fort Collins and I-25 is not
convenient for late-night shift workers
 Later service is needed throughout the City; riders can get to special events
but often cannot get home
Group

Location

Date

Commission on Disabilit6y

Fort Collins

August 23,
2012

No. of
Participants
14

This group was comprised of a number of community members, some of whom
have disabilities themselves and others who work with or have worked with (or
have loved ones) with disabilities and who utilize transit for essential services.
Summary of Comments:
I Participants asked if by integrating services there would have be more transit
service in a larger geographic area.
I Some expressed support for transit service for Johnstown; currently Johnstown
residents can get to Centerra on transit but nothing past that point.
I One concern expressed about FLEX service is that riders must wait all day for
round-trip service(no mid-day service).
I There was concern about no transit service being available to the football
stadium.
I Some commented that fares were too expensive.
I Some participants had issues with Dial-a-Ride service and its criteria for
qualifying. Paperwork is burdensome and there are no face-to-face assessments
of disabilities. In addition, service is sporadic and often cancelled in bad
weather.
I There is a demand for inter-regional express service to Denver.
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Group

Location

Date

Transfort Staff

Fort Collins

August 23,
2012

No. of
Participants
5

This meeting was comprised of a small group of Transfort employees primarily from
the planning and operations support side.
Summary of Comments:
I Participants felt that expectations for level of service vary. Berthoud riders like
its small-town feel in delivering service (BATS frequently goes beyond its service
area).
I There are huge gaps in service areas. Transfort no longer crosses service
borders. Through 2006, Transfort provided general senior services, but now
there is no general public service for that population. Instead, Transfort’s
current call-center contract is with Yellow Cab, and that company determines
the correct vehicle to use for door-to-door service. Transfort monitors Yellow
Cab’s care of vehicles and staff. A participant hoped that new policies could be
created to fit all agency needs, and that services could be standardized.
I Some participants wanted reservation-style resources that would be managed
through a broker; however, Transfort had issues with potential liability risks.
One of the models was to take reservations but not handle dispatching. Now
that Transfort uses Yellow Cab, Transfort’s economies of scale are achieved
because the cab company keeps a trim fleet.
I One participant noted that dedicated funding would help improve general
service. A participant stated that if services between Fort Collins and Loveland
were combined or more frequent, riders would benefit from that efficiency, and
ridership on fixed routes would increase.
I Staff stated Transfort’s previous efforts for demand-response service to outlying
areas was unsuccessful because funding was too limited. There are few or no
riders in low-density areas. Staff indicated perhaps these areas could be
reevaluated to expand demand-response service in the future.
I Regarding efforts to make regional service better, their responses included
trying to understand where people want to go, and defining new rules such as
those that became necessary for Transfort’s fixed routes. Staff reported service
areas are not a factor for riders who qualify for medical vouchers to cover their
transportation needs. Staff wondered if there was a way to gather and use
intelligence on who uses medical vouchers to efficiently coordinate regional
services and further maximize resources and trips.
I Regarding prioritizing regional service under an integrated system, Transfort
restricted its service area between Loveland and Fort Collins in 2007; it no
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longer goes south of Cameron. However, a suggestion was made that a transfer
could occur at Carpenter to allow COLT to take over the trip, providing a timely
service link is in place to accommodate both services.
I Service overlays would reduce or possibly end competition for money. By
integrating, Transfort and the other transit providers would need to figure out
how to eliminate service gaps and equitably determine what each city pays.
Perhaps the new integrated service would allow communities to control what
they pay. Having a third-party contractor would help with standardizing the
look, feel, and service, as well as providing a means to field requests/complaints
of the service. Service planning could be achieved by one service-planning unit
that would use the same definitions for arrival and departure times to resolve
issues with leaving room for transfers.

Group

Location

Date

Berthoud Area Transportation
Services (BATS) Citizen Advisory
Committee

Berthoud

August 29,
2012

No. of
Participants
11

Several members of the BATS Board in addition to staff, volunteers, and operators
participated in this discussion.
Summary of Comments:
I Residents of Berthoud who were interviewed like the current very personal
door-to-door BATS service. The users have, for example, regularly scheduled
trips to the local grocery store every Friday, and every second Monday they go
to Loveland stores. In addition, most BATS trips are for destinations outside of
Berthoud.
I BATS does not have criteria for using the service – all elements of the general
public from school age children to senior citizens use the service. The time and
days it operates (Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.) is limited due to low
funding. The drivers will take customers beyond the BATS service area if
needed. The drivers are proud of the service they provide.
I One participated noted that many BATS riders cannot use FLEX because they are
not physically able to get to the stops or cannot wait for the return trip (no midday service). In addition, one participant commented that FLEX stops need
improvement, especially in Loveland.
I Two big issues of concern expressed were the too-short service hours (7 a.m. to
5 p.m.) and the lack of service on weekends.
I Concern was expressed that if fixed-route service was expanded and took the
place of much of the call-and-ride service, the system would lose riders and
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operators would likely lose their jobs. In addition, it would be difficult for some
BATS users to effectively function on fixed-route buses (such as people who
need to carry groceries).
I This group had many concerns regarding possible integration of services:
 Service might be not be as personal and personable
 Users might lose their door-to-door service
 Users are worried there would be qualifying criteria to use the service
 There was a fear that losing BATS’ current level of service would mean some
senior citizens would need to go to assisted living facilities
 Senior citizens need BATS to get to doctors’ offices in Loveland and
Longmont, and they do not want to lose that
I Drivers expressed pleasure in providing good door-to-door service for users and
expressed concern about being absorbed into a Transfort-like system.
I Finally, participants said that potential benefits of integration for BATS could be
the sharing of finances and vehicles, but that there may not be any advantage to
Berthoud citizens to use fixed-route services.
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Group

Location

Date

Loveland COLT Staff &
Transportation Advisory Board

Loveland

September 10,
2012

No. of
Participants
9

Participants in this group include three members of the Loveland Transportation
Advisory Board and several Loveland and COLT employees.
Summary of Comments:
I While no major complaints about COLT service have been heard, one comment
that has been made by users is that COLT’s schedule does not fit riders’ needs,
especially teenagers (students compose 42% of riders). If service were more
robust, it would be used more.
I The transit populations currently underserved include the Boys and Girls Clubs
and Loveland’s west side (which is also where many retirees live). That area is
currently served primarily by demand-response.
I Participants felt that the FLEX transit service has helped strengthen connections
between Fort Collins, Loveland, and Berthoud. They believe service needs to
grow towards I-25 to serve choice riders who need to go to employment centers
along the east-west corridor.
I One comment was that more frequent headways on local routes would increase
ridership.
I The group feels integration would help to improve paratransit, as there is a large
demand for paratransit services between Loveland and Fort Collins.
I Concern was expressed about the lack of a fixed funding source for transit.
They feel they need a champion, a strong citizen foundation and partnership to
resolve issues and help fill the need for transit services.
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Group

Location

Date

Larimer County Public Works
Staff

Fort Collins

September 14,
2012

No. of
Participants
5

This group was comprised of a small number of Larimer County employees with an
interest and history in transit services.
Summary of Comments:
I Participants stated that the county knows there is a demand, but the biggest
issue is the cost of providing service. There are too many competing needs for
funding in the county, and county resources are shrinking. The county
recognizes the need for transit but is unable to incorporate it into its suite of
county services.
I Transit-on-demand is extraordinarily expensive. There is not enough population
and demand (especially in the outlying areas of the county) to support the costs.
The county has tried to serve La Porte and combine services with Wellington.
The county tried to establish a ‘medical route’ but that service was begun at the
time the county needed to make cuts. The county’s trouble is justifying that
there are enough people to require the service. Much of the demand comes
from the non-TMA area.
I The county previously administered the FTA Section 5311 funds, but about
twelve years ago, Transfort took over those services. Most demand is for
medical trips. The required local match for the 5311 funds has always driven
what any county department could pay for. Whatever any county department
decided it could contribute to the match dictated what occurred and impacted
the operations of the fixed-route or demand-response services in the county.
I The County Community Corrections Department began trying to meet the need
for demand-response transit services with county vehicles in 2005. It was
already providing transport of juveniles. The demand-response service was
provided three days a week at first, using 2-3 vehicles. Then demand dwindled.
This service was not publicized because the Corrections Department funding and
other transportation needs were maxed out. The county found a lot of money
was being spent on just a few people in the county who needed demandresponse transit. The majority of demand came from those with special transit
needs. The county discontinued the service due to competing county needs.
However, a new, private, non-profit rural transit service is about to be started by
a former driver for the Corrections Department.
I In theory, integration sounded good to participants. However, participants
believed the different entities will want their needs met first rather than
working together. This can be compared to dispatch for law enforcement, and
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each city will want to keep services under its own control. There are lots of
barriers.
I There are political barriers and administrative barriers, including potential issues
with federal regulations.
I It is hard for the MPO to make decisions on transit and then move forward with
it. Officials/staff can take the movement for transit up to a point, but the major
questions are how and who makes the leap?
I An operations integration plan that includes the County probably would not be
accepted by the county’s decision-makers, because the County can’t afford it. It
is not equitable.
I The one county entity that may still be able to contribute to transit is Human
Services.
I The advantage to the county to integrated services would be in the future - with
the extension of routes.
I Some participants believed that Larimer County should be a partner in any
integrated service. Larimer County’s unincorporated residents who live in the
TMA count toward the region’s federal formula funds. For that reason, some
felt that the county needs to help shape the regional transit operations.
I At the political level, the county in the past has wanted the establishment of a
regional or rural transportation authority (RTA), but the cities pulled back. There
is a history of distrust. For the current county commissioners, they are more
focused on broader county transportation needs, and transit is not a priority for
this board of commissioners.
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Group

Location

Date

Loveland COLT Staff

Loveland

September 19,
2012

No. of
Participants
3

This group consisted of COLT operating staff members (a supervisor and two
dispatchers).
Summary of Comments:
I Loveland’s paratransit focuses on seniors and ADA passengers. They do not
interact with Berthoud or Fort Collins (Loveland’s current service boundary is
CR32, though there are a few Loveland residents who are ‘grandfathered’ into
the ability of COLT users to transfer to the Fort Collins dial-a-ride service).
I The continued expansion of the Medical Center of the Rockies facility at I-25 will
require more paratransit service in the future from Loveland.
I Concerns with integration included losing control and a voice in matters and
restoring control if Loveland did not like combined operations. Staff also feared
job cutbacks if integration occurred. They also felt the potential of dispatching
service to a large area would create a problem with equity of service, if Loveland
pays into the administration of it.
I Staff was concerned about the costs to an integrated system of Estes Park
getting paratransit or fixed-route service to Fort Collins or Loveland. Some
expressed a preference for COLT remaining independent because it is already
providing good service with its limited budget.
I As the service is now, it is difficult to serve new growth areas, especially on the
west side of town south of US 34 and along Shields. Staff felt that increasing
COLT’s service frequency would help increase ridership. The addition of the
FLEX service has helped.
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Group

Location

Date

Chilson Center

Loveland

September 19,
2012

No. of
Participants
Miscellaneous
patrons

This group consisted of miscellaneous users and patrons of the Chilson Center, a
senior-focused recreation center in Loveland.
Summary of Comments:
I Most of the seniors who come to center for exercise classes or socializing have a
tendency to share rides or are still driving their own vehicles. Those who use
demand-response/paratransit to go to the senior center for recreation indicated
a preference for the personable SAINT service.
I SAINT provides a regular schedule that brings seniors over to the center for
lunches four days a week.
I The COLT service schedule does not work for some.
I A new non-profit demand-response service called “The Lift” will run in the
County and is about to start service; that should improve service for local
seniors.

Group

Location

Date

Town of Windsor

Windsor

October 3, 2012

No. of
Participants
3

This interview session consisted of the directors of planning, parks and recreation,
and engineering from the Town of Windsor.
Summary of Comments:
I The Town of Windsor currently provides a will-call transit program for seniors
that is utilized primarily for medical appointments and shopping for a nominal
fee. The vast majority of the ridership for the will-call transit is low-income
seniors (living at the low-income senior residences). Senior service runs two
days a week for in-town trips and two days a week for out-of-town trips. There
is a fairly large senior population. As this segment of the community has grown,
it has become more difficult to provide local paratransit service, especially to
destinations outside of town. It is likely that the town’s paratransit service will
be reduced to in-town service only.
I Windsor has a strong single-family residential base, with the age 24-45
demographic being the fastest growing demographic in the town. The town’s
2008-2009 data indicates a strong commute from Windsor to Fort Collins with
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many Windsor residents working in Fort Collins and Loveland, and many CSU
students commuting from home in Windsor to CSU every day.
I A direct transit link between Windsor and Fort Collins would be productive. The
park-and-ride at I-25 and 392 would be a great connecting point for fixed-routes
between Fort Collins and Loveland.
I The land use pattern near the interchange is expected to change significantly as
improvements are made and development opportunities open up, including
increased employment opportunities and new businesses.

Group

Location

Date

Colorado State University (CSU)
– Associated Students of CSU

Fort Collins

October 3, 2012

No. of
Participants
12

This session consisted of 12 student representatives from the ASCSU who provided
input on student travel demand to campus both locally and regionally, identified
other regional transit travel needs, and provided comments on existing services that
could be affected by potential integration.
Summary of Comments:
I Many expressed a preference for service connecting into Denver on the I-25
corridor.
I FLEX is a good service to have, but a more important service would be to DIA.
I The increase in international students lends itself to better connections to DIA.
I Bus service to Centerra would be preferable and would provide good shopping
opportunities for CSU students.
I Transit connections to outer parts of the city and county are needed since
housing prices in the city core are increasing and more students are choosing to
live farther out.
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Individual Interviews
In addition to the group interview sessions, four people from different local service
organizations were interviewed:
Individual
Dianne Tjalkens - Education and Life
Training Center

Location
Fort Collins

Date
October 4, 2012

Summary of Comments:
I Most of the customers of this facility either drive or are dropped off by family
members. A handful take the fixed-route bus service or ride their bikes.
I If transit is utilized, trips are generally going from home to the center or to work.
I Unreliable transportation is a major issue for these customers, as well as gas
guzzling cars.
I The customers don’t typically ride transit because they are in a hurry and transit
schedules are not convenient for them. The staff hears from customers that the
bus takes a lot longer than driving and is inconvenient.

Individual
Susan Dominico – Project Self Sufficiency
(PSS)

Location
Fort Collins

Date
October 4, 2012

Summary of Comments:
I The patrons of the PSS mostly drive, but some use the bus to access their
facility. They are mostly single parents, and riding the bus tends to be
challenging when toting kids around too.
I FLEX does get used but not very often. The customers who ride the bus
primarily use fixed-route service to get to work or school when they don’t have
their kids with them. The hours of operation for the bus service is challenging
for people that work Sundays or work later than 6 p.m.
I Those who do ride transit find the bus to be inconvenient because of wait time
and transfers.
I The PSS facility is located near a transit stop which is convenient for people
coming to their facility.
I Regionally, Wellington customers feel stranded. There is a fair amount of low
income housing in Wellington, but it is really tough for many local residents to
move around the community.
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Individual
Ruth Long – Larimer County Office on Aging

Location
Fort Collins

Date
October 4, 2012

Summary of Comments:
I This agency’s customers’ primary source of transit is the non-profit provider
SAINT. SAINT is a call-and-ride operation for seniors. It does not charge a fee,
which is why the Larimer County Office on Aging helps fund its operations.
I SAINT users are generally going from home to shopping and/or medical facilities.
The current transit network does not work well for their customers because
seniors typically do not qualify for local demand response/paratransit services,
which is why they tend to use SAINT.
I Seniors using SAINT tend to like the ease of the door-to-door service and that it
doesn’t pick other customers up on their trip, unlike Transfort’s Dial-A-Ride
service which will pick more than one person up for a particular trip. Seniors
also like that they do not have to worry about the ADA qualification when riding
SAINT.
I Health Connections is a proposed fixed route that will provide service between
several PVHS hospitals and clinics between Fort Collins, Loveland, and Greeley.
The Larimer County Office on Aging anticipates that seniors will utilize this
transportation option.
I Regionally, seniors would like to be able to access the Loveland and the Denver
areas easier. Many seniors feel they are stuck without transportation options,
but they may not be aware of all the options available to them.
I Ms. Long was complimentary of BATS’ extensive service and its willingness to
provide service to seniors not complying with ADA standards. She also
expressed concerns about the gap between Fort Collins and Loveland where
there is no service provided.
Individual
Joanne Johnsen - Elderhaus

Location
Fort Collins

Date
October 10, 2012

Summary of Comments:
I The types of transportation used by Elderhaus customers include car rides by
family members, Dial-A-Ride, SAINT, Transfort fixed-routes, and Elderhaus’
buses. Generally they come from home to one of the facilities (north and
south), between facilities, and to reach health related facilities
(recreation/fitness centers).
I The transit challenges for its customers are the hours of operation; length of
transfers and the gaps in service boundaries, especially south of Harmony Road
(outlying communities such as Wellington and LaPorte are left with no service).
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I The travel training program is a great service that Transfort provides, and
Elderhaus staff was complimentary of Transfort staff members who assist with
this as well as the bus operators in general.
I Elderhaus and other non-profit agencies assist people with transportation if the
city or others are not filling a specific transportation need. Elderhaus and other
non-profit groups are not trying to take business away from other providers.
I Regionally, Elderhaus customers would like transportation between Fort Collins
and Loveland; outlying communities like Wellington, LaPorte and Estes Park; and
to medical facilities.
I Elderhaus is very supportive of the North Front Range Transit Vision project and
is supportive of a regional transit service to fill the gaps that the current transit
services create between each agency’s boundaries.
Overall Observations
A number of key observations can be made about the comments made by
participants in the Community Mobility Review:
I There is a strong desire for more regional and inter-regional connections,
especially to the I-25 corridor, Denver, and DIA.
I There is a high demand for service for seniors, especially for access to health
care centers.
I The FLEX service is good but limited and needs to be expanded.
I Users of BATS expressed particular support for the local, personalized nature of
its service and its flexibility to serve outside the traditional service area and
feared losing that personal touch if integration occurs.
I Integration could improve consistency of service and policies in the area (for call
centers and customer information in particular).
I There is a large and growing demand for transit for students, both school-age
and college students.
I Low-density population in outlying areas makes both fixed-route and paratransit
service expensive and difficult to provide.
I Many saw benefits in integration, especially in areas of operating efficiencies
and cost savings.
I Operations integration was overall seen favorably, but there was some concern
about loss of local autonomy and decision-making.
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OTHER SYSTEMS’ INTEGRATION EXPERIENCES
To help provide further insight into the challenges and opportunities afforded by
potential changes in the North Front Range transit network, the project team
researched recent operations consolidation and integration efforts, including
conducting telephone interviews with representatives of some transit systems
around the country, to develop case studies and best practices on transit funding
and governance.
Agency Representative Interviews
Agencies and their representatives contacted for the recent system examples are
listed in Table 4-2:
Table 4-2: Peer City Systems and Representatives Interviewed
Agency
Ann Arbor Transportation Authority
(AATA)
Solano Transportation Authority (STA)
Northern Arizona Intergovernmental
Transportation Authority

Location
Ann Arbor, MI

Contact
Michael Benham

Solano County, CA
Flagstaff, AZ

Liz Niedziela
Erika Mazza

Title
Special Assistant for Strategic
Planning
Transit Manager/ Analyst
Planning Manager

Ann Arbor Transportation Authority
Background: The Ann Arbor Transportation Authority (AATA) – also known as The
Ride - is located in Washtenaw County, Michigan. Currently, it provides service in
the central part of the County, which is the most densely populated. There are
several 501(c) transit operators in the outlying parts of the County that provide
service and are funded mostly through fundraising.
Key Issues: AATA is involved has recently been involved in two expansion-related
activities:
I First, it is partnering with the 501(c)3 organizations to incorporate its operations
and service areas into the AATA area. Each 501(c)3 will still remain in existence
and have a separate board of directors and brand, but AATA will specify service
standards and an overall brand to the system to create an integrated service
experience from the customer perspective. The 501(c)3 organizations will
function as contractors providing the service in their areas.
Of all the service providers in Washentaw County, only AATA currently has a tax
levying authority that provides more funding stability. The main reasons for this
partnership are to save money in operations, management, and administration;
to allow the 501(c)3’s to raise more money or have access to more funds to
expand their services; and to maintain each entity’s brand and presence while
reinforcing it with the AATA brand.
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There were some concerns from the 501(c)3 partners in the beginning about the
effort but early and frequent discussions and open dialogue helped to dispel
these concerns and allowed each entity to explore the benefits in a nonpressured manner.
I The other expansion related initiative that AATA undertook was an effort to
expand its service area to include the entire County through implementation of
a county-wide sales tax or other funding mechanism. The main issue with this
plan was to ensure that all the outlying townships and entities were supportive
of the plan. AATA currently has a seven-member board of directors that is
comprised of members appointed by the City. The expansion effort would
expand the board of directors to 15 members with seven still appointed by the
City and the other eight appointed by townships. In order to get all entities’
support, the City proposed to form an interim board comprised of 15 members
similar to the future board of directors, but it is not a formal board of directors
and has no authority because the new regional authority has not been formed
yet. However, it gave all potential participants a “seat at the table” to have
discussions and talk about potential scenarios. This was especially important
and a key factor in their expansion because of the way Michigan State Law
works. In Michigan, an entity files Articles of Incorporation under Act 196 to
form an RTA. This filing brings all the communities located in the RTA boundary
into the RTA at once. Then there is a 30-day period in which communities can
“opt-out” of the RTA before the RTA formation and boundaries are solidified. By
forming the interim board before the 30-day window started, the authority was
able to have the necessary time and discussions to work out any issues without
time pressure. The agency was planning to file its RTA articles of incorporation
soon and expected a few townships to opt out, but generally most entities
initially seemed supportive of the RTA effort, and political relations were being
maintained and enhanced.
Outcome: Since the interviews were conducted in September 2012, new
developments have occurred. On November 8, 2012, the Ann Arbor City Council
voted to opt out of the countywide authority effort, effectively killing the expansion
and consolidation effort. City Council members expressed a desire to have the
AATA continue to discuss ways to improve transit in the Ann Arbor core area but did
not see financial or operational benefit to working with other communities in a joint
effort. According to a news report, “The AATA was counting on voter approval of a
countywide transit tax to fund some of the services it already has started to
implement under its five-year countywide plan. AATA officials said they’ll now be
reviewing the feasibility of continuing to provide some of those services.” (Ann
Arbor News, November 9, 2012)
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Northern Arizona Intergovernmental Public Transportation Authority
Background: The Northern Arizona Intergovernmental Public Transportation
Agency (NAIPTA) operates a variety of transit services in the Flagstaff, AZ, area, and
during the last two years underwent a consolidation effort. In addition to the
Mountain Line fixed route and Mountain Lift demand-responses systems in
Flagstaff, NAIPTA operated:
I The RoadRunner fixed route circulator, Verde Lynx commuter service, and
RoadRunner demand-response systems on behalf of the City of Sedona; and
I Fixed-route and demand-response systems for the City of Cottonwood and
surrounding areas.
Key Issues: The consolidation effort was not truly a consolidation under one
administrative umbrella. It was a contracting of transit services, operations,
maintenance and all planning to Flagstaff by Sedona and Cottonwood.
The reason the communities supported the consolidation to begin with was that
they wanted to be relieved of the responsibility of operating transit services. They
did not feel that this was a viable line of work for the city or no longer wanted the
fiscal responsibility or liability associated with transit. When the two communities
contracted with NAIPTA, all liability transferred to Flagstaff.
Sedona and Cottonwood had previously provided all their services in-house
(through the two cities’ general fund) with complete local control over routing and
service levels. When operations were consolidated, NAIPTA worked with each
community to redesign the current fixed-route service routing to be less circuitous
and more of a grid system. Once implemented, total ridership increased by three
times.
The funding structure was as follows: Flagstaff has an RTA with a dedicated sales
tax percentage for transit, but that tax does not apply to surrounding communities.
When the agencies integrated, there was no consolidated funding. Instead, the
communities continued to fund transit services out of their general funds and grant
receipts and used that to support their contracts with NAIPTA. NAIPTA was very
supportive in pursuing grant funding for the two cities, but the financial structures
remained independent.
However, the two cities became frustrated by the inability to directly control
routing and service levels in their communities. These kinds of requests for change
by Sedona or Cottonwood staff or political representatives were not as easily
processed by NAIPTA and became an issue between the agencies. NAIPTA also
moved these communities to a taxi-voucher and taxi-service type of ADA service.
They found it to be very effective and to provide good coverage.
Outcome: In November 2011, both Sedona and Cottonwood cancelled their
contracts for service with NAIPTA less than a year after NAIPTA began serving those
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communities. At that time, the City of Cottonwood signed a memorandum of
understanding with the City of Sedona to operate the Cottonwood Area Transit
system around that city and the Verde Lynx commuter system between
Cottonwood and Sedona. According to local news reports, “The two governments,
in a work session, agreed they both had trouble with budgeting with NAIPTA
administration and that slow communications made it difficult to make rapid
changes.” (Camp Verde Bugle, November 17, 2011)
Solano Transportation Authority (STA)
Background: Solano Express, the transit provider operated by the Solano
Transportation Authority (STA) in Solano County, CA, completed integration with
two other local transit systems (Vallejo and Benecia) in 2011. The biggest driver of
the decision was to save money. The two other cities were operating transit under
their public works departments. They are two very different cities. Vallejo has
200,000 people and has a high transit-dependent population. Its transit budget was
about $11-12 million per year. Benicia has 50,000 people and is more affluent. Its
transit budget was about $1 million per year. The new authority ended up with cost
savings in its new service contract of $1 million per year plus other savings in
administrative and other costs. The STA is a self-sustaining entity with a variety of
funding sources (including local gasoline taxes, transportation impact fees, MPO
grants, state funding, toll receipts, and other revenues), and neither City previously
contributed directly to the STA.
Key Issues: The biggest challenge in integration was political. Educating each City
Council and securing their support was a significant effort, and STA had to counter
many misconceptions about how the consolidation would take place and what the
benefits would be. Each City had a perception of the other taking advantage of
them in the beginning. There were many misconceptions about how the
consolidation would work. For instance, Vallejo thought that it would get
“reimbursed” for the buses they would not need anymore. However, since the
buses were purchased with federal funds, there could not be any money exchanged
between the two entities for the equipment. The effort countered the political
issues by forming a five member board of directors for the consolidated service,
with the Mayor and a council person from each City sitting on the board of directors
and a County Supervisor as the fifth member.
Outcome: The consolidation effort had two attempts. The first attempt was
unsuccessful when elections took place and new Council members and mayors
came into office. The STA then had to re-start with educating the new decision
makers and winning their support. The same thing occurred with staff changes
during the implementation timeframe. The second attempt took place immediately
after the first and took about 18 months to complete. What finally led to its
success was a small group of political champions (City officials) who advocated for
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consolidation. The effort initially had an advisory committee but found that it was
not as effective at getting things accomplished as the group of champions.
One factor that added to the time and stress of consolidation was a group of legal
issues between the City attorneys and STA’s attorney about the details of the
consolidation.
Some key lessons learned during the process were:
I Public engagement is critical to make sure the correct information is available
and to counter misconceptions.
I Political support from key decision makers is necessary.
I Make sure staff and drivers are well informed, especially drivers. They see the
public and riders every day and need to have the right information to share.
According to STA staff interviewed, if STA had to do it over, there is one major thing
they would do differently. During the transition, they would hire consultants to be
the transition team so that staff could keep doing the normal day-to-day
operations. It was a big load on staff to complete the transition in 18 months. In
the end they were glad they did it quickly even though some details got missed
because then the transition was over and they could move forward. They view the
consolidation as extremely successful and have even been approached to add
another small operation to the STA in the near future.
Other Recent Consolidation/Integration Efforts
Several other cities, regions, and transit systems have attempted transit
consolidation or integration projects within the last few years.
I Fresno, CA, and its Fresno Area Express (FAX) system examined the
opportunities and challenges of coordinating transit services in three
communities in Fresno County and in the longer-term to move toward a
consolidated regional agency. This study was conducted, in part, to address a
2003 Fresno County Grand Jury Report that recommended school bus systems
consolidate with public transit systems in Fresno County. Five school districts
formed the Southwest Transportation Agency, a Joint Powers Authority (JPA)
providing transportation services. Upon completion of the Grand Jury Report,
the regional Transportation and Air Quality Committee met with the Fresno,
Clovis, Central Unified Districts and the Southwest Transportation Agency to
further explore this issue. While they agreed that consolidation of
transportation services may provide some efficiencies, there were many
constraints identified that are placed on school bus transportation and publicly
funded transit services that severely limit opportunities to consolidate services.
Ultimately, the study resulted in coordinated transit scheduling and online
information as well as universal fare media, but no comprehensive transit
operations consolidation took place. The largest issues identified as barriers to
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operational consolidation were wage differentials among the agencies and the
desire to maintain local community identity and control. (Sources: City of
Fresno Short-Range Transit Plan, 2011; PSTA-HART Consolidation Study, 2012).
I Lackawanna and Luzerne Counties in Pennsylvania examined the potential of
consolidating the operations of five transit providers (one fixed-route and one
demand-response provider in Lackawanna County, and two fixed-route
providers and one demand-response provider in Luzerne County). Ultimately,
the bi-county consolidation proposal was dropped primarily due to the relatively
long distances between major population centers of the two counties. Instead,
the final recommendation included consolidating fixed-route and demandresponse service within each county. According to the study, Lackawanna
County could save approximately $500,000 annually (primarily due to the
elimination of three full-time equivalent employees), and Luzerne County could
save approximately $1.1 million in annually (again primarily due to the
elimination of 5.5 FTEs). Both counties are moving forward with their individual
consolidation efforts, which are currently scheduled to be complete by early
2013. (Sources: Pennsylvania Transit Consolidation Report, 2012).
I The Stanislaus Council of Governments in California initiated a study in early
2011 to examine the potential of consolidating its county’s five separate transit
systems serving nine different cities. The StanCOG study did not identify any
significant cost savings in administrative staff or overhead expenses from a
consolidation and identified concerns from transit agency staff members about
loss of local control and local identity and less personalized service if a
consolidation took place. However, partly as a result of the consolidation
analysis, Stanislaus Regional Transit agreed to take over dial-a-ride service in
two cities in the county (Riverbank and Oakdale) as of January 2013, primarily
due to funding difficulties of the two systems. (Sources: Modesto Bee,
November 21, 2011; News10 Sacramento and Modesto Bee, November 13,
2012).
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Overall Observations and Conclusions
Other transit systems from
throughout the country that
had attempted or undergone
transit integration were
researched to help the North
Front Range and its
stakeholders understand the
key issues and challenges
involved in any transit
integration effort.

A number of key observations and conclusions can be drawn about the experiences
of other cities and transit systems considering or implementing operations
integration:
I Every situation is different and no one solution applies to all systems.
I Local champions and supporters – at the staff/policy level and among elected
officials – are critically important to the success of an operations integration or
regional governance effort.
I Local agency staff – including operators – can be a valuable resource in
determining the impacts and benefits of potential operations integration or
governance changes.
I Non-profit and/or human service organizations that provide transportation can
– and should - play an important role in any integration effort.
I A major obstacle to be overcome in any integration effort is overcoming the
perception or reality of local communities or agencies losing local control and/or
local identity if their transit operations are merged with another, especially a
larger organization.
I Decision-makers often need to be convinced of clear-cut benefits of any
integration effort before agreeing to its implementation.

NEXT STEPS
The next step in the process is to utilize the data collected by this effort and from
the previous transit audit chapter as inputs to refine the project’s Purpose and Need
and evaluation process and criteria. That process and those criteria will then be
applied to the examination and evaluation of governance and operations
integration options for transit services in the North Front Range.
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51 PURPOSE AND NEED AND EVALUATION
FRAMEWORK
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to develop and describe a Purpose and Need
statement – and its related problem statements - for the North Front Range Transit
Vision project as well as outline an evaluation framework and potential goals and
measures to assist in the evaluation of potential transit operations integration and
governance options for the region.
INPUTS INTO THE PROCESS
A number of sources of information and input were used in the development of the
Purpose and Need statement for the is project and its related evaluation
framework:
I Study area data, much of which was summarized in Chapter 2 of this report,
which provided insight into the demographic and mobility trends and transit
operations information that could shape transit services and related demand in
the future.
I The 2009 Transit Strategic Operating Plan updates developed by Transfort and
COLT, also summarized in Chapter 2 of this report, which established the basis
for moving forward with this study.
I The North Front Range 2035 Regional Transportation Plan update, components
of which were also summarized in Chapter 2 of this report, which specified
many of the long-range goals, programs, and projects being developed and
pursued by Transfort, COLT, and BATS related to short-term and long range
transit improvements.
I Ongoing and planned local and regional transportation projects, also
summarized in Chapter 2 of this report, that could influence the future of transit
in the region, including the MAX Bus Rapid Transit project (now under
construction) and the North I-25 Environmental Impact Statement project
(which proposed a number of high-capacity transportation improvements in the
region including commuter rail service to Denver).
I Detailed transit operations data, summarized in Chapter 3 of this report, which
provided insight into the current operational conditions of the three transit
systems in the region.
I Peer transit system data, also summarized in Chapter 3 of this report, which
showed how the local transit agencies measure up to transit systems of similar
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size and characteristics nationwide in terms of efficiencies and costeffectiveness.
I Steering Committee comments and overall guidance, summarized in Chapter 4
of this report, which helped shape the development of the Purpose and Need
Statement and project goals and objectives.
I Stakeholder comments, also summarized in Chapter 4 of this report, which were
derived from a number of interview sessions with individuals and groups from
around the study area to determine their opinions and preferences on the
future of transit in the region.
As noted in Chapter 1, the overall intent of the North Front Range Transit Vision
project is to help develop options and a recommendation for an integrated regional
transit governance and decision-making model for North Front Range communities
of Berthoud, Fort Collins, Larimer County, and Loveland, along with an operational
structure. The project is to include a public outreach process focused on
stakeholders, transit users, and the general public to develop a recommendation on
a path forward for potential transit service integration in Larimer County with
improved service and cost-effectiveness. The project is to address several issues,
including:
I Transit service area boundaries of a potential regional service entity, as well as
the process to expand the service area in the future.
I A range of governance structure options, identifying the benefits and limitations
of each, along with a final recommendation on a governance structure for the
region.
I Analysis of the potential of the recommended structure to support the
development of the transit network into an overall regional transportation plan.
PURPOSE OF THIS PROJECT
Based on the data sources and input factors noted above, the proposed purpose of
this project has been determined as follows:
The purpose of the North Front Range Transit Vision project is to explore and
analyze the tools available for potential integrated regional transit services and
operations, governance, and decision-making, with the aim of improving transit
service, increasing ridership, and improving transit’s overall cost-effectiveness for
the citizens of the North Front Range.
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NEEDS STATEMENTS
A number of needs statements – and the problem statements that go into those
needs statements - were developed by the project team and reviewed by the
Steering Committee to help define and clarify the overall purpose of the project.
These needs and problem statements will be used to help establish goals and,
ultimately, evaluation criteria for the project. The needs statements and their
related problem statements are as follows:
Needs Statement No. 1: There is a need to increase the operational efficiency of
transit services in the region.
I Problem: Multiple jurisdictions operate differing levels of transit service at
different locations within the TMA boundaries, resulting in inequities of service
among study area residents.
I Problem: The multiple service providers in the TMA compete for the same
funding sources at all levels of government.
I Problem: Each transit entity in the study area has its own operations structure,
creating repetition of administrative and maintenance services.
I Problem: The multiple agencies operating transit services are unable to take
advantage of economies of scale to provider greater cost-efficiencies for local
taxpayers.
Needs Statement No. 2: There is a need to increase customer benefits with the
aim of increasing ridership.
I Problem: Transit customers in the region have difficulty utilizing transit for
regional trips because it requires switching between different agencies, fare
structures, and levels of service.
I Problem: Regional trip planning can be difficult because of limited connections
and different trip planning customer services operated by different agencies.
I Problem: There is a lack of regional paratransit connections. This is emphasized
by the regional health care system that often requires residents to commute
between different communities for primary and specialist health care services.
Needs Statement No. 3: There is a need to standardize operational procedures
among the local transit agencies to improve compliance with Federal, State, and
local requirements.
I Problem: Multiple transit agencies continue to struggle with compliance with
Federal, state, and local regulatory requirements due to lack of adequate
staffing and resources.
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Needs Statement No. 4: There is a need to establish a transit service model that is
capable of implementing regional service plans.
I Problem: Currently, the existence of multiple transit providers makes it
challenging for local agencies to implement regional transit service goals made
at the state level and those identified in local strategic plans.
Needs Statement No. 5: There is a need for stable and sustainable funding
sources for transit services (both capital and operations) and for political and
community support for changes in transit service in the North Front Range region
over the long term.
I Problem: Currently, there is no dedicated funding source for the transit services
provided by the region’s local agencies. Each agency’s primary funding source is
through general fund monies budgeted by each local jurisdiction, resulting in
uncertainty from year to year as to the amount of local financial support that
will be provided for transit services.
I Problem: There is a corresponding need for political and community support to
establish the viability of any recommended solution.

EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
The Purpose and Need statement and its related problem statements provide the
basis for the development of an evaluation framework that can be used to measure
and evaluate the potential for transit governance and operations integration
options to more effectively serve the citizens of the North Front Range. Each needs
statement – and its related problem statement – can be translated into specific
goals for the project, which then result in the development of evaluation criteria.
Each criterion is intended to be a ‘discriminator’ among options; in other words, its
intent is to provide a means to compare and contrast – both quantitatively and
qualitatively – the operations integration and governance options with the intent of
ultimately establishing the most beneficial recommendations for the region. During
the course of the evaluation process, specific criteria may turn out to be nondiscriminators, so their importance in the process may change.
With those factors in mind, Table 7-1 summarizes the proposed needs statements
(described above) along with their recommended goals and related evaluation
criteria. Based on recommendations of the project’s Steering Committee, needs
statements 1 (increase operational efficiency), 2 (increase customer benefits and
ridership), and 5 (need for political, community, and financial sustainability) will be
weighted as more significant than other needs statements in future evaluations of
operations and governance options.
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Table 5-1: Needs Statements and Related Goals and Criteria
Need Statements

Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1. Need to increase operational
efficiency.*

1A. Increase cost-effectiveness of
services

1A1: Impact on combined system operating cost per
mile
1A2: Impact on combined system operating cost per
revenue hour
1A3: Impact on combined system operating cost per
unlinked trip
1A4: Impact on combined system revenue miles

1B.

Reduce overall administrative
Costs

1B1: Impact on combined system overall operating
cost
1B2: Impact on combined system operating cost per
unlinked trip
1B3: Impact on combined system operating cost per
capita

1C.

Reduce overall operating costs

1D. Reduce overall capital costs

1C1: Impact on combined system overall operating
cost
1D1: Impact on combined system fleet size
1D2: Number of maintenance and/or dispatch
facilities required

2A. Coordinate fare structures

2A1: Potential for consistent and coordinated fare
structure

2B. Eliminate gaps in service coverage
2C. Coordinated customer service (trip
planning, etc.)

2B1: Potential for cross-jurisdiction service

2D. Increase regional transit system
ridership

2D1: Impact on regional transit ridership

3. Need to standardize operational
procedures to improve compliance with
Federal, State and local requirements.

3A. Reduce potential for performance
or reporting errors resulting in
compliance issues.

3A1: Potential for standardized policies and
procedures and reporting.

4. Need to establish a service model
that is capable of implementing regional
service plans.

4A. Develop coordinated regional
system for service plan
implementation

4A1: Ease of ability to implement regional service
goals made at the state level and those identified in
local strategic plans

5. Need for political, community, and
financial sustainability.*

5A. Reduce uncertainty over funding
and political/community support.

5A1: Potential for stable and sustainable funding
under existing commitments.

2. Need to increase customer benefits
and ridership.*

2C1: Potential for consistent and coordinated
customer service assistance

5A2: Potential for stable and sustainable funding for
future expansion of services.
5A3: Potential for local political and community
support for implementation

*-given higher priority by project Steering Committee
NEXT STEPS
The next step in the project process is to specify the potential list of governance
options for transit service in the North Front Range, followed by the development of
transit operations integration issues and options. Subsequently, those governance
and operations options will be subjected to the evaluation process described in this
chapter with the intent of providing information that will allow the project team to
make preliminary and final recommendations.
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1 TRANSIT OPERATIONS INTEGRATION OPTIONS
6
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to review options and issues related to different
levels of coordination and integration of transit services in the North Front Range.
The list of potential options range from cooperation and coordination of certain
services where individual transit agencies coordinate activities but continue to
retain their separate identities, or a much higher level of coordination and
integration of transit operations, where transit operations are consolidated into a
fully integrated transportation system. In addition, it may also be possible to
integrate some activities without fully consolidating the entire operations.
The three transit operations within the Transportation Management Area (TMA) are
Transfort, City of Loveland Transit (COLT), and Berthoud Area Transportation
System (BATS). By closely examining the three transit systems’ operations and
expenses, potential activities that could be coordinated or integrated to the
greatest extent possible are explored.
As noted previously, the overall purpose of this project is to explore and analyze
options for potential integrated regional transit services and operations,
governance, and decision-making, with the aims of improving service, increasing
ridership, and improving the cost-effectiveness of transit services.
ISSUES RELATED TO INTEGRATION
Many transit systems nationwide have examined or attempted operations
integration at a variety of levels and complexity. Often, operations integration has
been instigated by State governments (as is the case in Pennsylvania, whose state
Department of Transportation has implemented pilot programs to examine the
issues related to integration human services transportation). More often, as is the
case with the North Front Range Transit Vision project, local governments initiate
an examination of the needs and issues associated with potential integration of
transit operations and its related maintenance and administrative activities.
Whenever integration is considered, several key questions should be examined and
answered to assist local decision-makers in determining the costs and benefits of
that integration (these questions are adapted from the executive summary of the
Pennsylvania Transit Consolidation Report, February 2012):
I Would integration maintain the quality of – or improve – existing transit
services? If implemented correctly, an integrated transit system could better
meet current and future transportation needs in a community. If cost savings
are realized through integration, the local transit system could potentially
provide expanded services (such as additional routes, extended service hours,
better customer service, and other service factors).
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I Would integration save money and improve financial performance? Ideally,
integration would result in a reduction of overhead and administrative costs
(either in the short term or in the long run), the use of existing assets would be
maximized, and economies of scale can be improved. In addition, cost
reductions (either short-term or long-term) ideally should enable transit systems
to maintain or even expand existing services in the future even if government
assistance (from all levels) remains constant or does not keep pace with
inflation.
I Would integration affect staffing levels and employee benefits? If handled
properly, integration should not adversely affect jobs, wages, benefits, and
other existing labor terms. Section 13(c) of Federal Transit Law outlines certain
protections for existing transit system employees if the system receives federal
funds. Two areas in particular could affect transit integration efforts in the
North Front Range: “the protection of employees against a worsening of their
positions with respect to their employment;” and “assurances of employment to
employees of acquired mass transportation systems and priority of
reemployment for employees terminated or laid off.” (Source: Transit
Cooperative Research Program Legal Research Digest, “Transit Labor Protection
– A Guide to Section 13(c) Federal Transit Act,”, June 1995). Many transit
systems have taken the attitude that any employment changes resulting from
integration are implemented over time through normal attrition rates, thereby
meeting the requirements of Section 13(c).
I How fast can or should integration occur? Operations integration often occurs
in phases over several years, guided by practical considerations of consolidating
staffing, offices, maintenance, and other activities. If up-front costs occur as a
result of integration, transit systems often examine how quickly those transition
costs can be recouped.
I Is integration politically feasible and does it provide sufficient local decisionmaking? One of the most critical elements when considering integration is the
political and community support such an effort has, as local decision-makers
often strive to ensure that local participating jurisdictions have equitable powers
in determining future decisions related to transit services, funding, and staffing.
Any operations integration recommendation should include provisions allowing
local participating jurisdictions to maintain sufficient control over their local
services while ensuring a regional perspective. In addition, any integration
effort should recognize the realities of local preferences related to funding
sources and potential voter approval requirements, with the aim of ensuring
political support from participating and affected jurisdictions.
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TRANSIT OPERATIONS INTEGRATION OPTIONS
A number of transit
integration options were
examined and analyzed as to
their ability to improve
transit services in the North
Front Range.

Six operations integration options (including a status quo option) were examined
and analyzed as to their positive and negative impacts in meeting the goals of this
project. Those options are:
I Integrating fixed-route services
I Integrating paratransit services
I Integrating both fixed-route and paratransit services
I Integrating maintenance
I Integrating fares, passes, customer information, and other miscellaneous
services
Integration of Fixed-Route Services
Description
This option would consider the integration of Transfort and COLT fixed-route
services and operations. Berthoud is not included in this analysis as its transit
operation, BATS, is exclusively a paratransit service, and no fixed-route services are
provided to Berthoud (except for the FLEX regional service). Key elements of this
option include:
I Integrated Transfort and COLT fixed-route operations, schedules and vehicle
branding
I Integration of all fixed-route administrative services (including management,
staff support, and related activities)
I Integrated fixed-route customer interface (including a consolidated Web site,
fixed-route call-in customer assistance center, integrated service planning and
scheduling, integrated fare policies and fare media)
I Integrated fixed-route dispatching
I Coordinated capital planning and procurement
Note that Integrated maintenance activities are not included in this option;
maintenance is considered as a stand-alone option examined in another section
below.
Key Issues
An examination of operations and administrative costs related to the fixed-route
services of Transfort and COLT shows some significant differences, as shown in
Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1: Comparison of Fixed-Route Operations from 2011
Cost Item
Administration
Maintenance
Operations
Total Operating Cost
Revenue-Hours
Revenue-Miles
Cost per Revenue-Hour
Cost per Revenue-Mile
Administration Cost per Hour
Operations Cost per Hour
Maintenance Cost per Mile

Transfort
$1,515,509
$1,086,055
$4,390,282
$6,991,846
77,355
995,858
$90.39
$7.02
$19.59
$56.75
$1.10

COLT
$259,675
$111,729
$425,119
$796,523
10,029
168,642
$79.42
$4.73
$25.89
$42.39
$0.66

Source: Transfort, COLT, 2011

The table shows that several categories of COLT’s fixed-route operations and
maintenance cost categories are consistently lower than Transfort’s. Its operations
cost per hour and maintenance cost per mile are lower than Transfort’s, but its
administration cost per hour is higher than Transfort’s. Overall, COLT’s total
operating cost per revenue hour is about 12% lower than that of Transfort, and its
operating cost per revenue mile is almost 32% lower than that of Transfort. These
disparities are primarily due to COLT’s smaller (and in some cases shared) staff and
possibly lower wage structure compared with Transfort.
Several factors could impact costs, both short-term and long-term, if fixed-route
integration occurs. Operator wage disparities between the two agencies could be
mitigated over time as personnel classifications and policies are merged and as
attrition occurs. Similarly, administrative and management staff could merge over
time, with elimination of redundant positions through attrition, all with the aim of
avoiding current staff cutbacks.
Overall Conclusions
I Short of eliminating current staff positions, there is little potential for significant
cost savings in the short term.
I Over the longer term, elimination of redundant positions could occur through
attrition, resulting in long-term personnel cost savings. Initial estimates show
that up to two full-time equivalent (FTE) administrative positions could be
eliminated between the two agencies through attrition over the long term,
resulting in personnel costs of approximately $240,000 annually (including
salaries and benefits).
I In addition, there is the potential for moderate long-term cost savings over time
between the two agencies as items such as operations supplies and equipment,
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fuel, building rental, insurance, telephones, office supplies, and other
miscellaneous procurement items are integrated.
I In addition to cost savings, integration of fixed-route operations could have
considerable benefit to transit users as routes, hours of operations, and other
services are integrated over time.
Integration of Paratransit Services
Description
This option has the potential of integrating all regional paratransit services,
including dispatching, and operations into one entity. Key elements include:
I Potential integration of all regional paratransit services into the existing contract
with Transfort
I Integrated service branding, marketing, customer assistance, and dispatching
I Coordinated capital planning and procurement
I Provision of cross-jurisdictional paratransit services between Fort Collins and
Loveland (with the potential for schedule coordination with Berthoud and other
nearby entities)
I No immediate change to paratransit eligibility requirements (though with the
goal of longer-term consistency in service policies)
Key Issues
As noted earlier, several operational and service differences exist between and
among the paratransit services offered by Transfort, COLT, and BATS:
I Transfort’s Dial-a-Ride operation is operated by Yellow Cab (owned and
operated by Veolia Transportation, and most of Transfort’s operating costs
related to paratransit are absorbed by a fixed contract with Veolia (Transfort
spends approximately 9% of its overall $1.1 million annual paratransit budget on
administration and management of the contract). Its paratransit services are
focused on ADA complementary services.
I COLT operates its own paratransit service, with annual operating expenses of
approximately $275,000. Of that budget, 53% goes toward operations, 34% for
administration, and 13% for maintenance. Its paratransit services provide rides
to ADA users in addition to seniors.
I BATS operates only paratransit services at an annual cost of approximately
$277,000 in 2011, of which 37% goes to operations, 59% to administration
(including in-kind services from the Town of Berthoud such as office space), and
4% to maintenance. However, BATS provides its services to the general public in
Berthoud in addition to ADA clients and seniors (as shown in Chapter 3, 51% of
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its 2011 ridership was comprised of general public trips, with 8% of trips being
for non-disabled seniors, 22% for disabled seniors, and 19% for disabled under
60 years of age).
With a contract operation in Fort Collins, the appropriate measure for comparing
the costs of paratransit services among the three systems is the cost per passengertrip. Table 6-2 shows the paratransit costs for each system, the number of
paratransit passenger-trips, and the cost per passenger-trip.
Table 6-2: Comparison of Paratransit Costs
Cost Item
Total Operating Cost
Passenger-Trips
Cost per Passenger-Trip

Transfort
$1,110,771
37,851
$29.35

COLT
$275,027
7,582
$36.27

BATS
$277,394
13,254
$20.93

Source: Transfort, COLT, and BATS, 2011

As shown in Table 6-2, BATS has the lowest cost per passenger for demandresponsive or paratransit service at $20.93 (compared with almost $30 for Transfort
and more than $36 for COLT). This is partly due to the mix of passengers, with more
than 50 percent of BATS passengers classified as general public (not having a
disability) paying full fares in addition to local donations from seniors who use the
system. COLT provides service for persons with disabilities and seniors. Transfort
serves only those who have been determined to be eligible under the guidelines of
the Americans with Disabilities Act. The paratransit costs per passenger in Fort
Collins are approximately $7.00 less than for COLT.
Overall Conclusions
I Using the cost-per-trip metric, and applying the Transfort cost per trip to the
7,500 annual COLT paratransit riders, there is a potential savings to COLT of
approximately $50,000 annually if its paratransit services were provided through
the Transfort paratransit contract.
I There would also be future long-term savings as COLT would not need to
purchase paratransit vehicles separately, as these would be provided through
the contract.
I The BATS paratransit service is currently operating relatively efficiently (as of
2011) due to the level of in-kind assistance it receives, so it may not benefit from
integration with Transfort and COLT at this time. If funding changes occur in the
upcoming years, BATS may want to consider consolidation, though their costs
would likely increase compared to those in 2011.
I Over the long term, there would likely be a significant improvement to customer
service if all three services were integrated and their three different service
models were made more consistent.
I Integration of paratransit operations makes cross jurisdictional trips an option.
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Integration of Both Fixed-Route and Paratransit Services
Description
This option would integrate both fixed-route and paratransit services for COLT and
Transfort into one operating entity. BATS was not included in this options due to
the likelihood that their costs would increase by consolidation (though future
integration of BATS should be studied closely as to its benefits to both Berthoud and
the remainder of the region). Key elements are combined from the previous two
sections:
I Integrated Transfort and COLT operations and schedules and vehicle branding
I Integration of all administrative services (including management, staff support,
and related activities)
I Integrated customer interface (including a consolidated Web site, call-in
customer assistance center, integrated service planning and scheduling,
integrated fare policies and fare media)
I Integrated dispatching
I Coordinated capital planning and procurement
I Provision of cross-jurisdictional paratransit services between Fort Collins and
Loveland (with the potential for schedule coordination with Berthoud and other
nearby entities)
I No immediate change to paratransit eligibility requirements (though with the
goal of longer-term consistency in service policies)
Key Issues
I As noted above, COLT’s total fixed-route operating cost per revenue hour is
about 12% lower than that of Transfort, and its operating cost per revenue mile
is almost 32% lower than that of Transfort, due primarily to a smaller (and in
some cases shared) staff and lower wage rates.
I Fixed-route wage rate disparities between the two agencies could be mitigated
over time as personnel classifications and policies are merged and as attrition
occurs.
I Similarly, Transfort and COLT administrative and management staff could merge
over time, with elimination of redundant positions through attrition, all with the
aim of avoiding current staff cutbacks.
I On the paratransit side, Transfort contracts with Yellow Cab for its paratransit
services and provides only ADA complementary services. COLT provides services
to ADA clients in addition to seniors, and BATS provides services to the general
public in addition to ADA clients and seniors.
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Overall Conclusions
I Short of eliminating current staff positions, there is little potential for fixedroute consolidation cost savings in the short term between Transfort and COLT.
I Over the longer term, elimination of redundant positions could occur through
attrition, resulting in long-term personnel cost savings. Initial estimates show
that up to two full-time equivalent (FTE) administrative positions could be
eliminated between the two agencies through attrition over the long term,
resulting in personnel costs of approximately $240,000 annually (including
salaries and benefits).
I In addition, there is the potential for moderate long-term fixed-route cost
savings over time between the two agencies as items such as operations
supplies and equipment, fuel, building rental, insurance, telephones, office
supplies, and other miscellaneous procurement items are consolidated.
I In addition to cost savings, integration of fixed-route operations could have
considerable benefit to transit users as routes, hours of operations, and other
services are integrated over time.
I Using the cost-per-trip metric, and applying the Transfort cost per trip to the
7,500 annual COLT paratransit riders, there is a potential savings to COLT of
approximately $50,000 annually if its paratransit services were provided through
the Transfort paratransit contract.
I Consolidation would offer long term savings through coordinated capital
planning and procurement activities.
I The BATS paratransit service is currently operating efficiently due to the level of
in-kind assistance they receive, so it may not benefit from integration with
Transfort and COLT at this time. If funding changes occur in the upcoming years,
BATS may want to consider integration with COLT and Transfort.
I Over the long term, there would likely be a significant improvement to customer
service if fixed-route and paratransit services were integrated and made more
consistent.

Integration of Maintenance
Description
This option would Integrate all COLT and BATS fixed-route and paratransit
maintenance activities at Transfort’s maintenance facility in south Fort Collins. This
stand-alone option is considered separately from other consolidation activities
examined in this project.
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Key Issues
I Transfort currently has an operations maintenance facility in south Fort Collins,
where all service and maintenance for its fleet take place. In 2013, Transfort has
plans to build an expanded maintenance facility at its current operations center
to provide increased storage and maintenance bays. Transfort vehicle
maintenance is currently performed by City employees assigned to work at the
Transfort facility.
I COLT vehicle maintenance is performed at a municipal maintenance facility.
I BATS maintenance activities are conducted at local private garages.
Table 6-3 shows the current maintenance costs and costs per mile of service
provided by each provider. Note that no maintenance costs for Transfort
paratransit operations are included; those costs are covered in a fixed-price
contract with Veolia so no breakdown of costs for those services is available.
Table 6-3: Comparison
of Maintenance Costs
p
Transfort
Fixed Route

COLT
Fixed Route

COLT
Paratransit

BATS
Paratransit

Tires/ Tubes

$57,362.00

$6,740.18

$1,712.00

$3,220.00

Lubricants

$28,241.00
$104,988.57

$33,411.12

$7,927.00

$1,111,845.00

$111,728.75

$35,123.12

$11,147.00

Cost Item
Personnel Services
Personnel Benefits
Materials for Revenue Vehicles

Materials for Non-Revenue Vehicles
Vehicle Repair Services (incl. preventive maintenance)

$1,006,255.00

Maintenance Contracts (recurring maintenance)
Other Repair & Maintenance Services (one-time maintenance)
Total Maintenance

$19,987.00

$995,858.00

$168,462.00

$39,888.00

$112,224.00

Tires/Tubes per mile

$0.06

$0.04

$0.04

$0.03

Lubricants per mile

$0.03

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Repair and Maintenance per mile

$1.01

$0.62

$0.84

$0.07

Total Maintenance per mile

$1.10

$0.66

$0.88

$0.10

Number of Revenue Vehicles

39

5

2

4

$27,996.36

$22,345.75

$17,561.56

$2,786.75

Revenue Miles of Service

Total Maintenance per vehicle
Source: Transfort, COLT, and BATS, 2011

Typically, appropriate measures for comparison of maintenance costs are the
maintenance costs per mile and maintenance costs per vehicle for any given
provider. In this case, comparing the cost per vehicle should likely not be given
much emphasis because the fleets among the three providers are very different. Of
the three agencies, Transfort has the highest cost per mile for maintenance at
$1.10, as well as the highest cost per vehicle at almost $28,000. Part of this
differential may be due to the type of vehicles, with the larger buses operated by
Transfort having higher maintenance costs than the smaller vehicles used by either
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COLT or BATS. Wage rates for maintenance personnel are unknown for Transfort or
COLT as the maintenance is performed by a separate department in each city. It is
not possible to determine whether the differences in maintenance costs are due to
differences in wage scales or differences in the vehicle fleets. Transfort
maintenance costs account for approximately 15% of its overall operating budget,
while COLT maintenance costs are approximately 14% of its operating budget.
Maintenance costs for BATS are approximately 4% of its total operating budget,
keeping in mind that much of BATS maintenance is completed in-kind by local
garages.
While there would be some benefits to having an integrated maintenance function,
consolidation does not appear to be supported by a cost savings in the short term.
A dedicated maintenance facility and maintenance staff typically perform a higher
level of maintenance and are more responsive than maintenance provided by a
shared staff and facility. Depending on the extent and timing of integration of
Transfort and COLT wage scales, consolidating maintenance at Transfort could
result in cost increases of between $58,000 and $71,000 to account for additional
personnel costs related to “deadhead” (non-revenue) miles as operators return
vehicles from Loveland to the Fort Collins facility.
As with consolidation of operations, the consolidation of BATS paratransit
maintenance with Transfort and COLT is not seen as advantageous to BATS in the
short term, as its maintenance costs per vehicle are considerably lower than that of
the other two agencies, again due to the in-kind work that local mechanics perform
for BATS.
Overall Conclusions
I Shared maintenance between Transfort and COLT is not likely to result in cost
savings in the short term; instead, the requirement for “deadhead” miles could
result in cost increases in the short term.
I Over time, longer-term cost savings are possible if redundant positions are
eliminated through attrition and through coordinated procurement.

Integration of Fares/Customer Information, Dispatching, and Other Services
Currently, each entity is responsible for its own fare policies, fare media and
printing, customer information (including Web sites, call centers, and other
customer interface), and dispatching. This stand-alone package of options would
integrate those activities for all three entities where practical and feasible, though
any of its elements could be integrated into other options.
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Regarding fares, as noted in Chapter 3:
I Transfort’s base fare is $1.25 with free transfers, with a reduced fare of $0.60
for the elderly, persons with disabilities, and Medicare cardholders. Its Dial-aRide paratransit fare is $2.50.
I COLT’s fares are similar to Transfort ($1.25 base fare with free transfers; $0.60
for the elderly, persons with disabilities, and Medicare cardholders). Its
paratransit fare, however, is $2.00.
I The base fare for BATS is $1.00 per trip within Berthoud and $2.00 for trips
outside of Berthoud. Seniors pay no fare but are encouraged to provide
donations.
In addition, customer information and dispatching are handled differently at all
three entities:
I Transfort has five full-time employees dedicated to customer service, seven
dispatchers and two planners. Its total marketing budget is in excess of
$100,000 per year.
I COLT has two persons devoted part-time to dispatching (they handle multiple
duties including customer service) and no designated marketing or planning
staff. Its total marketing budget is approximately $6,000 annually.
I BATS uses eight volunteers – approximately two each day – to handle customer
calls and dispatching. It has one person who handles a variety of duties
including operations supervision, dispatching, and customer service. Its total
marketing budget is about $200 per year.
Integration and coordination
of the region’s fare structure
and related fare media could
result in improved benefits to
transit users and could
potentially improve ridership.

One obvious change that would benefit passengers is to establish a common fare
and pass program where the fares are the same on each system and passes are
good on all systems. Transfers between the two systems could be provided at no
cost. While transfers are free to and from FLEX on both systems, it is not clear to
new users whether a COLT pass could be used to ride on Transfort buses. Using
transfers, a passenger could currently board a COLT bus, transfer to FLEX, and then
transfer to Transfort. Promoting use of passes on both systems would not likely
result in a loss of fare revenue, but could attract additional passengers. It would
also likely result in some cost savings through consolidated printing of fare media.
Integration of marketing staff and costs also could occur over time through
attrition. In addition, institution of a common dispatching and scheduling system
could result in cost savings through consolidated staffing over time.
Other Options
Other miscellaneous opportunities for integration (that could be included in other
options or as stand-alone options) that could provide moderate cost savings over
time include:
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I Development of a common image or brand for a regional transit system. This
would require a name change for one or all systems. Renaming the systems to a
new single name would improve the image of overall regional transit service.
Customer service would need to be integrated, and several other administrative
functions such as marketing and promotion could be integrated as well. This
could result in a relatively small cost savings in the short run, but would create a
better image for regional transit services and create a seamless regional system
for passengers.
I Joint procurement (or bulk purchase) of vehicles. This is a cost-effective
approach to increasing purchasing power. There is currently little opportunity
for joint purchase of vehicles because of the differences in the types of vehicles
used. BATS and COLT could potentially be able to purchase or lease paratransit
vehicles through the Transfort contract or through the annual CDOT vehicle
contract.
I Joint procurement of fuels and other supplies and equipment. Similar to joint
procurement of vehicles, joint procurement of fuel may also be implemented as
a means to promote cost-efficiencies. Bulk purchase of fuel is an effective way
to reduce costs based on an economy of scale and could provide a possible cost
savings. Invitations for Bids could be issued based on fuel purchase for the three
systems or individually and the rate compared to determine the most costeffective approach. One obstacle to this approach is the differing vehicle types
currently used by the three agencies (for example, Transfort operates a fleet
that is almost entirely powered by compressed natural gas); however,
consolidating fueling facilities for BATS and COLT could also promote
efficiencies.
I Joint training programs. This could include everything from preventive
maintenance to safe wheelchair tie-down procedures, which can lead to more
highly skilled employees. Joint training can also lead to reduced training costs
for agencies by reducing the number of trainers required. For example, one
agency could provide Passenger Service and Safety (PASS) training and the other
agency could specialize in preventative maintenance training. Agencies could
purchase special training programs and allow the other agency’s employees to
participate. Training costs should be shared among the agencies.
I Other resource sharing opportunities. Similar to sharing training resources,
agencies could share their expertise in such areas as grant writing, computer
technology, and general assistance in operation of transportation services (such
as tips for dispatching or accounting procedures). One example of how this is
already being done is the use of the Transfort cash handling capabilities by COLT.
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NEXT STEPS
The next step in the process will be an evaluation of potential operations
integration options as to their viability, relevance, and applicability to North Front
Range transit services. That evaluation, combined with an evaluation of potential
transit governance options, will result in a comprehensive recommendation on the
future of regional transit in the North Front Range region.
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71 GOVERNANCE OPTIONS
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to present a summary of governance options for this
project. This study was initiated to explore the feasibility of an integrated decisionmaking and funding structure for regional transit services. Any resulting
governance structure should facilitate the region’s ability to better plan, develop,
finance, implement, operate, and maintain a consolidated regional transit service.
A regional governance structure is important to the success of an integrated
regional transit service, giving it stability and the ability to grow and improve service
over time. The goals of a potential revised governance structure for transit services
in the North Front Range include:
I Creating an operating structure for regional transit service
I Providing cost-effective service and avoiding duplication of resources
GOVERNANCE OPTIONS
Within the legal framework provided by the Colorado State Statutes, there are
several types of governance options that could be considered for this project:
I Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs)
I Regional Service Authorities (RSAs)
I Regional Transportation Authorities (RTAs)
I Special Districts
I Special Statutory Districts
Each of these options is explored in more detail in the sections that follow. Much of
the information contained in this analysis came from several sources, including:
I CDOT Rail Governance Study Options for Implementation and Operation of
Interregional or Statewide Transit memorandum on governance options
(September 2007) and Executive Summary (July 2008)
I Colorado Department of Local Affairs memorandum on Districts and Alternate
Government Financing Mechanisms (June 2009)
I City of Colorado Springs White Paper on Governmental Restructuring and
Alternative Financing Options (January 2010)
I Mesa County 2035 Regional Transportation Plan and its Grand Valley Transit
Revenue Evaluation (2010)
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I North Front Range MPO Regional Transit Element (April 2011)
I Mountain Metropolitan Transit/City of Colorado Springs Future of Regional
Transit Governance and Funding Study (May 2011)
Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs)
General Considerations
An intergovernmental agreement (IGA) is any agreement that involves or is made
between two or more governments to work together in some distinct way.
Intergovernmental agreements can result in upgraded services, consolidated
resources, and financial savings through economies of scale, among other things.
Intergovernmental agreements can be made between or among a broad range of
governmental entities, such as two or more counties, two or more municipalities, a
municipality and a school district, and a city and a university. IGAs can be used for
operation of joint departments such as transit, as long as each agency
independently can still perform such service.
Formation and Initiation Procedures
The IGA is typically proposed by one of the entities involved and is administratively
crafted and approved by each of the participating governing bodies. Under
Colorado law, the IGA should set forth the purposes, powers, obligations, rights and
responsibilities of each participating agency, as well as the service area boundary (if
applicable) and must for Taxpayer Bill of Rights (TABOR) purposes be renewed
annually, though automatic annual renewal is possible according to Colorado State
Statutes if the entities involved choose to write the contract in such a way.
Structure, Organizational Body and Powers
Unlike the other options assessed in this document, IGAs do not necessarily create a
new board of directors to oversee the services agreed upon by the IGA. The IGA
outlines how each agreeing entity will perform in regards to the agreed-on services
and in some cases may leave the oversight power up to the agency that is providing
the specified service, though each IGA is customized to the particular circumstance.
Fiscal Resources
The funding source or sources for IGAs are typically described in the IGA and are
customized to the particular service. An IGA does not inhibit the existing taxing
powers of the entities involved.
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Colorado Examples
Several examples exist in
Colorado of communities
using Intergovernmental
Agreements for various
aspects of transit service,
including the FLEX service in
the North Front Range.

IGAs have a long-standing history of being used to create transportation
agreements between cities, counties, and towns in Colorado. Some xamples are
described below.
I The FLEX service is a joint service funded by a federal Congestion Mitigation and
Air Quality (CMAQ) grant and is jointly sponsored by the Cities of Longmont,
Loveland, and Fort Collins; the Town of Berthoud; and Larimer and Boulder
Counties under an IGA.
I In March 2012, the town council of Basalt, Colorado, approved an
intergovernmental agreement with the Roaring Fork Transportation Authority
(RFTA) that approves a Memorandum of Understanding regarding new bus rapid
transit stations and a Highway 82 crossing south of the intersection of Highway
82 and Willits Lane. RFTA provides public transit to the citizens of Basalt and
other residents of the Roaring Fork Valley.
I The City of Colorado Springs and the Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority
(PPRTA) created an IGA in 2005 for dealing with funded capital projects,
maintenance programs, and City-sponsored transit activities.
I The Poudre Fire Authority was established in 1981 through an IGA between the
City of Fort Collins and the Poudre Valley Fire District. The IGA outlines the
governance, funding, and operations of the authority and established a Board of
Directors appointed by the Fort Collins City Council and the District Board. The
Board has independent authority to appoint the fire chief of the Authority.
Regional Service Authorities (RSAs)
General Considerations
As stated in the Rail Governance Study, 2008, “A Regional Service Authority is a
form of government designed to provide a specified service on a regional basis.
They are designed as special purpose governments that complement rather than
interfere with general purpose governments.” RSAs in Colorado can provide a
variety of services as approved by the voters, and one of those services is public
transportation.
Formation and Initiation Procedures
Under Colorado law, the establishment of the RSA may be initiated by a petition of
citizens or a resolution adopted by a majority of the governing bodies within the
proposed service authority area. The petition or resolution is filed with the district
court of the county within the proposed service authority which has the largest
population and a copy delivered to the organizational commission upon its
appointment by the court.
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The organizational commission is selected from the membership of the governing
bodies of the counties and municipalities having territories within the proposed
service authority. A Regional Service Authority must encompass as least one entire
county and may include adjacent counties. A majority vote of the members of the
RSA organizational commissions will determine which services will be presented to
the voters for their approval. The presentation to the voters must also indicate the
maximum property tax levy for support of the proposed services.
Structure, Organizational Body and Powers
If the RSA is approved by the voters, then a board of directors is elected in a general
election, based on compact districts of approximately equal population within the
service area. For the first five years, the board must be made up of elected officials
holding office within the service area at the time of the service area’s inception;
thereafter, any eligible elector of the service area is eligible to hold office. The
Board has the power to exercise all powers, privileges, and duties vested upon the
authority as approved by the voters.
Fiscal Resources
RSAs are granted a wide range of fiscal resources. A general grant of authority
provides for the use of ad valorem (property) taxes, subject to voter approval, or
service charges, at the discretion of the board of directors. These provisions also
allow an RSA to participate in any program of state-collected, locally-shared taxes
and to receive any other intergovernmental grants-in-aid that may be made
available. Provisions for the use of special taxing districts are designed to allow for
assessments and charges for services.
Findings of the Citizen’s Financial Committee for the Transfort and COLT Strategic
Operating Plans
Key characteristics of RSAs according to Appendix F of the Citizen’s Financial
Advisory Committee Correspondence, August 2009 are:
I “An RSA requires a vote to establish but then becomes its own legal entity for
future fund raising, operations, etc. Getting public support for a consolidated
effort will build knowledge and support for future growth of the system.”
I “The RSA can be structured so that each participating entity provides its own
funding and contracts with the RSA to provide transit service at whatever level it
wishes.”
I “The RSA starts with an appointed, unpaid board of directors. By contracting
with the cities for all staff services, little if any resources are needed to sustain
the board itself.”
I “An RSA allows the participating cities to take best advantage of economies of
scale in their transit operations.”
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I “The need for inter-city mobility and federal funding requirements already favor
a consolidated transit operation across the study area.”
I “While this recommendation speaks only to Fort Collins and Loveland, an RSA
can be designed so that additional jurisdictions could join now or later.”
I “The tight focus of an RSA on only transit service helps avoid any confusion with
any other regional transportation efforts towards infrastructure.”
Colorado Examples
According to a US Census report, only one RSA is operating in Colorado: the Ouray
County Regional Service Authority, which provides health care and medical facilities
to that county.
Regional Transportation Authorities (RTAs)
General Consideration
Regional Transportation Authorities may be formed under Colorado law to provide
a range of transportation services – including roadways, transit, and aviation
facilities – on a regional basis.
Formation and Initiation Procedures
According to the CDOT Rail Governance Study (See § 43-4-601, C.R.S., et seq.)
“Under Colorado law, a combination of counties and municipalities … can create by
contract an authority that is the RTA." If the authority approves proposing the
creation of an RTA, it then establishes a board of directors “comprised of elected
officials of each member government plus one or more directors appointed by the
Governor, if the state is a party to the contracts.” (US Census 2007 Report on Local
Governments in Colorado). The board establishes its proposed boundaries and the
residents within the boundaries of a proposed RTA would be asked to vote to
establish an authority. At that point, the board of the RTA may establish “local
improvement districts” within the boundaries of the RTA to facilitate the financing,
construction, operation, or maintenance of those regional transportation systems.
Structure, Organizational Body and Power
The board has the power to exercise all powers, privileges and duties vested upon
the authority as approved by the voters. For example, both the Roaring Fork
Transportation Authority (RFTA) and Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority
(PPRTA) are governed by a board of directors that is comprised of representatives of
their membership communities. RFTA holds monthly public meetings to
disseminate information. The PPRTA Board of Directors publicizes its monthly
meetings, and there is a scheduled time on the agenda for public comments.
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Fiscal Resources
RTAs – with voter approval – can levy sales and use taxes, motor vehicle registration
fees, and local visitor “benefit taxes.” According to the CDOT Rail Governance Study
(See § 43-4-601, C.R.S., et seq.), “The board of the RTA may establish local
improvement districts within the boundaries of the authority to facilitate the
financing, construction, operations or maintenance of regional transportation
systems.” According to the US Census 2007 Report on Local Governments in
Colorado “Local improvement districts may be established by regional
transportation authorities within its boundaries upon petition of owners of the
property that will bear a majority of the proposed assessments and another from
members of the registered electorate.”
Colorado Examples
Following is a summary of key features and characteristics of four existing RTAs in
Colorado.
I The Gunnison Valley RTA, created in 2002 and reauthorized in 2008, was
approved by local voters on its first attempt. The funds available for the RTA are
allocated between air and bus service based on the decision of the Board of
Directors annually. The selling points for the approval of the RTA by the voters
were a stable funding source for air service; an economic development program;
an open forum; and the ability to develop community partnerships. The main
argument by the public against its creation was that the RTA is a tax-funded
organization supporting private businesses (the airlines).
I The South Platte Valley RTA in Logan County in northeastern Colorado (providing
transit service only) was created in 2007 and was approved by local voters on its
first attempt. It took approximately two years to establish after voter approval.
The selling points for voter approval were the number of people served; a small
amount of funding requested; and its promotion as a community asset.
I The Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (RFTA) serving the Glenwood SpringsAspen area was created in 1983 and was approved by the voters on its first
attempt. RFTA funds are allocated 99% to transit and 1% to trails. The selling
points for voter approval were regional control of transit services; a dedicated
revenue stream; an equitable distribution of costs; improved transit on Highway
82; new service in the I-70 corridor; funding for the Rio Grande trail; and the
ability to obtain more federal funds. The major public arguments against its
creation were higher taxes and the fear that some governments potentially
would be receiving more benefits than others.
I The Pikes Peak RTA in the Colorado Springs area was created on its first attempt

by voters in 2004. The funds for this RTA are allocated as follows: roadway
construction 55%; roadway maintenance 35%; and transit 10%. The selling
points of the RTA to the voters were the mitigation of traffic congestion
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problems; the environmental benefits; and a multimodal approach. The major
public arguments against the creation of the RTA were the concerns about a
new tax by a generally tax-averse population.
Special Districts
General Considerations
Title 32 special districts (named from the legislative citation describing their
functions) “are quasi-municipal corporations and political subdivisions of the state
of Colorado organized for specific functions. A Title 32 special district may be
formed to include property wholly within a county, wholly within a municipality or
with portions within county or municipal boundaries.”
According to the CDOT Rail Governance Study (also see § 32-1-101, C.R.S., et seq.),
“Special districts are formed with a very limited purpose. They are designed to
provide services on a local basis. One of those services could be transportation.
Special districts are empowered to provide for the more efficient delivery of
services, or portions thereof, which best lend themselves to local administration.
These types of districts are most often used by developers as a means to fund and
provide infrastructure for development purposes.” Special districts provide a
specific service not provided by a county or city. Special districts in Colorado
include: air transportation and airport districts; electric power districts; fire
protection districts; highway districts; housing and community development
districts; soil and water conservation districts; and water supply districts. Special
districts providing more than one service are referred to as Metropolitan Districts.”
According to the City of Colorado Springs White Paper on Governmental
Restructuring and Alternative Financing Options (January 2010), transportation
services (including transit) must be part of a multi-purpose Metropolitan District.
According to the Colorado Department of Local Affairs:
Special Districts in Colorado are local governments, i.e., political
subdivisions of the state, which make up a third level of government in the
United States. (The federal and state governments are the other two levels.)
Local governments include counties, municipalities (cities and towns),
school districts, and other types of government entities such as ‘authorities’
and ‘special districts.’ Colorado law limits the types of services that county
governments can provide to residents. Districts are created to fill the gaps
that may exist in the services counties provide and the services the
residents may desire. The majority of districts draw their boundaries in
unincorporated county land, but residents of a municipality may be
included in one or more districts.
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Formation and Initiation Procedures
According to the CDOT Rail Governance Study, “A special district requires a service
plan submitted to a District Court. If a service plan complies with applicable
statutes, the question of organization of the district is presented to the residents
and property owners for a vote. The vote includes selection of an initial board of
directors. A special district, through its board of directors, has broad financial
powers.” Special district boundaries are flexible and coincide with a service plan
developed by the proposed service provider. The boundary and service plan (which
includes proposed property taxes as the primary funding mechanism) are approved
by either the county commissioners or the governing body of the effected boundary
area, if overlap occurs the county commissions have jurisdiction. A service plan
shall not be approved if a petition objecting to the plan is submitted signed by at
least 50% of the owners within the proposed boundary area. If the service plan is
approved, “a petition signed by not less than 30% or 200 of the taxpaying electors
of the district” shall be submitted to the court outlining the services to be provided,
the legal description of the district boundaries, estimated costs, and estimated
property taxes to be collected.
Structure, Organizational Body and Powers
State statutes describe the overall structure of special districts. A board of directors
is elected by registered voters within the district boundaries, but for the first two
years two members of the board are representatives of the initiating service plan.
The board has broad general powers related to the approved service plan, to
include: perpetual existence, to enter into contracts and agreements, to borrow
money and incur indebtedness, to use eminent domain, and to determine service
related charges.
Fiscal Resources
Special districts can assess property taxes but typically do not levy sales and use
taxes for its services. Special districts also can assess service charges, which are
determined at the discretion of the board of directors.
Colorado Examples
While there are numerous examples of special districts in Colorado, including multipurpose metropolitan districts, there are no examples of special districts related to
public transit systems in the state.
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Special Statutory Districts
General Considerations
According to the Rail Governance Study, 2008, a special statutory district could be
established by statue as a corporate body for the general purpose of building and
operating transit service. The district would have the specific mission of developing
and operating transit service and act independently of other agencies.
The Draft Informational Memorandum, September 2007 for the Passenger Rail
Governance Study discussed the Regional Transportation District Special District
Statutes (“RTDSD”) Section 32-9-101, C.R.S. et seq. as a case study:
Powers, procedures and process for the special statutory provisions will be
controlled by the specific laws that would be enacted.” “The provisions of
the RTDSD are set out as an example of an entity created under this type of
structure that is granted very broad powers for governance of
transportation related systems. The RTDSD, acting by and through the
board, is authorized to develop, maintain, and operate a mass
transportation system for the benefit of the inhabitants of the district. The
RTDSD includes most of the Denver Metropolitan area and allows for
annexation of additional area as the Denver Metropolitan area expands.
The board must ensure that the entire district area is depicted on a map
and the area’s description stated in a written document. As an example the
RTDSD provisions are set out of the Board of Directors. The governing body
of the district will be a board of directors consisting of fifteen persons, each
of whom is an eligible elector residing within the director district. All
powers, duties, functions, rights, and privileges vested in the district is
exercised and performed by the board; except that the exercise of any
executive, administrative, or ministerial powers may be delegated by the
board to officers and employees of the district.
Formation and Initiation Procedures
The Special Statutory District would need to be created by legislative statute, which
would also set the geographic boundary of the district.
Structure, Organizational Body and Powers
The Special Statutory District would be governed by an appointed or elected board
of directors as specified in the legislative authorizing statute.
Fiscal Resources
According to the Draft Informational Memorandum, September 2007, the legislative
body having authority to levy taxes within the county or city where the Special
Statutory District is created has the duty to levy taxes for that Special Statutory
District. The Special Statutory District “may borrow money and may issue the
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following district securities to evidence such borrowing: Notes, warrants, bonds,
temporary bonds, refunding bonds, special obligation bonds, and interim notes.”
Colorado Examples
Denver’s Regional Transportation District is the only example of a Special Statutory
District related to public mass transit systems in Colorado that is allowed to assess a
sales tax, which was approved by voters within the service boundary.
Other Options
Other legislative options could be considered if none of the other options are
deemed feasible. Other statutory options could include raising the cap on sales tax
authority for RTAs above its current maximum level of 1.0%, granting sales tax
collection authority to RSAs, or other legislative changes.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The City of Colorado Springs White paper on Governmental Restructuring and
Alternative Financing Options from January 2010 noted several factors local
governments need to keep in mind whenever they are considering new governance
structures or related funding for transit and other services:
I New or higher taxes always require a public vote under the Taxpayers Bill of
Rights (TABOR) provisions.
I Outside of IGAs, elections are almost always required to create new governance
structures.
Overall, a number of options exist for the North Front Range to consider in
developing a new governance and administrative structure for transit services.
Existing statutes provide several feasible options, and potential legislative changes,
if deemed appropriate and supported by local policy-makers, could make those
options even more attractive.
Table 7-1 is a summary of the governance options described in this chapter.
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Table 7-1: Governance Options Summary Table
Governance
Type

Purpose

Formation
Procedure

Intergovernment
al Agreements

Agreement
between 2 or
more
government
entities to
provide a
specified service

Agreement
between
governing bodies
of each entity

Governing
body by
resolution or
ordinance

Flexible

Varies depending
on agreement

Determined in IGA
(Generally through
general fund monies
from participating
agencies)

Empowered to
provide a specific
service on a
regional basis

Petition of
citizens or a
resolution
adopted by a
majority vote of
governing bodies
within proposed
service authority
area

Voter
approved

Follows County
boundaries

Elected to
represent districts
within boundary

Property tax – subject
to voter approval
Service charges – at the
discretion of the Board
of Directors

Flexible

Board of Directors

Sales tax – subject to
voter approval
Motor Vehicle
Registration Fees –
subject to voter
approval
Benefit Taxes – subject
to voter approval

Flexible –
coincides with
service plan

Elected by voters
in district
boundaries, 1st
two years the
board members
are
representatives of
the initiating
service plan

Property tax – subject
to voter approval
Sales tax – subject to
voter approval (not
typical)
Service charges – at the
discretion of the Board
of Directors

Appointed or
elected board of
directors

Levy taxes – by voter
approval
Borrow money –
through notes,
warrants, bonds,
temporary bonds,
refunding bonds,
special obligation
bonds, interim notes

Regional Service
Authority (RSA)

Regional
Transportation
Authority (RTA)

Special District

Special Statutory
District

Empowered to
provide
transportation
service on a
regional basis

Empowered to
provide a service
not provided by
city or county
government on a
local basis

Build and operate
transit service
independent of
other agencies

Governing bodies
create by
contract an
Authority

Approval of
proposed Service
Plan by County or
local governing
body

Created by
legislative statute

Approval
Process

Voter
approved

Voter
approved

Voter
approved

Boundaries

Flexible authorizing
legislature sets
boundary

Governing Body

Funding Options

NEXT STEPS
The next step in the process will be an evaluation of potential governance options
as to their viability, relevance, and applicability to North Front Range transit
services. That evaluation, combined with an evaluation of potential transit
operations integration options, will result in a comprehensive recommendation on
the future of regional transit governance and operations in the North Front Range
region.
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1 OPTIONS EVALUATION AND
8
RECOMMENDATIONS
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to conduct an evaluation of options and issues
related to:
I Different levels of coordination and integration of transit services in the North
Front Range
I Different types of governance and administrative options
As noted previously, the overall purpose of this project is to explore and analyze
options for potential integrated regional transit services and operations,
governance, and decision-making, with the aims of improving service, increasing
ridership, and improving the cost-effectiveness of transit services.
SUMMARY OF EVALUATION PROCESS
As summarized in Chapter 5, and using the purpose statement above as a starting
point, the project team developed recommended needs statements, goals, and
evaluation criteria as shown in Table 8-1:
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Table 8-1: Needs Statements and Related Goals and Criteria
Need Statements

Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1. Need to increase operational
efficiency.*

1A. Increase cost-effectiveness of
services

1A1: Impact on combined system operating cost per
mile
1A2: Impact on combined system operating cost
per revenue hour
1A3: Impact on combined system operating cost
per unlinked trip
1A4: Impact on combined system revenue miles

1B.

Reduce overall administrative
Costs

1B1: Impact on combined system overall operating
cost
1B2: Impact on combined system operating cost
per unlinked trip
1B3: Impact on combined system operating cost
per capita

1C.

Reduce overall operating costs

1D. Reduce overall capital costs

1C1: Impact on combined system overall operating
cost
1D1: Impact on combined system fleet size
1D2: Number of maintenance and/or dispatch
facilities required

2. Need to increase customer benefits
and ridership.*

2A. Coordinate fare structures

2A1: Potential for consistent and coordinated fare
structure

2B. Eliminate gaps in service coverage

2B1: Potential for cross-jurisdiction service

2C.

2C1: Potential for consistent and coordinated
customer service assistance

Coordinated customer service (trip
planning, etc.)

2D. Increase regional transit system
ridership

2D1: Impact on regional transit ridership

3. Need to standardize operational
procedures to improve compliance
with Federal, State and local
requirements.

3A. Reduce potential for performance
or reporting errors resulting in
compliance issues

3A1: Potential for standardized policies and
procedures and reporting

4. Need to establish a service model
that is capable of implementing
regional service plans.

4A. Develop coordinated regional
system for service plan
implementation

4A1: Ease of ability to implement regional service
goals made at the state level and those
identified in local strategic plans

5. Need for political, community, and
financial sustainability.*

5A. Reduce uncertainty over funding
and political/community support.

5A1: Potential for stable and sustainable funding
under existing commitments
5A2: Potential for stable and sustainable funding
for potential future expansion of services
5A3: Potential for local political and community
support for implementation

*-given higher priority by project Steering Committee
Based on recommendations of the project’s Steering Committee, needs statements
1 (increase operational efficiency), 2 (increase customer benefits and ridership), and
5 (need for political, community, and financial sustainability) are weighted as more
significant than other needs statements and should be the primary focus points of
the evaluation process.
Accordingly, a five-point evaluation scale was developed to measure the
performance of options against evaluation criteria, with five points representing a
high score, and 1 representing a low score (with 3 being medium or neutral and
gradations for medium-high or low-medium). Points were doubled for results
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evaluation criteria related to the three most significant needs statements as
recommended by the project’s steering committee. The project team examined all
options in a series of workshops to develop the rankings for each operations
integration and governance option, the results for which are described in the
following sections.
EVALUATION OF TRANSIT OPERATIONS INTEGRATION
OPTIONS
In addition to the status quo (maintaining current services and structures), five
distinct operations integration options were examined and analyzed as to their
positive and negative impacts in meeting the goals of this project. Those options
were:
I Maintaining status quo
I Integrating fixed-route services
I Integrating paratransit services
I Integrating both fixed-route and paratransit services
I Integrating maintenance
I Integrating fares, passes, customer information, and other miscellaneous
services

Maintaining Status Quo
Description
This option would maintain all existing transit services in the region as provided by
the current separate entities (Transfort, COLT, and BATS) with no new routes,
services, planning, or interaction.
Key Issues
This option does not meet the project’s purpose and need and related goals in that
it does not improve transit service, increase transit ridership, or improve the costeffectiveness of transit services
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Evaluation
Table 8-2 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-2: Evaluation Results for Status Quo Option
1HHG6WDWHPHQWV
(YDOXDWLRQ&ULWHULD
,QFUHDVHRSHUDWLRQDOHIILFLHQF\
ZHLJKWHG[
,QFUHDVHFXVWRPHUEHQHILWVDQG
ULGHUVKLS
ZHLJKWHG[
6WDQGDUGL]HSURFHGXUHV
6HUYLFHPRGHOWRLPSOHPHQWUHJLRQDO
SODQV
3ROLWLFDOFRPPXQLW\DQGILQDQFLDO
VXVWDLQDELOLW\
ZHLJKWHG[
2YHUDOO(YDOXDWLRQ

67$786482
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/2:

/2:

/2:

0('
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Low – This option does nothing to improve
overall operational efficiency; it does not help reduce operating or
administrative costs, cost per trip, or cost per capita, nor does it promote system
expansion.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: Low – This option does not promote
a coordinated fare structure or the potential for cross-jurisdictional service, nor
does it promote increased ridership.
I Standardize Procedures: Low – This option does nothing to help improve or
standardize policies and procedures and reporting to funding or regulatory
agencies.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: Low – The status quo option does
nothing to promote the implementation of regional long-range transportation
plans.
I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: Medium – The status quo
option does have some support among some individuals and interest groups in
the study area. Some transit users and community agencies expressed support
for existing transit services and structures, especially paratransit service, and
some concerns were expressed at the possibility of losing autonomy or
community-oriented services if transit operations were combined. However,
maintaining the status quo does little to promote long-term financial
sustainability through dedicated funding, local funding agreements, or cost
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efficiencies (freeing up existing operating and capital funds to help pay for
system expansion or improvement).
I Overall Evaluation: Low-Medium – Overall, there appears to be no significant
benefit to existing transit services by maintaining the status quo, and there are
no opportunities for long-term service improvement in the region if current
services and structures are maintained.
Integration of Fixed-Route Services
Description
This option would consider the integration of Transfort and COLT fixed-route
services and operations. Berthoud is not included in this analysis as its transit
operation, BATS, is exclusively a demand response service, and no fixed-route
services are provided to Berthoud (except for the FLEX regional service). Key
elements of this option include:
I Integrated Transfort and COLT fixed-route operations, schedules and vehicle
branding
I Integration of all fixed-route administrative services (including management,
staff support, and related activities)
I Integrated fixed-route customer interface (including an integrated Web site,
fixed-route call-in customer assistance center, integrated service planning and
scheduling, integrated fare policies and fare media)
I Integrated fixed-route dispatching
I Coordinated capital planning and procurement
Note that integrated maintenance activities are not included in this option;
maintenance is considered as a stand-alone option examined in another section
below.
Key Issues
As noted in Chapter 7, several categories of COLT’s fixed-route operations and
maintenance cost categories are consistently lower than Transfort’s. Its operations
cost per hour and maintenance cost per mile are lower than Transfort’s, but its
administration cost per hour is higher than Transfort’s. Overall, COLT’s total
operating cost per revenue hour is about 12% lower than that of Transfort, and its
operating cost per revenue mile is almost 32% lower than that of Transfort. These
disparities are primarily due to COLT’s smaller (and in some cases shared) staff and
possibly lower wage structure compared with Transfort.
Several factors could impact costs, both short-term and long-term, if fixed-route
integration occurs. Operator wage disparities between the two agencies could be
mitigated over time as personnel classifications and policies are merged and as
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attrition occurs. Similarly, administrative and management staff could merge over
time, with elimination of redundant positions through attrition, all with the aim of
avoiding current staff cutbacks.
Evaluation
Table 8-3 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-3: Evaluation Results for Fixed-Route Integration Option
1HHG6WDWHPHQWV
(YDOXDWLRQ&ULWHULD
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Medium – This option provides no significant
opportunity for immediate cost savings, but could result in operational
efficiencies over time through attrition and elimination of redundant positions
and savings of approximately $240,000 annually over the long term. It also
provides the opportunity to improve coordination of fixed-route planning and
timing, which could result in cost savings. Finally, there is the potential for
coordinated capital planning and joint procurement and purchasing, which could
provide cost savings and efficiencies in operating and administrative costs, costs
per trip, and fleet size and costs.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: Medium-High – A coordinated and
integrated fixed-route system would provide relatively high benefits to users,
including a unified call center and customer information process (including a
Web site presence). It also provides the opportunity for a coordinated fare
system (along with cost savings through joint printing and distribution of fare
media), and improves the potential for cross-jurisdictional service and an
improved transfer process. In addition, these factors provide the opportunity to
increase fixed-route ridership.
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I Standardize Procedures: Medium-High – This option would provide
standardization of all fixed-route operations and procedures in Fort Collins and
Loveland, including fare and transfer policies, scheduling and service planning,
training, severe weather planning, and progress reporting to federal and other
agencies and entities.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: High – This option presents a
significant opportunity to implement regional plans for transit service
improvement and enhancement. In particular, it would allow for smoother
facilitation and implementation of goals and objectives included in the Transfort
and COLT strategic plans and updates and in the North Front Range
Metropolitan Planning Organization long-range plan.
I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: Medium-High – Based on
community comments and input, there is relatively high support for integration
of fixed-route service in the region. However, there is no specific impact on
fiscal sustainability or transit funding above and beyond the funding currently
available to transit from Fort Collins and Loveland.
I Overall Evaluation: Medium-High – Overall, this option ranks medium-to-high
in its overall ability to meet the project evaluation criteria. While no significant
immediate cost savings are projected, fixed-route integration could result in
longer-term cost savings and efficiencies, better customer service, better
standardization of procedures and reporting, significant ability to implement
regional transit plans, and good support from the local community.
Integration of Paratransit Services
Description
This option has the potential of integrating all Transfort, COLT, and (ultimately)
BATS paratransit/demand response services, including dispatching, operations, and
maintenance, into one entity. Key elements include:
I Integration of regional paratransit services into the existing Transfort contract
with Veolia Transportation
I Integrated service branding, marketing, customer assistance, and dispatching
I Coordinated capital planning and procurement
I Provision of cross-jurisdictional paratransit services between Fort Collins and
Loveland (with the potential for schedule coordination with Berthoud and other
nearby entities)
I No immediate change to paratransit eligibility requirements (though with the
goal of longer-term consistency in service policies)
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Key Issues
As noted earlier, several operational and service differences exist between and
among the paratransit services offered by Transfort, COLT, and BATS:
I Transfort’s Dial-a-Ride operation is operated by Yellow Cab (owned by Veolia
Transportation), and most of Transfort’s operating costs related to paratransit
are absorbed by a fixed contract with Veolia (Transfort spends approximately 9%
of its overall $1.1 million annual paratransit budget on administration and
management of the contract). Its paratransit services are limited to ADA
complementary services.
I COLT operates its own paratransit service, with annual operating expenses of
approximately $275,000. Of that budget, 53% goes toward operations, 34% for
administration, and 13% for maintenance. Its paratransit services provide rides
to ADA users in addition to seniors.
I BATS operates only paratransit services at an annual cost of approximately
$277,000, of which 37% goes to operations, 59% to administration, and 4% to
maintenance. However, BATS provides its services to the general public in
Berthoud in addition to ADA clients and seniors.
With a contract operation in Fort Collins, the appropriate measure for comparing
the costs of paratransit services among the three systems is the cost per passengertrip. As noted in Chapter 7, BATS has the lowest cost per passenger for demandresponse or paratransit service at $20.93 (compared with almost $30 for Transfort
and more than $36 for COLT). This is partly due to the mix of passengers, with more
than 50 percent of BATS passengers classified as general public (not having a
disability) paying full fares; in addition, BATS receives a small amount in donations
from senior riders, and some of BATS’ administrative costs are provided through inkind contributions from the Town of Berthoud, further reducing its overall costs.
COLT provides service for persons with disabilities and seniors. Transfort serves
only those who have been determined to be eligible under the guidelines of the
Americans with Disabilities Act. The paratransit costs per passenger in Fort Collins
are approximately $7.00 less than for COLT.
Due to the large disparities in costs per trip, integrating BATS service with demand
response/paratransit service in Loveland and Fort Collins would appear to not, in
the short run, provide any financial benefit to BATS (since its costs per trip are lower
than those provided by the other two agencies), so the subsequent evaluation
process analyzes only integration of Transfort and COLT paratransit services.
However, this issue should continue to be examined in the future to determine if
there is any benefit to including BATS in future integration efforts.
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Evaluation
Table 8-4 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-4: Evaluation Results for Paratransit Integration Option
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Medium-High – This option provides
operational efficiencies primarily through the ability of COLT to use the Transfort
contract for paratransit operations, resulting in measureable cost savings per
trip for COLT and overall regional operations savings of approximately $50,000.
Other cost savings may be realized over the longer term through elimination of
redundant positions through attrition. In addition, improving efficiency in
Transfort and COLT paratransit services could result in lower overall costs per
trip, which could make future integration with BATS more attractive.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: Medium-High – A coordinated
paratransit system would provide significant benefits to users through the
provision of a single call center and dispatching office, and it provides the
opportunity for cross-jurisdictional paratransit trips and increased paratransit
ridership.
I Standardize Procedures: Medium – Currently, the two entities have differing
paratransit eligibility requirements and service models, so those would be
difficult to coordinate in the short term. However, over the longer term, service
policies could be coordinated, along with reporting procedures to federal and
other funding agencies.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: Low – This option ranks low in this
category since no plans for paratransit integration have thus far been included in
regional transportation plans.
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I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: Low-Medium – Based on
community comments and input, integration of paratransit services has
moderately low community support, as current users (especially in Loveland)
prefer the local, personalized paratransit service provided in that community. In
addition, the large demand for cross-jurisdictional paratransit trips could result
in higher overall costs as ridership increases over time. And as mentioned
above, there is no financial benefit to BATS to integrate its operations with COLT
and Transfort in the short run (though it could be advantageous over the longer
term).
I Overall Evaluation: Medium – Overall, this option receives a medium ranking.
There are some short-term financial benefits to integrating COLT paratransit
services under the Transfort contract; however, those cost savings could be
counter-balanced by increased overall ridership (resulting in higher costs) and
longer cross-jurisdictional trips. In addition, the service policies of Transfort and
COLT are substantially different, requiring a longer-term approach to
coordination of service models. Finally, there is no financial benefit to BATS to
integrate with Transfort and COLT in the short term, which is why BATS was not
included in this evaluation.
Integration of Both Fixed-Route and Paratransit Services
Description
This option would integrate both fixed-route and paratransit services into one
operating entity, again only considering COLT and Transfort in the evaluation due to
the lack of financial benefit for BATS to integrate at this time. Key issues are as
noted in the previous two sections:
I Integrated Transfort and COLT operations and schedules and vehicle branding
I Integration of all administrative services (including management, staff support,
and related activities)
I Integrated customer interface (including a consolidated Web site, call-in
customer assistance center, integrated service planning and scheduling,
integrated fare policies and fare media)
I Integrated dispatching
I Coordinated capital planning and procurement
I Provision of cross-jurisdictional paratransit services between Fort Collins and
Loveland (with the potential for schedule coordination with Berthoud and other
nearby entities)
I No immediate change to paratransit eligibility requirements (though with the
goal of longer-term consistency in service policies)
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Key Issues
I As noted above, COLT’s total fixed-route operating cost per revenue hour is
about 12% lower than that of Transfort, and its operating cost per revenue mile
is almost 32% lower than that of Transfort, due primarily to a smaller (and in
some cases shared) staff and lower wage rates.
I Fixed-route wage rate disparities between the two agencies could be mitigated
over time as personnel classifications and policies are merged and as attrition
occurs.
I Similarly, Transfort and COLT administrative and management staff could merge
over time, with elimination of redundant positions through attrition, all with the
aim of avoiding current staff cutbacks.
I On the paratransit side, Transfort contracts with Yellow Cab for its paratransit
services and provides only ADA complementary services. COLT provides services
to ADA clients in addition to seniors, and BATS provides services to the general
public in addition to ADA clients and seniors.
Evaluation
Table 8-5 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-5: Evaluation Results for Combined Fixed-Route and Paratransit
Integration Option
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Medium-High – On the fixed-route side, while
this option provides no significant opportunity for immediate cost savings, it
could result in operational efficiencies over time through attrition and
elimination of redundant positions for a cost savings of approximately $240,000
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annually over the long term. It also provides the opportunity to improve
coordination of fixed-route planning and timing, which could result in cost
savings. Finally, there is the potential for coordinated fixed-route capital
planning and joint procurement and purchasing, which could provide cost
savings and efficiencies in operating and administrative costs, costs per trip, and
fleet size and costs. In addition, this option provides short-term paratransit
operational efficiencies primarily through the ability of COLT to use the Transfort
contract for paratransit operations, resulting in measureable cost savings per
trip for COLT and overall regional operations savings of approximately $50,000.
Other paratransit cost savings may be realized over the longer term through
elimination of redundant positions through attrition.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: High – A coordinated and integrated
fixed-route system would provide relatively high benefits to users, including a
unified call center and customer information process (including a Web site
presence). It also provides the opportunity for a coordinated fare system (along
with cost savings through joint printing and distribution of fare media), and
improves the potential for cross-jurisdictional service and an improved transfer
process. In addition, these factors provide the opportunity to increase fixedroute ridership. A coordinated paratransit system would provide significant
benefits to users through the provision of a single call center and dispatching
office, and it provides the opportunity for cross-jurisdictional paratransit trips
and increased paratransit ridership.
I Standardize Procedures: High – This option would provide standardization of all
fixed-route operations and procedures in Fort Collins and Loveland, including
fare and transfer policies, scheduling and service planning, training, severe
weather planning, and progress reporting to federal and other agencies and
entities. In addition, while the two entities have differing paratransit eligibility
requirements and service models, over the longer term, service policies could be
coordinated, along with improved reporting procedures to federal and other
funding agencies.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: High – While no specific plans for
paratransit integration are included in long-range plans, this option presents a
significant opportunity to implement regional plans for overall fixed-route and
paratransit transit service improvement and enhancement. In particular, it
would allow for smoother facilitation and implementation of goals and
objectives included in the Transfort and COLT strategic plans and updates and in
the North Front Range Metropolitan Planning Organization long-range plan.
I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: Medium-High – While
integration of fixed-route and paratransit service results in no specific impact on
fiscal sustainability or transit funding above and beyond the funding currently
available to transit from Fort Collins and Loveland, there does appear to be
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relatively high support for integration of fixed-route service in the region based
on community comments and input. On the other hand, integration of
paratransit services appears to have moderately low community support, as
current users (especially in Loveland) prefer the local, personalized paratransit
service provided in that community. Overall, the larger positive impact and
support of integration of fixed-route services (which encompasses a significantly
larger portion of the region’s total transit services budget than paratransit
services) results in a relatively high ranking in this category.
I Overall Evaluation: High – Overall, this option ranks high in its overall ability to
meet the project’s purpose and need. While no significant immediate fixedroute cost savings are projected through integration, fixed-route integration
could result in longer-term cost savings and efficiencies, better customer service
and, better standardization of procedures and reporting, significant ability to
implement regional transit plans, and good support from the local community.
In addition, there are some short-term financial benefits to integrating COLT
paratransit services under the Transfort contract (which could, however, be
counter-balanced by increased overall ridership and related costs and longer
cross-jurisdictional trips). In addition, while the paratransit service policies of
Transfort and COLT are substantially different, integration could result in a
longer-term approach to coordination of service models.
Integration of Maintenance
Description
This option would Integrate all COLT and BATS fixed-route and paratransit
maintenance activities at Transfort’s maintenance facility in south Fort Collins. This
stand-alone option is considered separately from other integration activities
examined in this project.
Key Issues
I Transfort currently has an operations maintenance facility in south Fort Collins,
where all service and maintenance for its fleet takes place. In late 2013,
Transfort has plans to build an expanded maintenance facility at its current
operations center to provide storage and maintenance. Transfort vehicle
maintenance is currently performed by City employees assigned to work at the
Transfort facility.
I COLT vehicle maintenance is performed at a municipal maintenance facility.
I BATS maintenance activities are conducted at local private garages.
As noted in Chapter 7, of the three agencies, Transfort has the highest cost per mile
for maintenance at $1.10, as well as the highest cost per vehicle at almost $28,000.
Transfort maintenance costs account for approximately 15% of its overall operating
budget, while COLT maintenance costs are approximately 14% of its operating
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budget. Maintenance costs for BATS are approximately 4% of its total operating
budget, while keeping in mind most of BATS vehicle maintenance is donated by
local mechanics.
While there would be some benefits to having an integrated maintenance function,
such integration does not appear to be supported by a cost savings. A dedicated
maintenance facility and maintenance staff typically perform a higher level of
maintenance and are more responsive than maintenance provided by a shared staff
and facility. Depending on the extent and timing of integration of Transfort and
COLT wage scales, consolidating maintenance at Transfort could result in cost
increases of between $58,000 and $71,000 to account for additional personnel
costs related to “deadhead” (non-revenue) miles as operators return vehicles from
Loveland to the Fort Collins facility.
As with integration of operations, the integration of BATS paratransit maintenance
with Transfort and COLT is not seen as advantageous to BATS in the short term, as
its maintenance costs per vehicle are currently considerably lower than that of the
other two agencies.
Evaluation
Table 8-6 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-6: Evaluation Results for Maintenance Integration Option
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Low-Medium – This option provides few
opportunities for short-term cost savings and could potentially result in
increased costs in the short run given added costs needed to move COLT
vehicles to the Transfort maintenance facility in non-revenue service, and given
current wage differentials between COLT and Transfort maintenance staff and
personnel structures. However, there are potential longer-term cost savings as
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redundant staff numbers are reduced through attrition and as procurement of
maintenance supplies and equipment is integrated.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: Not Applicable – This option was
rated as N/A primarily because no immediate direct benefits are evident to
transit users through integration of maintenance activities.
I Standardize Procedures: High – Integration of maintenance activities could
result in significant standardization of policies and procedures and could provide
integration of training and maintenance procedures that could result in ultimate
cost savings and efficiencies. In addition, this option could improve reporting
procedures to federal and other funding agencies and entities.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: Not Applicable – This option was
rated as N/A primarily because no regional plans specifically address the
integration of maintenance activities.
I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: Medium – No major issues
related to maintenance were noted in the project’s community input process,
though any integration that could result in cost savings over the long term
would likely have some community support.
I Overall Evaluation: Low-Medium – Overall, this option receives a low-tomedium rating. Integration of maintenance could result in cost increases in the
short term but cost savings over the longer term if redundant positions are
eliminated through attrition and as procurement and other capital planning are
coordinated and consolidated. In addition, integrated maintenance could result
in improved reporting to funding agencies and could help standardize
maintenance policies and procedures, which could have moderate cost savings.
No significant issues related to maintenance integration were raised by the
community.
Integration of Fares/Customer Information, Dispatching, and Other Services
Description
Currently, each entity is responsible for its own fare policies, fare media and
printing, and customer information (including Web sites, call centers, and other
customer interface). In addition, customer information and dispatching is handled
differently at all three entities, with differing staffing levels and roles and
responsibilities at each agency.
Key Issues
Potential integration issues in these and related areas include:
I Common fares and passes is one obvious change that would benefit passengers
by establishing a common fare and pass program where the fares are the same
on each system and passes are good on all systems. Transfers between the two
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systems could be provided at no cost. Using transfers, a passenger could
currently board a COLT bus, transfer to FLEX, and then transfer to Transfort.
Promoting use of passes on both systems would not likely result in a loss of fare
revenue, and it could attract additional passengers. It would also likely result in
some cost savings through consolidated printing of fare media.
I Integration of marketing staff and costs also could occur over time through
attrition.
I Institution of a common dispatching and scheduling system could result in cost
savings through consolidated staffing over time.
I Development of a common image or brand for a regional transit system could
improve the image of overall regional transit service. This could result in a
relatively small cost savings in the short run, but would create a better image for
regional transit services and create a seamless regional system for passengers.
I Joint procurement (or bulk purchase) is a cost-effective approach to increasing
purchasing power.
I Joint training programs could include everything from preventive maintenance
to safe wheelchair tie-down procedures, which can lead to more highly skilled
employees. Joint training can also lead to reduced training costs for agencies by
reducing the number of trainers required.
I Other resource sharing opportunities include sharing expertise in such areas as
grant writing, computer technology, and general assistance in operation of
transportation services (such as tips for dispatching or accounting procedures).
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Evaluation
Table 8-7 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-7: Evaluation Results for Fares/Passes/Customer
Information/Dispatching/Training Integration Option
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Medium – While this option provides little
opportunity to improve overall operational and administrative efficiency, it does
provide moderate short-term and long-term cost savings through integration of
printing of schedules and fare media and other ancillary activities. It could also
result in staff cost savings over the long term as redundant positions are
eliminated over time through attrition.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: High – This option could provide
significant added benefits to transit riders as it would reduce confusion over
fares and fare media, improve overall communications through an enhanced
Web site and other customer information, and develop a common brand and
marketing approach, all of which could potentially increase ridership by making
the system easier to use.
I Standardize Procedures: Medium-High – This option could improve and
streamline operator and dispatching procedures and could improve agency
reporting to funding agencies and entities.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: Low – This option was rated low,
as regional plans do not address the specifics of consolidating these types of
ancillary activities.
I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: High – This option could
result in improved community support through the provision of better
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information and, ultimately, better services for transit users throughout the
region.
I Overall Evaluation: Medium-High – Overall, this option receives a medium-tohigh rating, as standardized and integrated fare policies and media, customer
information, dispatching, and other ancillary services could have significant
positive impact on the experience of the transit user and could improve
ridership with the potential for moderate short-term cost savings.
Overall Results
Table 8-8 shows the overall results of the evaluation of operations consolidation
options.
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Table 8-8: Summary of Evaluations for Operations Integration Options
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As noted in the table, the combined fixed-route and paratransit option was rated
the highest of all options, followed closely by integration of fixed-route operations
alone and integration of fares/passes/customer service. Options for integration of
paratransit and maintenance were ranked lower, with status quo receiving the
lowest ranking.
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EVALUATION OF GOVERNANCE OPTIONS
In addition to the status quo (maintaining current governance structures), five
distinct governance options were examined and analyzed as to their positive and
negative impacts in meeting the goals of this project. Those options were:
I Maintaining status quo
I Intergovernmental agreement
I Regional Service Authority
I Regional Transportation Authority
I Special District
I Special Statutory District
Status Quo
Description
This option would maintain the current governance structure as provided by the
current separate entities (Transfort, COLT, and BATS) operated by three separate
jurisdictions.
Key Issues
This option does not meet the project’s purpose and need and related goals in that
it does not improve transit service, increase transit ridership, or improve the costeffectiveness of transit services
Evaluation
Table 8-9 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-9: Evaluation Results for Status Quo Option
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Low – This option does not improve overall
operational efficiency; it does not help reduce operating or administrative costs,
cost per trip, or cost per capita, nor does it promote system expansion.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: Low – This option does not promote
a coordinated fare structure or the potential for cross-jurisdictional service, nor
does it promote increased ridership.
I Standardize Procedures: Low – This option does not help improve or
standardize policies and procedures and reporting to funding or regulatory
agencies.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: Low – The status quo option does
not promote the implementation of regional long-range transportation plans.
I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: Medium – The status quo
option does have some support among some individuals and interest groups in
the study area. As with operations integration, some transit users and
community agencies expressed support for maintaining existing transit services
and structures, especially paratransit service, and some concerns were
expressed at the possibility of losing autonomy or community-oriented services
if transit operations were combined. However, maintaining the status quo does
little to promote long-term financial sustainability through dedicated funding,
local funding agreements, or cost efficiencies.
I Overall Evaluation: Low-Medium – Overall, there appears to be no significant
benefit to existing transit services by maintaining the status quo governance
structure, and there are limited opportunities for long-term service
improvement in the region if current governance structures are maintained.
Intergovernmental Agreement
Description
As described in more detail in Chapter 6, an intergovernmental agreement (IGA) is
any agreement that involves or is made between two or more governments to work
together in some distinct way. Intergovernmental agreements can result in
upgraded services, consolidated resources, and financial savings through economies
of scale, among other things. Intergovernmental agreements can be made between
or among a broad range of governmental entities, such as two or more counties,
two or more municipalities, a municipality and a school district, and a city and a
university.
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Key Issues
I IGAs are easily implemented through administrative agreements between two
or more governments to provide specified services such as transit and
transportation.
I They allow flexible service area boundaries and funding options.
I IGAs do not necessarily require new administrative structures to organize and
implement.
I IGAs allow continuation of local jurisdiction control and authority over services
provided.
I IGAs do not typically provide a new funding source; instead, funding depends on
agreed-upon contributions from participating entities.
I There are many examples of IGAs being used for transit services both locally and
nationwide, including FLEX (which is operated through an IGA between and
among Fort Collins, Loveland, Berthoud, Longmont, and Boulder County).
Evaluation
Table 8-10 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-10: Evaluation Results for Intergovernmental Agreements
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Medium-High – This option provides moderate
to high potential for cost savings through streamlined decision-making and staff
coordination.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: High – This option has a high
potential for improving customer benefits and ridership through enhanced and
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coordinated service provision and consistent service models throughout the
IGA’s service area.
I Standardize Procedures: High – This option has good potential for standardizing
and improving reporting for federal and other funding entities and for
establishing consistent service policies throughout the service area.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: High – This option allows
relatively easy facilitation of transportation components of regional plans
through staff coordination and cooperation.
I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: Medium-High – This option
has relatively high community and political viability since it does not require
voter approval for implementation. It also provides a means for participating
jurisdictions to retain control and autonomy and make changes as the
jurisdictions desire. However, IGAs do not necessarily provide stable long-term
funding for services; instead, funding is dependent on the decisions of the
participating jurisdictions (which could include a variety of funding sources).
I Overall Evaluation: High – Overall, IGAs are rated high and appear to offer
significant positive factors for local jurisdictions in providing a governance
structure for transit services. IGAs could provide operating efficiencies, improve
services to users, help with standardization of procedures, facilitate
implementation of regional plans, and can be implemented without voter
approval (and therefore have significant political and community viability).
Regional Service Authorities
Description
As described earlier in Chapter 6, a Regional Service Authority (RSA) is a form of
government designed to provide a specified service on a regional basis. RSAs in
Colorado can provide a variety of services as approved by the voters, and one of
those services is public transportation (though no transportation-related RSAs
currently exist in the state).
Key Issues
I RSA formation is by voter approval.
I No more than one RSA is allowed in a county.
I An RSA can levy a property tax or local service charge but not a sales tax.
I An RSA can issue bonds and exercise eminent domain authority.
I RSAs result in limited local control over decision-making once implemented.
I RSAs are not tested in Colorado as a transportation provider.
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Evaluation
Table 8-11 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-11: Evaluation Results for Regional Service Authorities
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Medium-High – This option provides moderate
to high potential for cost savings through streamlined decision-making and staff
coordination.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: High – This option has a high
potential for improving customer benefits and ridership through enhanced and
coordinated service provision and consistent service models throughout the RSA
service area.
I Standardize Procedures: High – This option has good potential for standardizing
and improving reporting for federal and other funding entities and for
establishing consistent service policies throughout the service area.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: High – This option allows
relatively easy facilitation of transportation components of regional plans
through staff coordination and cooperation.
I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: Low-Medium – While this
option has good potential for establishing long-term sustainable funding for
transit services, its political viability is low due to its taxing powers and
limitations on local control and autonomy, characteristics that do not appear
favorable in the North Front Range at present.
I Overall Evaluation: Medium-High – Overall, RSAs appear to offer several
significant positive factors for local jurisdictions in providing a governance
structure for transit services. RSAs could provide operating efficiencies, improve
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services to users, help with standardization of procedures, facilitate
implementation of regional plans, and provide sustainable long-term funding.
However, its taxing powers and potential loss of local control and autonomy
makes it unlikely to have political or community viability for implementation.
Regional Transportation Authorities
Description
As described in some detail in Chapter 6, Regional Transportation Authorities (RTAs)
may be formed under Colorado law to provide a range of transportation services –
including roadways, transit, and aviation facilities – on a regional basis.
Key Issues
I RTAs are created by agreement of participating governmental jurisdictions and
require voter approval for implementation.
I RTAs can have flexible boundaries.
I RTAs can levy sales taxes, motor vehicle registration fees, and benefit taxes.
I RTAs can issue bonds.
I RTAs result in limited local control over decision-making.

Evaluation
Table 8-12 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-12: Evaluation Results for Regional Transportation Authorities
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Medium-High – Similar to RSAs, this option
provides moderate to high potential for cost savings through streamlined
decision-making and staff coordination.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: High – This option has a high
potential for improving customer benefits and ridership through enhanced and
coordinated service provision and consistent service models throughout the RTA
service area.
I Standardize Procedures: High – This option has good potential for standardizing
and improving reporting for federal and other funding entities and for
establishing consistent service policies throughout the service area.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: High – This option allows
relatively easy facilitation of transportation components of regional plans
through staff coordination and cooperation.
I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: Low-Medium – While this
option has good potential for establishing long-term sustainable funding for
transit services, its political viability is low due to its taxing powers and potential
limitations on local control and autonomy, characteristics that do not appear
favorable in the North Front Range at present.
I Overall Evaluation: Medium-High – Similar to RSAs, RTAs overall appear to
offer several significant positive factors for local jurisdictions in providing a
governance structure for transit services. RTAs could provide operating
efficiencies, improve services to users, help with standardization of procedures,
facilitate implementation of regional plans, and provide sustainable long-term
funding. However, its taxing powers and limitations on local control and
autonomy makes it unlikely to have political or community viability for
implementation.
Special Districts
Description
As described earlier in Chapter 6, Title 32 special districts (named from the
legislative citation describing their functions) are quasi-municipal corporations and
political subdivisions of the state organized for specific functions. A Title 32 special
district may be formed to include property wholly within a county, wholly within a
municipality or with portions within county or municipal boundaries.
Key Issues
I Special districts provide services not necessarily provided by a city or county.
I Special districts require voter approval for establishment and can have flexible
boundaries.
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I Special districts can levy property taxes and service charges.
I Special districts can issue bonds and exercise eminent domain authority.
I According to state law, transportation services can only be provided by a special
district if they are part of a multi-purpose metropolitan district.
I Special districts result in limited local control over decision-making.
Evaluation
Table 8-13 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-13: Evaluation Results for Special Districts
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Medium-High – Similar to RSAs and RTAs, this
option provides moderate to high potential for cost savings through streamlined
decision-making and staff coordination.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: High – This option has a high
potential for improving customer benefits and ridership through enhanced and
coordinated service provision and consistent service models throughout the
district’s service area.
I Standardize Procedures: High – This option has good potential for standardizing
and improving reporting for federal and other funding entities and for
establishing consistent service policies throughout the service area.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: High – This option allows
relatively easy facilitation of transportation components of regional plans
through staff coordination and cooperation.
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I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: Low-Medium – While this
option has good potential for establishing long-term sustainable funding for
transit services, its political viability is low due to its taxing powers and
limitations on local control and autonomy, characteristics that do not appear
favorable in the North Front Range at present.
I Overall Evaluation: Medium-High – Similar to RSAs and RTAs, special districts
overall appear to offer several significant positive factors for local jurisdictions in
providing a governance structure for transit services. Special districts could
provide operating efficiencies, improve services to users, help with
standardization of procedures, facilitate implementation of regional plans, and
provide sustainable long-term funding. However, its taxing powers and limits on
local control and autonomy makes it unlikely to have political or community
viability for implementation.
Special Statutory Districts
Description
As described in detail in Chapter 6, special statutory districts can be established by
statue as a corporate body for the general purpose of building and operating transit
service. The district would have the specific mission of developing and operating
transit service and act independently of other agencies. The best example of a
special statutory district in Colorado is the Denver-area Regional Transportation
District.
Key Issues
I Special statutory districts are created by an act of the Colorado legislature.
I Establishment of special districts require voter approval.
I Special statutory districts can build infrastructure and operate services
independently of other local agencies, so local jurisdictions have limited control
over decision-making.
I Special statutory districts can levy taxes (including sales taxes) and issue bonds,
and can have eminent domain authority if authorized by the legislative act
creating them.
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Evaluation
Table 8-14 summarizes the evaluation of this option.
Table 8-14: Evaluation Results for Special Statutory Districts
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I Increase Operational Efficiency: Medium-High – Similar to special districts, this
option provides moderate to high potential for cost savings through streamlined
decision-making and staff coordination.
I Increase Customer Benefits and Ridership: High – This option has a high
potential for improving customer benefits and ridership through enhanced and
coordinated service provision and consistent service models throughout the
district’s service area.
I Standardize Procedures: High – This option has good potential for standardizing
and improving reporting for federal and other funding entities and for
establishing consistent service policies throughout the service area.
I Service Model to Implement Regional Plans: High – This option allows
relatively easy facilitation of transportation components of regional plans
through staff coordination and cooperation.
I Political, Community, and Financial Sustainability: Low-Medium – While this
option has good potential for establishing long-term sustainable funding for
transit services, its political viability is low due to its taxing powers and
limitations on local control and autonomy, characteristics that do not appear
favorable in the North Front Range at present.
I Overall Evaluation: Medium-High – Similar to special districts, special statutory
districts overall appear to offer several significant positive factors for local
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jurisdictions in providing a governance structure for transit services. Special
statutory districts could provide operating efficiencies, improve services to
users, help with standardization of procedures, facilitate implementation of
regional plans, and provide sustainable long-term funding. However, its taxing
powers and potential for loss of local control and autonomy makes it unlikely to
have political or community viability for implementation.
Overall Results
Table 8-15 shows the overall results of the evaluation of governance options.
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Table 8-15: Summary of Evaluations for Governance Options
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As noted in the table, the IGA option was rated the highest of all options, followed
by RSAs, RTAs, special districts, and special statutory districts. While the last four
received medium-high rankings, their lack of political and community viability
(primarily due to their taxing powers and a diminishment of local control over
decision-making) could be fatal flaws operating against their implementation. The
status quo option received the lowest ranking of all options.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
As noted above, there are several paths the North Front Range can take to improve
its overall transit services and their cost-effectiveness – to meet the overall purpose
and need of this project. A variety of operations integration options were
examined, all of which provided differing degrees of short-term benefit but more
significant long-term benefits. In particular, short-term integration of Transfort and
COLT fixed-route and paratransit operations showed the potential for some shortterm cost efficiencies while setting the stage for longer-term cost savings and other
improvements. Fixed-route and paratransit integration also has high potential for
improving customer benefits (and ridership) in addition to helping improve
standardization of procedures and reporting. It also offers significant potential for
helping regional transit authorities implement their long-range plans and meet
regional goals, and it has significant community and political support throughout
the region. In addition, a variety of low-cost integration activities (such as
integration of fares, fare media, marketing, and other ancillary services) could result
in some level of short-term cost savings and customer benefits (with the potential
to increase ridership) while significantly improving overall services to transit users
throughout the region.
As for potential new governance structures, there is low political feasibility or
viability for any option that significantly reduces local control over decision-making.
Intergovernmental agreements were seen as providing good short-term benefits to
the region with relatively high community and political viability. They provide a
relatively easy to implement means for the North Front Range region to begin
formation of a coordinated transit service entity, allow for phased consolidation
activities over time as desired by participating bodies, and allow local participating
jurisdictions to maintain budgetary and other authority over the coordinated entity.
Based on these factors, the purpose and need established for this project, and the
evaluation of options, the recommendation of this project is to move forward
with initial integration of regional fixed-route and paratransit operations in Fort
Collins and Loveland, resulting in a new regional transit service entity through the
execution of an intergovernmental agreement between the Cities of Fort Collins
and Loveland.
The development of the detailed language and provisions of the IGA is
recommended to be undertaken through the appointment of a community Task
Force to oversee its drafting. The deliberations of the Task Force would be
informed by ongoing community outreach activities (before and during the
deliberations of the Task Force), ensuring that the entities and individuals consulted
as part of this study continue to participate in the process of developing a regional
transit framework for the North Front Range area.
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The Task Force is recommended to consist of:
I Staff members from Fort Collins, Loveland, Berthoud, and the North Front Range
MPO, with a focus on those staff members with expertise in transit operations
and management, finance, human resources, and legal issues.
I Community representatives appointed by each of those entities, using the North
Front Range Transit Vision Steering Committee (which oversaw the development
of this study) as a starting point for membership.
This process would ideally result in the development of a draft master IGA for
consideration by – and ultimate approval of – the governing bodies entering into
agreement. In addition, this master IGA would provide the framework for
integration of Transfort and COLT and contain language that would allow Larimer
County, Berthoud, Windsor, Timnath, and the North Front Range MPO (and other
jurisdictions as desired) to join in its provisions as requested in the future.
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Appendix

NORTH FRONT RANGE TRANSIT VISION STEERING COMMITTEE STATEMENT ON PROJECT
RECOMMENDATIONS

The Steering Committee for the North Front Range Transit Vision project has met three times in the
last six months to provide input and guidance to the project team on the future of transit services in
the North Front Range. At its last meeting in January 2013, the Steering Committee reviewed the
project team’s preliminary recommendations, which include:
x

General agreement on the need to – and aim of - consolidating and coordinating fixed-route
and paratransit services throughout the region to improve services, cost-effectiveness, and
ridership, with the proposed first step being consolidation of Transfort and COLT fixed-route
services throughout the region as an early-action goal.

x

General agreement on the use of intergovernmental agreements between and among the
jurisdictions in the North Front Range as a framework for integrating and coordinating transit
services within the North Front Range Transportation Management Area (TMA).

x

General agreement that the next step should be presenting recommendations to local
governing bodies and facilitating agency dialogue.

x

Recommendations on the appointment of a staff task force to develop an initial master
intergovernmental agreement that would outline the long-range framework as well as shortterm processes for transit integration. This task force initially would consist of staff members
from Berthoud, Fort Collins, Loveland, and Larimer County involved in financial, human
resources, legal, and transit operations activities within those jurisdictions. Additional
jurisdictions within the TMA could participate if desired or as needed in the future. The task
force would look to local examples of intergovernmental agreements as models to use in
drafting the structure of the transit services intergovernmental agreement.

x

The work of the task force would be reviewed by local jurisdictions and the local community
through an outreach program that includes:
o Ongoing involvement of the project Steering Committee (supplemented by additional
members if needed) to ensure project continuity;
o Follow-up briefings for and continued involvement of the groups and individuals
surveyed during this project who have an interest in improving transit services
throughout the region; and
o Briefings as needed to participating jurisdiction policy bodies.
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The North Front Range Transit Vision Steering Committee endorses these principles and urges local
jurisdictions to move forward with implementing these recommendations.

TOWN OF BERTHOUD:

CITY OF LOVELAND:

____________________________
John Bauer

_________________________
Joan Shaffer

____________________________
Jim Birdsall

_________________________
Dan Hill

____________________________
James Gaspard

CITY OF FORT COLLINS:

LARIMER COUNTY:

____________________________
Ben Manvel

_________________________
Tom Donnelly

____________________________
Yvonne Myers

_________________________
Carol Dowding

____________________________
Gary Thomas

_________________________
Evelyn King
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